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A,
This work comprises a survey of the Kurdish dialects 
sppken in the following northern areas, or hy the following 
tribes*, of present-day Irag. : Sulaimaniya, WSrraSwa, 
Bingird, Pindar, Arhil, Rawandiz, X5£nSwY , SdrSl*, Akra, 
Amadiya, BarwSrT-SSr, Gulllr , and Zakho. With the sole 
exception of Sulaimani Kurdish none of these dialects has 
previously been described individually. A descriptive 
sketch of the Phonology, Morphology and Syntax of the 
dialects is therefore given, based on the evidence of the 
lingusitic material recorded by the writer in 1954 - 5. 
Where appropriate, reference is also made to other des­
criptions of Kurdish dialects, particularly that of the 
MukrX dialect by Oskar Mann. Certain phonetic and morpho­
logical features distinguishing the various dialects are 
then summarized and on the basis of this summary a division 
of the dialects into main, viz. Northern and Central, and 
subsidiary groups is suggested.
+ + +
My study of Kurdish began in 1951 under the guidance 
of Mr a CM JhSdmonds and it is a pleasure to record 
my gratitude to him, in the first place for his exposition 
of the Sulaimani dialect and again for his help and. 
encouragement at all times.
The award of a most generous Studentship, 1953 - 5, 
by the Committee for Studentships in Foreign Languages 
and Cultures of H J L  Treasury made it possible to visit 
the Kurdish-speaking areas of Iraq and to record new 
linguistic material. In Iraq my work was lightened by 
the liberal help and interest of so many Kurds, from 
ploughboy to Cabinet Minister, that to acknowledge all 
here would be impossible, I must, however, express my 
particular thanks to Messrs, Fuad Rashid Bakr and Hasan 
Husayn of Sulaimaniya and _j.asn.im ...a ;ji Hasan of Akra for 
their continued interest and cooperation,
It was not, unfortunately, possible to visit Turkish 
Kurdistan, as desired. Excellent dialect material from 
this area, however, collected by Oskar Mann, is preserved 
in the possession of the Akademie der Wissenschaften und 
der Literatur, Mainz, and the Institut fur Orientforschung 
of the Deutsche Akademie der Wissenschaften su Berlin.
I am particularly grateful to the Directors of both the 
Academy at Mainz and the Oriental Institute of Berlin for
“ i  i  i  ~
placing this MS material freely at my disposal with a 
view to publication.
It remains only for me to acknowledge my debt of 
gratitude to the supervisor of ray studies, Professor 
W*Bo Henning. His advice and criticism, so generously 
offered during the preparation of this survey, have been 
of inestimable value to me.
D, N, M.
May 1957
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INTRODUCTION
The survey of Kurdish dialects which follows is hased 
primarily on material gathered during a visit to Iraqi 
Kurdistan in 1954 - 5* It was originally intended to spend 
an equal period of time in the Kurdish-speaking areas of 
Turkey and Iraq* In the event, permission not Toeing 
forthcoming from the Turkish authorities, some ten months 
were spent in Northern Iraq, between Halab ja and Zakho 
(Map B)- from the towns of Sulaimaniya and Akra as bases 
visits were made to the centres of as many dialect areas 
as could profitably be covered in the time available,
Where possible the linguistic notes made were supported 
by connected texts, either taken down directly from dictation 
or recorder on magnetized tape and then transcribed*
Inevitably these texts are of unequal value, according both 
to the authors and the possibility of checking them*
However, of the texts transcribed without the assistance 
of the authors those from Barwarl-zor are the only ones 
presented about which any serious doubt remains,
Throughout the history of Kurdish dialect studies it 
has been notoriously difficult to find trustworthy informants, 
even in. situ* Thus Chodzko’s informant in Paris was an 
a'"‘ c to era t better acquainted with Turkish and Persian than 
with his mother tongue $ Prym and Socin obtained most of 
their texts from an Aramaic-speaking Christian n-nri
2an itinerant Jewish story-teller; Makas1s Mar&ini Kurd, who 
had travelled for years in Eastern Europe, was telling 
stories he had heard twenty years before; even in recent 
years the authors of the Kurdoev - Cukeman texts were 
refugees who had arrived in the Caucasus by stages from 
various parts of Turkey*
The same difficulty was encountered in Iraq in certain 
cases. Thus the author of the main BingirdT text (Bin,314 - 
379), a man of about 25 years of age, had lived for about 
one year in Pigdar; the Xo&naw speaker, some 40 years old, 
had worked for a dozen years in cosmopolitan Arbil; the 
Sfrr£l speaker, well past his fiftieth year, had lived for 
the past two years on the outskirts of Akra; the 40 year old 
GullI informant had lived for about ten years in Zakho*
A new factor disturbing dialectal purity is the spread 
of the "official:f Sulaimani dialect throughout its home 
province and neighbouring Arbil, Thus the Warmawa (Tar,188 - 
207), Bingird (Bin.299 - 313) and Arbil speakers had all 
either attended school or done their military service and 
adopted certain Sulainani forms as a result* In the main, 
however, the pure dialect forms are clearly discernible in 
all the texts*
As the majority of the dialects treated here have not 
been recorded or described hitherto the material is presented 
in the form of a descriptive grammatical sketch* On the 
basis of this description the features distinguishing the
different dialects are then summarized* In the description 
the dialects are divided into two ad hoc groups purely for 
convenience* Hot unnaturally, however, this division will 
he found to coincide in general with the grouping into 
Northern and Central dialects adopted in the summary. In 
the two groups the two dialects hest represented, viz* 
Sulaimani and Alcra, are taken as the hasis of the description, 
the other dialects "being described only insofar as they
differ from these. Where possible the dialects have been
quoted in the following, approximately geographical, order :
A* Sulaimani B, (STlrSl)
WarmS wa Akra
Bingird Amadiya
Pizdar Barw5ri~26r
MukrI G-ulli
Arbil Zakho
Rawand i z (Sha i khan)
Xosnaw
Throughout, the words "the dialect(s) alone", or the
like, naturally imply "alone of those here studied"*
+ + +
Of previous descriptions of these and neighbouring
dialects the following, which have appeared within the last 
hundred years, alone merit attention*
For the Sulaimani dialect the first sketch is that of
4Chodsko. It is inaccurate in a number of details, some of 
them hard to explain (e.g. j  reni * fox1, for FSwi),
but suffers most from the deficiences of the informant*
His frequent, but not constant, pronunciation of /r/ for 
/!/ might be explained as an aristocratic peculiarity 
(cfvjj 39) , or as a non-Sulaimani form, hardly as an older 
dialect form.
Both the grammars of Soane give a highly subjective 
description of the language. Many forms given are divorced 
from reality (e.g. the paradigms of intransitive verbs in 
the past tenses, conjugated here as if transitive) and there 
would be little point in making reference to these details 
merely to correct them. Even the vocabulary is suspect, in 
that a great deal of it has been taken uncritically from 
disparate sources (e.g. the ghost-word purs ’pig', cf. 
Benvenistc, BSL.45.83).
Edmonds’s description, unfortunately not yet in print, 
was ma.de available to me by the author as an invaluable 
introduction to the study of Kurdish. My description of 
Sulaimani, although it may differ in the manner of presen­
tation, is essentially the same as that of Mr. Edmonds.
Only where he intentionally errs, from the point of view 
of dialect purity, in favour of normalization has it been 
necessary to note the divergence.
Mann’s grammatica1 sketch of the Mukri dialect is 
quoted throughout for the sake of comparison with the
neighbouring Soranl dialects. Any disagreement with Mann 
is specifically noted. Possum’s grammar of the same 
dialect, with its attachment to the written form, adds
nothing to Mann’s description.
Of the BSdinanT dialects Jar&ine’s short grammar gives 
a quite accurate basic description. Covering as it does, 
however, some half-dozen dialects it.is not a suitable 
source for our purposes. Beidar’s grammar of the Zakho and 
neighbouring dialects is entertaining but useless. Indeed, 
without a good knowledge of the dialect it is almost 
impossible to interpret the "transliterated" texts given.
Rhea’s sketch of the HakarX dialect is accurate but, 
although nowhere stated, it bears unmistakable signs of 
representing two or more dialects, presumably those of the 
G-a./ar and Urmiya areas in the first place (e.g. "kyautin 
or kautin or kaftin, v* fall khin or khon (i.e. Txy ;n / 
xu:n) 5 n. blood1’).
There remain the more derivative descriptions of 
Kurdish in JustiTs grammar and Socin’s sketch in the Grundriss 
der Iranischen Philologie. Both scholars were severely 
limited by the information at their disposal. For the 
dialects covered here only Chodzko’s material, discussed 
ab ov e, was ava i1ab1e.
Apart from grammatical descriptions there are two sets 
of texts which can be quoted. The texts from Nahri, Southern 
Hakarl, published by M. Niki tine, being in the Arabic
scrixit, give a good idea of recent indigenous "phonemic 
theory". At the same time they suffer from the limitations 
of the script and to some extent require interpretation.
They can, therefore, only he quoted in cases of certainty.
The Kurdish Songs of Dr. Mokri are mainly important 
for the information they provide concerning the lesser- 
-known dialects of Southern, Persian, Kurdistan. Never­
theless the few Sulaimani and Mukri songs given provide 
useful corroborative evidence.
As it was impossible to visit Eastern Turkey no new 
material could be obtained concerning the Kurdish dialects 
of the area. Thus not all the "Northern dialects" of the 
title could be treated at first hand. While there is quite 
a large number of published Kurdish texts from this area —  
those of Dufresne (JA. 1910), Egiazarov (Tiflis, 1891), 
Hadank, Jaba, Kurdoev - Cukerman, Le Coq, Lerch, Lescot, 
Makas, Prym - Socin, dc. —  they are extremely unequal in 
a number of particulars and, above all, lack uniformity.
To have included a description of them, with the necessary 
apparatus criticus, would have enlarged this survey 
disproportionately.
Fortunately valuable evidence relating to these dialects 
has recently come to light. The material collected by Oskai 
Mann in the course of his 1906 - 7 journey from Aleppo to 
Mosul, via Urfa, Siverek, Diyarbekir, Bitlis, Jazira and 
Dohuhs has mostly survived the upheavals of the Second '"orld
7War and is now divided between the Akademie der Wissenschaften 
und der Literatur, Mainz, and the Institut fur Orientforschung 
of the Deutsche Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin. This 
material provides a valuable unifying link between these 
Kurdish texts from Turkey and, moreover, records the dialects 
as they were before the displacement of Kurdish tribes which 
followed the First World War. The publication of Mann’s 
material will provide the opportunity to reassess the texts 
mentioned above.
Apart from the dialect texts quoted there have recently 
appeared two indigenous grammars of northern Kurdish, those 
of Bedir-Xan and Kurdoev. Both are normalized and as such 
do not provide a good source of information for a dialect 
study. However, they are cited parenthetically in the 
description of the Badinani dialects when they give features 
common to the Kurdish dialects of Turkey and the Caucasus 
but contrasting with BSdTnSnX.
The studies of Cukerman, Miller and Sokolova are highly 
specialized and largely deal with dialects beyond the scope 
of this survey. The same can be said of Barr's description 
of Andreas's Southern Kurdish texts. These latter have 
been expressly excluded from this survey because of the 
lack of sufficient new evidence. This is now provided, 
however, by Mann's MS material and will also be the subject 
of later work.
8 H  1, 2
PART I - PHONOLOGY 
Sulaimaniya Dialect. (KcL SlaymSnl),
Vowels*
j 1. In the Sul* dialect the following simple vowels 
occur : (IPA) i, I; £, £ > cfc , a, a, o, o, U, u, a*
There are two degrees of length* i:, a:, o:, o:
and u: are always long* I, i, a, U and q are always short* 
qg never appears independently hut always in conjunction 
with £ forming the diphthong oe£> This has the length of 
a short diphthong (v*$ 13)*
5 2*
u:
O  i
o : 0
:u
j 3- i* is invariably a very close, front vowel.
Phonemically it can be represented /T/. Cf. j I 18. b, 20.
j 4. (a) i is a half-close, front-central vowel, varying
somewhat in position according to the following consonant.
1)
It never occurs at the beginning of a syllable or after 
the semi-vowel /y/-
++ Pn. The sole recorded exception to this is the word
'indja:, more commonly 5ndja:, /in3a/ ’then1.
(b) I is a half-close, front vowel. It only apnears at the
1)
beginning of a syllable and in contact with the semi-vowel 
/y/„ In initial position it often alternates with /i/,
++ Fn. The sole recorded exception to this is the word
/lin3./ ’sticky’, which has a clear front vowel Undj.
(c) Since i and I never appear in the same phonetic context 
they may be considered as combinatory variants of the 
phoneme /i/. Cf. j 10.
Note. An /i/ in unstressed -position between two consonants 
is generally not realized, e.g. /Si bikam ?/ ’tjibk'am, 
/birdinawa/ ’b±£dnawa, /dasima/ 1dasma 
j 5. (; is a half-open, front vowel, except in the diphthong
g:i (q.v. j 14) when it approaches a half-close, front e:.
In initial position, following another vov/el and occasionally 
in other positions a fleeting anticipatory raising of the 
tongue gives ^ , J£:i. A preceding consonant may be 
palatalized.
j 6. (a) ae appears only in conjunction with fc , i.e. in a
10 ill 6 - 9
diphthong formed "by the progressive unrounding of the lips 
while the tongue remains in the half-open, front position. 
Sometimes it is a falling, fc££ , sometimes a rising, ag *£ , 
diphthong. Usually a speaker will realize the diphthong 
in one way only hut occasionally hoth diphthongs are heard 
from a single person.
(h) Since c€ never occurs independently of £ and the two
vowels always appear in a single syllable it is convenient 
to consider the diphthong qg£ as the realization of a single 
long-vowel phoneme /$/.
j 7. a is an open, front-central vowel occuring in most 
positions, except in contact with /I* y/« After /I, y/ a 
half-open, front vowel £ occurs (cf.J 18.b). Before /l, y/
(cf. j 14) an even closer front vowel £ appears, somewhat 
more close than the normal realization of /£/ ($ 5).
Thus a, ( j)£ and €(3) are allophones of the phoneme /a/,
j 8. a: is an open, front-central vowel, slightly more open 
and hack than the corresponding short a. When followed hy 
the semi-vowel /y/ or a velar /!/ it is even more open and 
hack. These two positions are then combinatory variants 
of the phoneme /&/.
In final position /a/ is sometimes so shortened as to 
he confused with /a/.
J 9. (a) o: is a medium, hack vowel o:, except when followed 
in the same syllable by the semi-vowel /w/. Then it is a 
half-close, hack vowel preceded hy a fleeting, anticipatory
11 SI 9 - 13
lip-rounding giving wo:u.
tmrn mm wmmrnm
(b) o : is a half-open, hack vowel* It appears only
before /r, ?/•
(c) o:, o: and o: never occur In the same phonetic contextc
and may he considered as allophones of the phoneme /$/♦ 
j 10* U is invariably a half-close, back-central vowel.
Phoneme /u/.
Following the semi-vowel /w/ or in proximity to a 
back vowel the phoneme /i/ is often realized as U, e.g.
mm mm
a: 'wig >  a: ’wUp /fewig/ ’dew1
’biro: >  fbUro: /biPS/ 'go 1 1
j 11* u: is invariably a close, back vowel. Phoneme /tl/.
j 12* a is invariably a half-close, central vowel. It is
a realization of the phoneme /d/ (q.v.jj 32). Cf. a, j 23*
+mmm
Diphthongs*
j 13* There are four classes of diphthongs in the Sul. 
dialect, namely those ending in :
(a) a close, front vowel i; £:i, oe£i, £i» a:i, o:i,
and u:i,
JSg/.
(b) a close, back vowel u; i:u, £:u, og£u, au. a:u,
and o:u,
(c) a half-close, front-central vowel i; i:i, £:i, ai, 
a:i, o:i, and u:i,
(d) a half-close, central vowel e; ae, a:a#
There are two degrees of length, corresponding to the
12 H  13 - 16
length of the first vowel of the diphthong. Thus ini, fc^i 
ce£u, a:i, u:i &c. are long, au, ai, aa are short diphthongs.
)( 14# Class (a)# When followed hy another vowel the
syllabic character of these diphthongs is destroyed, e.g#
fla:i rain, hut 'larjsk1    .
Thus they cannot he regarded as single phonemes,
ti, a:i &c# are to he clearly distinguished from
£'i:, a: fi: &c#, e.g#
’raei 'wine1 : mfc'i: fit congealed1
Tma:in 'we stayed1: ma:'i:n 'mare1
Thus the second vowel of the diphthong cannot conveniently
he regarded as a realization of the phoneme /l/* It must
rather he considered as a realization of the semi-vowel /y/#
Class (a) is therefore reducible to the groups /By (v#{ 5),
8y, ay (v. $ 7), ay (v. j 8), ay, and fly/#
j 15# Class (b)# As with class (a) a following vowel
destroys the syllabic character of these diphthongs, e#g#
*a:u, hut fa:w£:k4
J Z - -
On the analogy of class (a) it is convenient to consider 
these diphthongs as phoneme groups of which the second 
member is a realization of /w/# Thus A w ,  Sw, 8w, aw, 5w, 
and 5w (v# j 9.a)/#
I 16. Class (c). These diphthongs occur only at the end of 
a syllable (cf#$ 31). There can, therefore, he no confusion 
between the final, front-central vowel of the diphthong, i, 
and the initial, front realization, I, of the phoneme /i/.
13 JI 16 - 18
Thus they may he regarded as phoneme groups of which the 
second element is a realization of /i/. Thus A x #  3i# ai, 
Si# 5i, and Hi/,
j 17. The vowel a is a realization of the phoneme /d/
(q.v. j[ 32). The diphthongs of class (d) therefore 
represent /ad# §d/.
Vowel groups.
*
} 18. (a) A  feature of the Sul. dialect is the frequency 
of uninterrupted vowel groups of a secondary nature, e.g. 
lau dajt'a'a:, rwa: ak'fci, min u: fau, 
fpa:£awa sta:'lj,
even hi&k'am
With the presence of a semi-vowel long groups of continuants 
rnay arise, e.g.
*l£:3aga:, *l£:daa: /I'By a(d)5/
n£:£i:na± a'oaitE: /nSrTnai adats/"w" /N —
Such groups may, however, he contracted, e.g.
/ba naw am §ara <. §dra§/
(h) When i, 3 are followed hy particularly between two 
consonants, the group i:f 3£ tends to he reduced to 
£: A /  5) , e.g.
k'Uxsi^'k'a >  k'Ufsg:fk*a /kurslaka > kursBka/
y  a^fno:£:wa /aSnSyawa >  aSnTOwa/
j  £1 wa: X >  h £: ' wa: J* /yawSS )  h$wS§/
Conversely unstressed A / ,  especially following A / #
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is often realized as /ya/, e.g.
fna:£:m >  rna:j£m /nSSm > n£yam/
 ~    “ __
*naaa:£: > *na :j£ /nadSS >nSiya/(cf. $ 3(5)
A “* *5
tj*a:wi: *dafj| /SSwI dar 5 ;> dar ya /
When u, w are followed "by a the group tends, particularly 
between two consonants, to be reduced to o: /&/ ($ 9), e.g. 
orfduia'k'a > o : r d o : !k*a /ftrdaaka > 3rd5ka/c
ha:lt#u:ata > h a i:'t<o:ta /tiStaata > hStBta/
Ar. kull wa^h > A l 5 3 a /
(c) The groups /ly, aw/ are impossible in final position 
or between consonants. Thus suffix or enclitic /-I (-y),
-a  (-w)/ are not realized after /I, a /  respectively, e.g.
/Sit < rSX + -It/
/yari akird < vySrI + -1/
/pirsl vpirsl + -1/
/ba, sa < rba-, sa- + -a /
Semi- vowels.
$ 19. The Sul. dialect has three semi-vowels, IPA 3, w, a.
mm mm mm mm mm mm mm
J 20. o is a palatal (front) frictionless continuant.
Normally it represents a phoneme /y/. Preceding another 
vowel, however, it may be a realization of A /  ($ 3) »
^xist*;ja b a : rxa£i: /xistla bSxa-ll/
la barwajja:jati: /la b5wa§15yatl/
In certain positions j may be a realization of the phoneme 
/a/ (v.J 32).
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Between vowels /y/ is sometimes realized very shortly, e.g. 
a:^| /-5ya-/, and between not at all, e.g,
fl£:a:n /15ySn/ 
j 21# w is a bilabial (hack) frictionless continuant. When 
followed hy a front vowel or the semi-vowel /y/ there is a 
slight fronting of the tongue w > t[. Phoneme /w/*
Preceding another vowel it may he a realization of /&/
(] 11), e.g.
k ‘i£d±mw£i rk #ama'wa /kirdim U aykamav/a/
J 22. Many speakers regularly substitute the group /w§/ 
for /yS/p e.g.
/y<3nSn > w£n5n/ Greece*
/b51y3z > b&lw§z/ 1ambassador1 
AtanturySt > tanturw^t/ !teinture d'iode'
/mily5n > milwBn/ 1millionr 
Tk. karyola > /qarawela/ 'bed*
/w§/ of other origin often alternates with o©£ /5/f e.g.V**
/bilw^r bilftr/ 1 flute1 
/atwetav/a at5tawa/ 'it melts' 
j 23. a is a mid-palatal (central) frictionless continuant, 
i.e. with the tongue position of the vowel o ($ 12). 
Phonemically it is a realization of /d/ (v.\ 32)•
Consonants,
$ 24. p . In Kurdish words the glottal stop only occurs 
initially before vov/els. It never appears internally, even
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between vowels (cf.} 18#a). Since no two words are differ­
entiated solely by the presence or absence of the glottal 
stop it cannot be considered as a phoneme of Kurdish# It 
occurs, however, in a number of unassimilated loanwords 
from Arabic (written * ), e#g,
Ar# sU’pa:! /su*Sl/ Question*, 
contrast Kd. swa:9f /swSl/ fbeggingf
Following a word ending in a consonant, the conjunction 
fa/ or the Izafe /I/ (v#I 180), and in most cases the 
preposition /la/, an initial vowel is not preceded by p * 
Following any other word with a final vowel, or a 
pause, an initial vowel other than fa/ (v.J 5) is normally 
preceded by p . The modal prefix /a-/ (v.J 200,a), however, 
normally has an initial ? only after a pause, e#g.
bo; f?au fa& aw/, but fbo; fcik'Ci /bQ aykay ?/
The appearance of p where it does not occur in normal 
speech indicates "careful" or "emphatic" speech#
I 25. q is a voiceless uvular plosive. It is unaspirated
except when followed by /u/# Phoneme /cl/#
Sf
I 26. k* is a voiceless, aspirated velar plosive# When 
followed by fa/ the aspiration is very slight# Phoneme A / *
I 27. g is a voiced, unaspirated velar plosive* Phoneme /g/.
I 28. n is a voiced velar nasal# It never occurs in initial
position# In certain numerals (v.J 189) it is a velar,
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nasal frictionless continuant* i.e. the hack of the tongue 
approaches hut does not touch the velum* In / w /  alone it 
is vocalic* It is very rarely followed hy a homorganic 
plosive and except in these conditions must he considered 
as a separate phoneme /%/, e.g.
a:*wi33 /Swig/, assl'qac /fesigar/, 
hut hg:h,gUj' /bSnguS/ (cf.{ 34)
J 29. /k* g and 13/ are all strongly palatalized hy a
following front vowel or the semi-vowel /y/. With A *  g/ 
this leads, hut very rarely, to a vulgar pronunciation 
of c# j as the affricates tj, d^ (v.j(J 49, 50), e.g.
Jt* £:c* i : fk*a > (Jt*£:tJi: ?k'a) /SitBkl ka/
J'oecz > /gSz/
t, d, n.
5 30. t# is normally a voiceless, aspirated dental plosive. 
When followed hy /&/ the aspiration is very slight. In 
final, post-vocalic position t1 is occasionally lost, e.g. 
foaut* s 'ftau /hav/t/
The pronominal suffix of the 2nd. person Singular 
(v. J 193.a) and the "euphonic" final consonants of the 
2nd. and 3rd. person Singular verbal endings (v.J 202.c) 
are unaspirated, t. 'Then in pause or followed hy an 
initial consonant they are unexploded.
Since there are no two utterances differentiated solely 
hy these two variant forms of "t" they may he considered
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as allophones of a phoneme /t/.
I 31* The pronominal suffix -(±)t /-(i)t/ (v*i 193* a) 
alternates with the form -4 /-i/, even post-vocalically, e*g„ 
• ^ i w ^ r k ' i t  a*8am|: ^  s$:w£:k*4 /sSwSki(t) adam5/
*tji:t k‘i£du:a /-vx tji^4 /Sit 6li kirdtta ?/
'bit^k'Ujim ’biijk'Ujim /bit-^ biiku&im/
It is assimilated hy a following nasal or lateral, e*g# 
lna:n)na:s4m /nStnSsim/, ftji:ll£: /Sit 15/
j 32* d is a voiced, unaspirated dental plosive#
(a) In initial position it is normally preserved, e.g* 
dast* /dast/, &g£ik* /dayk/, &c.
(b) In medial position it is normally realized as the
semi-vowel a ({ 23), hut may he lost completely, e.g.
na:ufaa:x /nSwdSr/, a:ma:fea /SmSda/,
  r— r—
ba:’gam, ha:1 am /b5dam/, h a fyai ,/baya/ ’Baghdad1 
It is assimilated hy a preceding /I, 1, v/, e#g. 
da:l!la /da Ida/, di9f!3:a:x /dildSr/,
^ a v 1va /havda/
Following /I, 5, y/ it is assimilated to 3, or lost, e*g,
f i ’jgmf: /aydamS/, m£ifja:n /maydSn/ ^
iC.— Jrtl— — —
/*dldanl > rdlyanl > rdI5nI (cf.J 18*b) >  dy5nl/
(This assimilation occurs also with an initial /d/, 
which has however a medial position in what has become a 
fixed, obscene, phrase, viz#
la jq'Uzi: *ja^ik'i him /la quzl dSyki him/*)
Following /r, z, 2/ it is preserved.
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++ Fn. The phonemic spelling /maydSn/ is justified, even 
within the Sul. dialect, hy the fact that all other 
occurrences of -ij- represent phonemic /-yd-/,
(c) in final position following a vowel it is normally 
realised as the vowel a (I 12), e.g. 
has Aad/, l*fba:e /LibSd/
immmmm «p•oaaaiwSfC
Following a consonant it is preserved, e.g. 
k*££d /kird/, &c.
Only rarely in normal rapid speech is it not realized.
These realizations may all he considered as allophones 
of the phoneme /d/.
I 53. The initial /d/ of the verb /dfitn/ is exceptional in 
that it is treated in all positions as medial /d/ (I 32.b).
It is normally realized as the semi^vowel ©, less 
commonly as j, e.g.
'sa:j e /dSya/, asa:f t £: /adStB/,a ^m m
1 n a : j £in /nSdayn/, f r £: ^  £ i t / f M  dayt/
w* y /  W
or, between two consonants, as the vowel a, e.g.
fhate'ra:wa /hal drdwa/
It is assimilated by a preceding nasal, /I or y/, e.g.
'himmact: /binidarS/, amasnna:11£: /amSLnddtS/,
bafa^ia: /bar-hal-dS > barallS/,
fi’j^m /aydam/
.Ji—
Between two vowels it is often lost, e.g.
*ba£awa Aidarawa >  barawa/,
a ’a:t£: /adStS > adtB/> na:j| /nadSya > nSya/
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It is, however, preserved hy a preceding /t/, e#g, 
atda:11£: /atdStS/
5 34. n is a voiced, dental nasal. In 'ndja: /inja/ 
alone (cf.J 4.a) it is vocalic,
A following / k /  sometimes v e la r iz e s  /n/, e.g. 
x in 'kasn  /x in k fin /, b in 'k 'a  A  in k a /,  
hut milwa :33 !k*a /m ilw S nka/
In contrast a following /g/ normally assimilates /n/f e.g.
h a : 331 gU j1 A S n g u 3 /
The group /ng/ is, however, normally further reduced to A  A  
e.g. /TSsingar > Ssigar/
The dental nasal, and the velar followed hy a velar 
plosive, may he considered as variants of the phoneme /nA
p, b, m.
J 35. p is a voiceless, aspirated bilabial plosive# When
followed hy /s/ the aspiration is very slight. Phoneme /p/.
j 36. h is a voiced, unaspirated bilabial plosive. Phoneme
A A  When in secondary contact with a following voiceless 
consonant it becomes a voiceless, but unaspirated, stop, e.g.
*tjibk*am /di bikam ?/
I 37. m is a voiced, bilabial nasal. Phoneme /mA
1> 3:# I*,
j 38. 1 is a voiced, dental lateral non-fricative. Phoneme
/1A E-g. gil /gil/ 'pain', p'ala /pala/ 'haste1.
j 39. is a voiced, velarized, dental lateral non-fricative*
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Phoneme /!/. It never occurs in initial position.
With some, rare, speakers it appears to he realized 
as a retroflex lateral £ . Some women speakers replace 
A / b y  /r/ (cf.J 9s).
E.g. gi* /gil/ 'clay', p ‘a*a /pala/ ’stain1
$ 40. x is a voiced, alveolar single flap. Phoneme /r/.
mwm
It never occurs in initial position.
E.g. k'ar A a r /  ’donkey’, p ’ifd /fcird/ ’bridge’
It is often assimilated by a following lateral, e.g. 
‘ha11a /bar la/
5 41.
E.g.
! 43. 
i 43.
5 44.
Ar. / . Phoneme /*/•
Note, /h and */ appear in Kurdish words in place of 
original rh and f , e.g. /hawt/ ’seven’, / ‘Ssnfln/ ’heaven’.
$ 45. x is a voiceless, velar fricative# Phoneme /x/#
5 46, y is a voiced, velar fricative of rare occurrence#
Phoneme /y/.
jj 47* J is a voiceless, palato-alveolar fricative. /&/.
5 48. t  is a voiced, palato-alveolar fricative. Phoneme ./&/*
r ia a voiced, alveolar roll. Phoneme /£/# 
k'ar A a f /  'deaf, p'ir /^>if/ •full1, 
rf:wi: /$5wT/ ’fox1
Fricatives*
h is voiceless, glottal aspiration. Phoneme /h/#
wwm
%  is a voiceless, pharyngal fricative* Phoneme /h/9 
^ is a voiced, pharyngal fricative, lees tense than
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j 49# tj is a voiceless, alveolar + palato-alveolar 
affricate. Phoneme /8/.
j 50, dj is the voiced equivalent of t/ (J 49)# Phoneme /J/# 
j 51, s is a voiceless, alveolar fricative# Phoneme /s/#
j 52. £ is a voiceless, alveolar "emphatic* fricative, the
Ar. . It is of very rare occurrence, even in loanwords 
from Ar. In a few words it occurs in alternation with s, 
seemingly as a result of the "Persian*1 spelling, e.g.
Saa /sad/ *100* , Ja8t< /gast/ *60*
D cl l» also
Sag /sag/ *dogf (cf.J 142)
There are no two words differentiated by the two sounds 
s and § alone and the latter can only he considered as a 
phonetic variant of /s/#
j 53. z is a voiced, alveolar fricative# Phoneme /z/.
j 54. f is a voiceless, lahio-dental fricative# Phoneme /f/.
j 55# v is a voiced, lahio-dental fricative. Phoneme /v/.
It is extremely rare, occurring only in such sound-imitative 
words as /givva/ 1whirr* and hy assimilation as in /havva 
< havda < vhafda/.
Consonant groups# 
j 56. (a) Initial consonant groups are common in Sul.
Some seventy-five occur. The commonest types are (where 
c represents a consonant)
cL, ci, cR, cR, cW and cY,
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i.e. groups in which the second member is a frictionless, 
lateral, rolled or flapped continuant. The remaining initial 
consonant groups which occur all contain a sibilant, e.g.
SK, ZM, CK, cfec.
Among medial consonant groups the commonest types are 
Lc, Lc, He, He, Me, Nc, 33c, Xc, Zc, Zc„
The only geminates are LL, L£», MM, NN#
The only groups of plosive + plosive are 
BD, GB, KT, PK, PQ, TK, TQ.
The formulae Lc, Lc, He, Sc, Sc account for all final
uunsonant groups, a total of approximately forty, except for 
rare occurrences of FT, MT, NJ, PH, XS, ZM, ZM, 2n .
(b) Some speakers appear to be less able than others to 
realize a consonant group in final position. Thus both 
fasp* and 'pas3^ * /asp/ are heard.
With all speakers certain consonant groups which are 
possible in medial position are not so in 5tfinalu position, 
i.e. in pause or followed by a third consonant. In these 
circumstances an unstressed, non-phonemic £ is realized 
between the consonants of the group, e.g.
jXalqi: fk 5oe£i /xalql kdy ?/
but xal3^  *ba:]5£:ka: /xalq. b5ql ak5/
In the phonemic transcription such a non-phonemic £ is not 
expressed, in contrast to a stressed, phonemic £ which is 
realized in final but not in unstressed medial position 
(cf. $ 4. Note), e.g.
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b a ^ a ^ s i k *  /ba Ssik/, 
but ?am ^aiskar'naa: /am SsikSnaS/
ha'mu: f/±t* /hamE §it/,
but h a fmu: Jt*£:k# /hamE §it3k/
{ 57. (a) Medial and final ND«
Corresponding to the group ND of other dialects the 
realization NN is heard in Sul. (cf. $ 33), e.g.
/brlndEr > brlnnSr, bandaxbn > bannaxSn/
The group NN is normally further reduced to N or 33, e.g. 
/banda > baga, gSzinda y gSziga, fand y  fag, 
mandu > m£qE, Hamawand y -wag, s5nd y sdg, 
mindSl >  minEl, migSl/
(b) ST. Medial ST is preserved and may even be introduced 
by analogy, e.g. /qastam/ <  Ar. qasam.
In final position the T is occasionally lost, e.g. 
das£ b±Jo: /das(t)i bi&S/, dxu;s k'ifd /drus(t) kird/
k*o:si bk*aw£: /k<3s(t)i bikawS/
Before a voiced consonant the group becomes Z, e.g. 
/dazgS £ vdastgS, dazglrSn < rdastglran/, 
daz na:k‘aw£: /dast nSkawS/
Note also the isolated group
*ra:z ak*€i /PEst akay/ *you are right1
Phonemic system.
J 58. The Sul. dialect has then the following system of
25 jj 58, 59
nine vowel* two semi-vowel and 27 consonant phonemes :
I i u n
S ft 3
a 5
QL# fo* b> 1 s
k# g« 33* X, Y»
«• 3, S, 2, y,
t, d, n, S| Zf 1* 1* i*f F*
p, b, m, f, v, w.
Note. Although this dialect has for some years been the
vehicle of Kd. publications in Iraq, the modified Arabic 
script now generally used represents not this but an ,fidealM 
Sul. dialect, with the phonemic system of the PiS., Muk. 
dialects (q..v.][]( 75 f f. ) .
WgrmSwa Dialects
j 59. The War. dialect has the same phonemic system as 
the Sul. dialect (v. j 58), with two additions (v.{ 70).
The phonetic realizations of a number of phonemes are, 
however, different. For comparison therefore, following 
each paragraph number that of the appropriate paragraph 
in the Sul. section is given in parentheses.
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Vowels,
$ 60 (J
•  e:
j 61 (I 4). /i/. Before /d, g/ (v.I 70), following
another /i/# and in all the diphthongs of class (c), /i/ 
is more close and hack than otherwise, i.e. it is a close, 
central vowel £, e.g.
haVt'igim /hStigim/, Tb££ka: /b iik5/
Thus /ii/ is here a further diphthong of class (c), rather 
than a simple vowel group (cf.J 18,a)*
j 62 (I 5)» /fe/ is a half-close, front vowel ©:, coinciding
mm mm
with the position of /fe/ in the Sul. diphthong /5y/, in all 
positions. The War. diphthong /fey/ normally has a slight 
anticipatory raising of the tongue, e.g. p <3e:i /p5y/.
J 63 ( I  7). / a / .  Both before and after /l, y/ the phoneme
/ a /  is  re a liz e d  as a medium, front vowel coinciding with
mm mm
the position of /a/ in the Sul., War. diphthong /ay/, e.g.
h£j£ /haya/, e:m{j| /Sraaya/
» • % • $
^  mm mm mmm mm mm
jj 64 ( I  9). /S/. The medium, hack vowel o: is often
•m mm
preceded hy an anticipatory lip-rounding, particularly
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after another vowel, e.g.
Jorj-, jwo:£d£gma /SSrdigma/, p'e:wo: /p3$/
J 65 (J 11), The group v-£w(&)- is sometimes contracted 
to u: /fe/, e.g.
«*% f(W
hu:m : : awUm /btlm < Hjiwirn : : awim/# 
hu:ri: /bUPI < ^hiwiPl/
/u/, of whatever origin, is sometimes palatalized hy
a following /y/ or front vowel. The diphthong /tly/ is
realized as y:i, or simply y:, e.g.
-1
ap‘axmy:ito: /aparmtiytc/ic
by:e:t :: axjert /btlSt <  ’’hiwSt :: awSt/,
( i
h u : i t ,  h y : i t ,  h y : t  : :  a n i : t  /b tly t <  vh iw lt  : :  a w l t /   ‘r l --------- ------
Semi*-vowel s.
j 66 (J Si), /w /  is  p a la ta liz e d  hy a fo llo v /in g  / y /  or 
front vowel, giving it, e.g.
amaite: hi:tti:n£m /amawS hlwlnim/
Consonants* g, d, h.
5 6*7 ($ 27). /g/. In inter-vocalic position and following
/n, r, y, z/ a voiced, frictionless continuant appears in 
place of /g/. The hlade of the tongue approaches hut does 
not touch the velum in the position of g, producing IPA ui 
with the lips in neutral position. This v/ill he written 
§. Following a vowel in a closed syllable the same sound 
forms a series of diphthongs /rag, &c./, analogous to 
class (d) (\ 17), e.g.
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a:g±f /v5gir/, diga:n /'digSn/, sajj /'sag/,
figfira /'aygirim/, bagza:ea /rbagz5da/,
- M . — — — —  ... T., 11. rv *
a:singar /v5singar/, da£ga: /Tdarg3/,
meurg /*m5rg/, nizga^a Anizgara/
In these same positions /g/ occasionally disappears, 
e.g. laga£, le:3? Alagai >151/, mizayt* Amizgawt/,
£ ina: A a g l n S /
JJd—H
When fo llow ed hy A *  y/ the group A  iff/ is reduced, 
thus igi:, igj "become i:*^i:, i:J >i:, e.g.
ha:t,i:3it hart'iglm Aa t l l  :: *h5tigim/
wTJt*i:(j)r :: wUt'igma /wutl(y)a :: rwutigraa/
This is the only occurrence of A l t  ly/ (cf.J 18. c). 
j 68 (| 32). /d/ lias the same realizations in medial and
final positions as Sul. /d/, i.e. a &c., with the exception 
that it does not appear to he assimilated regularly hy 
preceding A »  y> m, &c./, e.g.
saa / r sad/, haaan /Thadan/, ho:aa /rhCda/, 
giaam /vaydam/, himaaxe: /rhimdar5/,A A <
hut m€if3a:n /mayySn/
J 69 ( I  36). /b / .  In po stvoca lic  p o s itio n  A>/ coincides
w ith  /w/ (J 66), e.g.
dxwa:u /T)jwgh/, qau£sa;n AqahrsSn/, £iwam Aayham/,
— r — __________________ jx:___
a :fra :sja :u /rSfr5sy5h/, t'eiwait* < Ar# tahl'at,r  r  —
£ii*i:nim Aayhlnim/, quifci: :: Sul. /quhail/
............
][ 70. These developments do not in themselves alter the 
phonemic system, i.e. from the phonemic writing /g, d, b/
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the medial, continuant realizations g, would still
he predictable* The case is altered, however, by the
irregular occurrence of loanwords, be it from spoken Arabic
or the dominant Sul* dialect, with intervocalic voiced 
plosives* The resulting confusion is well exemplified 
by the following sentences :
a^e: baaali bo: bidam* qaburafcim ni:£c ^ ^
/vabe badali b5 bidam* qabHlim nla./
In certain verbal stems, moreover, the intervocalic
continuant has been introduced into initial position, e*g*
wastl : Sul. bastl, wim : Sul* btlm
Clearly, to preserve the predictability of the actual
realization it is necessary to indicate in phonemic
writing the incidence of either plosive or continuant
/g* d, b/. Since a phoneme /w/ already exists it is only
necessary to introduce two new phonemes, viz* a, a /§/
and g ,/g/s e.g.
/agir, nizgara, wutigma/, but /aynS/ (cf.$ 67),
/bagzada, aydam, badan, hSjla/ (cf.jj 68),
/3waw, taywat, aywlnim/, but /qtlll/ (cf*{ 69)
j 71 (J 31). (a) When /t/ occurs in final position, i.e.
in pause or followed by another consonant, and is preceded
by /a, a/ it is realized as ±, forming the diphthongs
ai, a e * g *
__
ha:i /vhSt/, karai /vka?at/ Ar* karra^
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(b) When /%/ is preceded by the diphthong /aw/ it is not 
realized in final position, e*g*
k'au /*kawt/, 'tiau /vhawt/... 'u ■”
(c) As in j 70, these developments do not in themselves 
alter the phonemic system, since the spellings /hat, 
kawt/ &c. still indicate the realizations
The irregular occurrence of Sul* dialect forms, hov/ever,
such as ha:t*, k'aut1, requires that the real War* fonna 
9mm
be distinguished by writing /hSi, kaw/
Consonant groups*
J 72 (I 57)* (a) The group ND of other dialects appears 
regularly as N, e.g.
ma:n£g /inSnig/ :: Sul* /raSgt1/
zi:na:n /zlnSn/ :: Sul. /ztrfcri/
tjan /San/ :: Sul. /8an, 8ag/
(b) Corresponding to the medial and final ST of other 
dialects the realization S is normal in War., e.g. 
dasak1 /dasak/ :: Sul. /dastak/
zu:sa:n /ztlsSn/ :: Sul* /zist5n/
misafa: /hisafS/ :: Sul. /Mistaffi/
Hote the analogical back-formation in 
ro:st*ga:r /vTOzg5r/
i —
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Treatment of Loanwords,* 
j 73. Arabic loanwords suffer a variety of changes, e.g. 
/laqam/ <  ? Ar. laqab ’by-name', /da*b/ < Ar. daf* 
’repulsion*, /talfl/<  Ar. tifl ‘child1 + /-I/
There is considerable confusion between /h and 4/, e.g. 
/tamSh/<  Ar. tama*, tamS'a^ ’desire* f 
/biawqlh/< Ar. mawqi* ’place1, /ma'b/< Ar. mahw 
’erasure1, even /3urhat/<  Ar. JJu^a^ ’courage1 
Assimilation is common, particularly in the Ar. form 
maf'dl, which yields a measure mafradl, e.g.
/majmdr/ < Ar. ma3btlr ’obliged’,
/raazmGt/ <  Ar. madbat 'strong*,
/manmUn/ <, Ar. mamnUn ’thankful’
Phonemic system.
{ 74. The War. dialect has then the following system 
of 9 vowel, 2 semi-vowel and 29 consonant phonemes :
I i u a
5 S 0
a a
q, h, h, N
k, g, g, 13, x, r, (g),
5,3, y,
t, d, d, n, s, z, 1, 1, r, (^),
p, b, (w), m, f , v, w.
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Bingird and Pizdar Dialects,
j 75. The Bin, , Pi2. dialects have the same phonemic 
system as. the Sul. dialect (v. j 58), with one exception 
(v.]| 79). The phonetic realization of a number of phonemes 
is, however, different.
Vowels.
j 76 (J 5). /fe/ is the half-close, front vowel er, as in
the War. dialect (v. j[ 62).
In final position following /I, y/ it is shorter and
more open, £, i.e. approaching /a/, e.g.
swarf1j£* /svmrlfe/ (cf. j 18.b) mmm »
Very occasionally the diphthong /ay/ appears to become 
/fe/ in final position, e.g.
/aw bare <  rbaray, aw§ <  raway, baw iSe <  rT&ay/ 
cf. j 95 and Muk. $ 7.b.
J 77 (J 6). /8/ is commonly the rising diphthong oe ,
and with some speakers is so close as to be indistinguishable 
from qe /we/.
Diphthongs.
$ 78. (a) The diphthongs of classes (c), ending in i, and
(d), ending in a, do not occur ( v . 16, 17, 81, 82),
(b) With certain Piz. speakers the /w/ of class (b)
diphthongs is sufficiently consonantal in character to 
require the realization of an unstressed, non-phonemic ± 
after it when the following consonant is final (cf,$ 56.b),
33
e.g. ’k'aw^t'bu: /Icawtbtl/
H  78 - 84
Consonants.
j[ 79 (J 28). q is always followed by a homorganic plosive
m  «■*
and must be considered as a velar allophone of /n/ and not 
as a separate phoneme (cf. j 83).
j 80 (I 29)* A t  g/ are strongly palatalized by a following
front vowel or the semi-vowel /y/. With some speakers this 
is carried to the extent of realizing c, j as affricates 
tf, a5. There is, however, no confusion with the phonemes 
7 * 7  3/ (▼•! 84).
j 81 ( H  3ft, 81). /t/ is a voiceless, aspirated dental
plosive with the same unaspirated allophone as in Sul. It 
is never lost or assimilated, nor does it alternate with 
final /i/.
J 83 ({ 32). /d/ is a voiced, unaspirated dental plosive
in all positions.
j 83 (| 34). /n/ is a voiced, dental plosive. Before a
velar plosive it has a velar variant 33, e.g.
big *giXd /Bingird/, 
and before a palatalized velar plosive a palatal variant 
jl , e.g. 3-ajijti: /dangl/
j 84 ($$ 49, 50). With some speakers /£, 3/ are alveolar + 
alveolo-palatal affricates tp, dp rather than tj, dj.
Thus there is no confusion with the same speaker’s 
affricative pronunciation of c, j(v. j 80). As a mnemonic
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this peculiarity is marked hy writing the phonemes /c, 3/ 
for /&} 3/-
Consonant groups. 
j 85 (J 57). The groups ND and 3T are normally preserved 
in all positions, They m y  even he introduced hy analogy, 
e.g. /masanda/ < Ar, mazannaG Conjecture*
There is a tendency to form inters and post-vocalic 
groups of voiced plosive preceded hy homorganic nasal to 
replace either single consonant, especially in loanwords, 
e.g. /bandan/ < Ar, hadan 'hody1, /mumbarak/ < Ar, muharak 
*hlessed*, /hamhal/< Ar. hammSl ’porter*,
/Fimh/ < Ar* rum£ ’lance’, /dondim/ < Tk. donum "acre’1
Loanwords,
j 85 (J 73), Loanwords from Arabic suffer such changes as
/salam/ < Ar, sanam ’idol’
*fc
/yaySnatl/ < Ar, xiyana ’treachery’ + /-I/, 
when they are not completely disguised hy such malapropisms 
as /ta*3ll/for Ar, tasjil ’recording* and t§jir ’merchant*, 
/tarhlat/ for Ar, tartih ’arrangement*.
The phonemes /h and */ are often confused, e,g,
/hat5/< Ar, *at5 ’gift’, /h&yla/ < Ar, ‘S ’ila^ 
’family’, /haziz, nahman/ <  Ar, #Azis, Nu'man
Phonemic system,
5 87. The Bin., Pi2. dialects have then the following
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system of 9 vowel, 2 3emi-vowel and 26 consonant phonemes : 
I i u a
5 8 (wS) 3
a 5
<1» h, h, %
k> Ei x, r,
(«. 3) 5, 3, S, 2, y,
t, d, n, s, z, 1, 1, r, ?,
p, b, m, f, v, w.
Mukri Dialect,
j 88* The phonetic description of the Muk. dialect in Mann, 
Muk. jjJ 1 - 7 ,  suggests a phonemic system identical with 
that of the Pig* dialect* This is supported hy the Muk. 
songs in Mokri, op. cit. pp. 105 - 131.
V owels,.
j 89. Mann’s transcription fie must he for xje, oee. His 
MSS often show {[& before normalization. Since either vowel 
can he stressed it appears still to he comparable with the 
single phoneme Sul. /S/, alheit alternating with /wg/
(v. jjj 6, 77), e.g.
Muk. cf. Mokri,
7,30 nfi&zh- /nw§2/ : 410 nwezh
3,S khfi&n /xhn/ : 428 khwen (Sul., sic)
13,21 khfien /xwen/
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Diphthongs *
I 90* The transcriptions au, ou almost exactly mirror 
the Sul, diphthongs /ay, aw/ (v, j 7),
It must he assumed (despite Mann, Muk*5 6) that the 
long notation of the second vowel in the diphthongs ai, au 
etc* results from a distortion of the sounds in slow 
dictation.
Consonants,
5 91, Mann states, Muk, j 2, end, that /l and 1/ are inter­
changeable in most, hut not all, words. These exceptions 
alone suffice to justify the separate phonemic status of 
the two consonants. For the rest one can only note that 
in neighbouring dialects there is extremely little, if any, 
alternation between these sounds,
j 92, Neither Mann nor Mokri differentiate /r and ?/ in 
Mukri, As the same is true of both writers’ transcriptions 
of the Sul, dialect (Mann's in MSS), where the opposition 
undoubtedly exists, one is free to assume its presence in 
Mukri also. Moreover, Mann occasionally noted rr, e„g, 
kurr ’boy’, but normalized kur in publication,
Arbil Dialect, (Kft. Hawler)
j 93, The Arbo dialect (including Koi Sanjaq. (Kd, K5ya) , 
the Xo§, and Rdz, areas, and probably the BradSst area to 
the north of Rdz.) has a phonemic system the same as that
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of the PiiL (Muk.) dialect (v.jj 87) with two exceptions.
Vowels,
5 94, /£>/ does not occur. It is replaced hy various
other phonemes, e.g.
/nw52/ ’prayer* Sul, /no2/> /stir/ ’salty* Sul, /s<5r/, 
/xundin/ ’study’ Sul, /xbnin/, /g$/ ’ear1 Sul, /go/, 
,/gIz/ * walnut’ Sul, /gdz/ 
j 95, Pinal /ay/ appears sometimes to alternate with /<§/, 
cf. j 76 and Muk, j 7,b, hut the morphology is not clear,
E„ g. /harbl aw 2awe < rSaway/,
/biPo naw hlray : : aminySn hSwlSta nSw bXrg/
Consonants,
j 96, /!/ is regularly replaced hy /r/ (cf. j 39), e.g.
/dir/ ’heart’ Sul, /dil/, /darSm/ *1 say1 Sul.'/alSra/ 
/&/ is only heard as a borrowing, probably occasioned hy 
radio broadcasts in the Sul. dialect, 
j 97, /S, 3/ are regularly realized as the alveolar +
alveolo-palatal affricates tp, d^, i.e. /6, 3/ (v, j 84). 
j 98. /h and */ are almost regularly interchanged hy 
unlettered speakers, e.g.
/haft, faft/ ’seven’,
/ ‘ajl hall/ ’H531 ‘All’ (not an isolated spoonerism)
Phonemic system, 
j 99. The Arb, dialect has then the following system
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of 8 vowel, 2 semi-vowel and 25 consonant phonemes :
I i u u
e 5
a 5
CL# I9
k, g# x# r*
3* 7 p
t, d, n, S p l. r, y,
P p m, V, w*
Sure I Dialect,
j 100* The Sur* dialect has the same phonemic system as 
the Arb. dialect "but the realizations of certain phonemes 
are appreciably different*
Vowels*
J 101* /§/ is an open, front vowel of an exceptional
length, causing most Sur* sixeakers to give an unmistakable 
impression of ,fbleating:r*
j 102* /a, e and 1/ are sometimes shortened in final
position to coincide with short vowel phonemes,
/& > a/, /§/ > e > /a/, /I > i/*
j 103* /w/ is palatalized by a following front vowel or
/y/. Following another consonant in the same syllable it
is realized, before /I/, as a very close q , e*g.
«*•
binf\?i:sim /biniwxsim/, but ' dtpLsne: /dwln§/
39 O  104 - 106
Consonants.
$ 104. A *  g/ are palatalized by a following front vowel 
or /y/, being realized as c, j. Before /&/ a fleeting j 
is heard which does not, however, palatalize the consonant, 
e.g. A ® /  c'e:, A ® /  k'^a:, /g®/ g^a:
I 105. /§, 2/ are replaced by the alveolcwpalatal
fricatives ?, ?, which for mnemonic purposes are represented 
phonemically as /£, i/ (cf. j 84).
Akra Dialect. (Ar. 'aqra, Kd. ®kr5)
Vowels.
j 106. In the Ak. dialect (including the ZSbSrX area) the 
following simple vowels occur, (IPA) i, i, e, a, a, U, u, y.
There are two degrees of length, ir, e:, a:, u: and 
y: are always long. &, a and U are always short.
Note. All initial vowels are preceded by a non-phonemic 
glottal stop, e.g.
?a:v /®v/, (^:xift4in A x  if tin/
When this is realized in a compound noun, or following a 
modal prefix in a verb form, the ‘'initial1* character of 
the vowel is marked by a preceding hyphen, e.g. 
ru:J ?o:va: /f 3&-5v5/,
t«i?a:xivi:t« /t-SxivIt/V^ t'asxivist* /tSxivIt/
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J 107.
u:
u:iy*i
e:i
e:u
ai
$ 108. i: is invariably a very close, front vowel.
Phoneme /I/.
j 109. 4 is a half-close, front-central vowel. Phoneme /i/.
It has a variant with lip-rounding, y, before y:f e.g. 
d y x y m  /dirdn/
An /i/ in unstressed position between two consonants 
is often not realized, e.g,
*da:Jt‘a /d§ Sita/
See also j 148.
$ 110. e: is a medium, front vowel, e;, except in the 
diphthong e:i (v. j 116) when it approaches a half-close, 
front e :. Phoneme /S/.
j 111. a half-open, front-central vov/el, except in
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the diphthong ai (v. j 116) when it approaches a half-open, 
front £. Following an “emphatic" /jt, b/ (v.jl 123, 142) 
it is slightly more hack a. Phoneme /a/, 
j 112. a: is an open, hack vowel, varying with different 
speakers between cardinals ^ a n d o ,  Following an "emphatic1' 
/t, s/ it is slightly more hack Phoneme /&/.
J 113- U is a half-close, hack-central vov/el* Phoneme /u/. 
j 114* u: is a close, hack vowel* In contact with the 
"emphatic" consonants /t, s/ it is somewhat more open u:.
In the common phrase /t>6 xo/ it is usually reduced, thus 
hu:>bU>bxu:, written /bu xo/* Phoneme /8/ (v. J 116)* 
jj 115* y: i B  a close, front vowel with lip-rounding. Some 
speakers (it is said the natives of one only of the three 
Kd* quarters of Akra, and certainly the non-Kd* Christian 
population) replace this vowel regularly by /I/ (J 108), 
thus my: ^ m i :  &c. Phoneme /u/.
Since u: and y: correspond generally to o: and u: 
respectively of other Kd* dialects it is convenient, and 
within the system of the Ak. dialect unambiguous, to 
represent them phonemically as /5, d/ or, as here for 
mnemonic purposes, /3, d/.
Diphthongs*
j 116. There are tv/o classes of diphthongs in the Ak. 
dialect, namely those ending in :
(a) a close, front vowel i ; e:i, ai, a:i, u:i and y:i,
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(b) a close, back vowel u ; e:u, au.
They are phonemically identical with the corresponding 
Sulo ^c» diphthongs of the same classes (cf.JJ 13 - 15) 
and for the same reasons may he written /§y, ay, gy, oy, 
uy/ and /3w, aw/.
Semi-vowels*
j 117. J is a palatal (front) frictionless continuant.
Phoneme /y/.
5 118. w is a bilabial (back) frictionless continuant.
It is not noticeably palatalized by a following front 
vowel. Phoneme /w/.
Consonants.
j 119. q is a voiceless uvular plosive. Phoneme /q/.
k, g*
j 120. k* is a voiceless, aspirated velar plosive. It is 
palatalized by a following front vowel (including /u/) or 
/y/o Phoneme /k/.
j 121. g is a voiced, unaspirated velar plosive. It is 
palatalized by a following front vowel or /y/. Phoneme /g/.
t, Jb, d , n.
j 122. t4 is a voiceless dental plosive, aspirated in all 
positions except in contact with a following consonant. 
Phoneme /t/. E.g. /t5/ 1 fever*.
j 123. 4s is a voiceless, unaspirated alveolar "emphatic”
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plosive produced by the blade of the tongue touching the 
upper tooth ridge, the rest of the tongue being depressed 
and rising at the hack to form a central hollow (as Ar. h> )• 
Phoneme /t/. E.g. /t§/ ’branch*>
5 124. d is a voiced, unaspirated dental plosive in all 
positions. Phoneme /d/,
{ 125. n is a voiced, dental nasal. Before a velar plosive
4M  **
it has a velar allophone Before /v/ in secondary contact 
it has a labio-dental variant nj, e.g. ’biijva /biniva/.
In certain numerals, before /z/, it is realized as a 
nasalization of the previous vowel /a/, e.g. jS:’za /ySnza/. 
Phoneme /n/.
p, b, m.
J 126. p # is a voiceless bilabial plosive, aspirated in 
all positions except in contact with a following consonant. 
Phoneme /p/.
j 127. b is a voiced, unaspirated bilabial plosive. In 
secondary contact with a voiceless consonant it becomes 
a voiceless, but unaspirated, stop, e.g. bxu: /bu xo/.
The secondary group bh is further reduced to p ‘, e.g.
/bihav§5a/ Vb rha;ve:ja > 'p'Asverja 
Phoneme /b/.
j 128. m is a voiced, bilabial nasal. Phoneme /m/.
1, r , P.
j 129. 1 is a voiced dental lateral non-fricative. Phoneme
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/!/. 4? is extremely rare* In ti3!p* it may "be an allophone
of /I/ after the emphatic /t/. ha£ha££4: is a "borrowing
from Sul* But faia ’Christian1 is unexplained* 
j 130* t is a voiced, dental single flap* It never occurs 
in initial position* It is sometimes assimilated and lost 
"before /!/, e.g. hal!m±n /har 1 min/. Phoneme /r/, 
r is a voiced, dental roll, Phoneme /p/.
■*'pm
Fricatives,
h is voiceless, glottal aspiration. Phoneme Ai/* 
is a voiceless, pharyngal fricative. Phoneme /h/.
9m
^ is a voiced, pharyngal fricative, /*/. Ar. .
x is a voiceless, velar fricative. Phoneme /x/.
Y is a voiced, velar fricative. Phoneme /y/* It 
is very uncommon, appearing only in loanwords, and is then 
normally replaced "by /x/.
j 137, J is a voiceless, palato-alveolar fricative. /§/,
j 138* g is a voiced, palato-alveolar fricative, /2/.
j 139* tj* is a voiceless, alveolar + palato-alveolar 
affricate. Phoneme /£/. In secondary contact with /%/ 
it is reduced to J, e*g. /nSSita/ ’n<v:^t*a 
j 140* dj is the voiced equivalent of tj. Phoneme /3/. 
j 141* s is a voiceless, alveolar fricative. Phoneme /s/*
j 142. $ is a voiceless, alveolar ‘'emphatic1 fricative,
with the same tongue position as /t/ (J 123), as Ar* u p  • 
Phoneme /s/. E.g. § a  /sa/ ’dog*
i i3i.
j 132. 
j 133. 
j 134. 
j 136. 
j 136.
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j 143* z is a voiced, alveolar fricative. Phoneme /z/.
j 144. & is a voiced, alveolar !teraphatic:! fricative, the
voiced counterpart of /s/ (} 142). It is not identical 
with Ar. though this letter is often used to write
the phoneme /z/.
j 145. f is a voiceless, lahio-dental fricative, /f/,
j 146. v is a voiced, lahio-dental fricative, It is very
common, corresponding usually to Sul, &c. /w/. Phoneme /v/. 
Note. In at least one ZBhSrl village, however, (Xalllkan, 
some 15 miles west of Akra) the fricative does not occur.
Ale. /w and v/ coincide in /w/.
Consonant groups, 
j 147. Consonant groups are comparatively rare in the 
Ak. dialect, particularly in initial position.
The following groups alone occur initially :
BR, DR, PR, KR, BY, GY, SM, SP, 3T, ST (written ST 
hy XalidI, in Bitllsl), &C, XW.
The commonest medial consonant groups are (where c 
represents a consonant)
Lc, Rc, Me, Nc, Sc, Zc, §c, Zc, Vc, Xc.
The only geminate is LL. The only groups of two plosives
are individual occurrences of BD, KB, TQ.
There are no primary three-consonant groups apart
from ccY, e.g. .FTY, NGY, RSY, XTY, ZDY.
There are 22 final consonant groups permissible, viz.,
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Rfi, RK, RJ, RM, R§, RX, RZ, SK, ST, ST, §T, NG, KJ, KK and 
individual occurrences of PS, FT, LG, LT, HM, HIT, HR, HF# 
When a consonant group which is permissible in medial 
but not in final position occurs in pause, or followed by 
a third consonant, an unstressed non-phonemic i is realized 
between the consonants of the group« This is not written 
in the phonemic transcription (cf»j[ 56»b), e*g, 
jb&la ba* 'jralbe: /bira bar salbTs/
^al^b k«ai /salb kay/O w*'
j 148* The occurrence of secondary consonant groups is
♦
i
quite common, owing to the frequency of the prepositions 
/I, p, t, v/ and the modal affix /t-/ (v#}jj[ 169*b»Fn., 294), 
Groups of three consonants are commonly realized 
with no intervening vowel, thus CCC,
/tayr p xurtl/ *ai£p!xU£t*i:— v'
/ki5?im p penj/ k'irirnp’p'etn&j
mm a* mm w  mm mm mm mm mm Si mm mm mm mm
/sah tkate/ 1sa&tk'at*e:
A short, unstressed vowel £ may, however, be realized, 
either before the final consonant Of the group, thus 
(C)CCVC, e.g«
/az t§§m/ as V ^ e : m
/sah 1 ggirl/ sate l^?a:gi£i:
/kaft 1 xa.nl/ k 4aft l^’xejrni:
or, less commonly, before the penultimate consonant, 
thus (C)CvCO, e»g,
/dat p nSn/ dat ‘^ b n a m
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/sah tkat§/ 1safe^tk'at'e:
/hal st§/ ,hal*stla:
Owing to this variation OCO : CGVC. : CVCC the vowel 
cannot he considered as phonemic,,
Larger secondary groups may be occasioned by the 
non-realization of unstressed, but phonemic, /i/a The 
pattern of realization is then CVCCVCC, i*e. by groups of 
two consonants from the last, a non-phonemic £ being 
realized where necessary, e*g*
/te t-fikirit-B/ 1 t*e: t'^fk1 £ / f
but /y§ t-fikirlt/ ( ;je:tfik* *£i:t*
/galak t-girit/ ga1lak4t**gfi:t-
Phonemic system*
5 149a The Aka dialect has then the following system of 
8 vowel, 2 semi-vowel and 28 consonant phonemes :
I i d u o  
e
a 5
q, h, h,
k, g, x, y ,
S, 3, S, 2, y,
t, s, z
t, d, n, s , z , 1, r, IP, 
p, b, m, f, v, w*
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Amadiya - Zakho Dialect. (Ar* ‘amSdlya, Kd. £medl(5); zaxo)
j 150. The Am., Zx. dialects (including the Bar., Gul. and 
Sindl areas) have a phonemic system similar to that of the 
Ak. dialect with, however, certain additional phonemes.
Vowels.
j 151. y: /CL/ is confused by some speakers with i: / ! / ,  
e .g . dy:33g, d irijg  /ddng > d in g /
Consonants, 
k, t, p; k, p. 
j 152. There are two series of voiceless plosives, namely 
k, t, p, unaspirated, and k t*f p ‘, aspirated. Those 
of the latter, aspirated, series correspond phonetically 
in every particular to the Ak. phonemes /k, t, p/. Since, 
however, their aspiration is here the significant factor 
in an opposition k* : k, t4 : t, p* : p it is convenient 
to mark it positively in the phonemic notation /£, *6, p/, 
leaving unmarked /k, t, p/ to represent the new unaspirated 
series, e.g.
/kurk/ 1 broody (hen)* :: /£ur£/ ‘fur-coat*
Consonant, groups, 
j 153. (a) In Am. secondary consonant groups are realized 
as in Ak. (v. j 148) , i.e. either as CCC, without a vowel, 
e.g. /6e tkan £ hiri§/ tje:tkanj'hifise:,
or as CCVC, e.g.
49
/Pa3ld 1 baydS/ ra ^ i r d  l^bay^o:,
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or as CVCC, e.g.
/66n p ?§va/ tJu: n*pre: va
(b) In the remaining dialects of the group there is less 
flexibility* Whenever three consonants come into secondaiy 
contact an unstressed vowel & is realized before the
When two consonants in secondary contact follow a pause
Phonemic system* 
j 154* The Am* - Zx. dialects have then the following 
system of 8 vowel, 2 semi-vowel and 31 consonant phonemes : 
I i d u 6 
§
a 5
penultimate consonant of the group, thus always CVCC
they are preceded by an unstressed i, thus V0G. E,g*
Bar. /5£ai 3 darva/ 
Zx. /dast p 3611/
Gul. /£ zamSn/
k'at'^j rdajfva
dast^p'Jusli:
Q.» hf 4 *
ft, lc, g-, x, r,
«, 3, s, 2,
ts s, z,
f, t, d, n, a, z, 1, r, F,
£, p, b, m, f, v w.
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Hakgrl and BStdn Dialects.
j 155
j 155. There Is no satisfactory phonetic description of 
either of these dialects. The most recent description, 
that of Hadank (op. cit. pp. 20 - 25), is based on the 
speech of the cosmopolitan anir Kamuran Aali Bedir-Xan 
(KABX), of B3t5nl family, and is of little value. It is 
possible, however, to cull the following facts from the 
description in “L f Alphabet Kurd©11, a series of articles 
in the Kd* periodical “Hawaru (Damascus, 1952 - 43) by 
Emir Djeladet Aali Bedir-Xan (CABX).
(a) Hawar, No. 11, p. 7. “Les Kurdes de la region con­
stitute par le (Botan) au centre, le (Heqarl) au Nord et le 
(Behdinan) au Sud prononcent .. le (d) comme le (u) franjais, 
ainsi que la majoritt des kurdes comme le (u) allemand.
Comme constquence naturelle de cette prononciation, les 
mSmes kurdes prononcent le (o) comme le (ou) fran^ais, .. “
(b) CABX states (No. 6, p. 10) that there is a “manque de 
(u) bref dans la langue Kurde;11. Accordingly he uses the 
letter u for “presque un nouveau son". His description of 
this sound is somewhat obscure, but Lescot (Textes, I, p. 
vi, Fn. 2) summarizes thus, tfu - correspond au son wlM, 
i.e. wi. But Hadank gives no special description of this 
sound, cf. op. cit. p. 29, /gundeki Kurdistane/ transcribed 
phonetically gdnd&kl kurdistanS.
(c) No. 10, p. 5. “De mtme certains Kurdes •• pretend(ent)
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que dans la langue Kurds aussl existe(nt) deux ( , cornme
en arabe le ({J” ) et le ((jP), le (w-> ) et le ( )c> ) et ainsi 
de suite." CABX, however, does not consider that the 
opposition k, : k 4 exists and makes no distinction in his 
alphabet. But, No. 25, p. 2 Fn., "Me ,kherl yani mirove 
ko nabihize, hi vi awayi nivisand, da ko ji !kere* heywan 
bite veqetan(d)in. Ji xwe ev !kh* ji ya din sturtir e."
I.e. "We have written kher !deaf! in this manner to 
differentiate it from ker, the animal. This kh is by nature 
thicker than the other." The choice of letters is unfor­
tunate as /itar/ ’donkey* has the aspirate and /kaP/ ’deaf1 
the unaspirated (thick - emphatic ?) k. Nevertheless the 
opposition appears to exist in (?) B5t£ni.
(d) No. 4, p. 9. "On pourrait noter ce son au moyen du
/ /
(8), comme dans les mots (p§z y.) et (sid •*»») . avec la 
dictie arabe, on pourrait peut-itre rendre ces sons en 
durcissant les consonnes et en icrivant (
"Nous avons constate, d ’autre part, la meme variante de 
prononciation dans des mots empruntis 8. I 1 arabe. Ssqer, 
8reb, 81i." (I.e. /'askar, 'arab, 'all/.) CABX is writing
of his own pronunciation "en tant qu'originaire de Botan".
As he attributes the difference in pronunciation of these 
and like words to an insignificant variation in the vowel 
alone, a distinction of the consonant values s, s; t, t; 
z, z; and ' is not observed in his alphabet.
It is reasonable to assume from these notes concerning
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the debatable phonemes /6, u; u; k, £ &c#; s, z &c./ that 
the Hakarl and BOtSnl dialects have a phonemic system 
identical with that of the Am# - Zx# dialects (cf,jj 154)#
Erevan Dialect# (Kd# Fawan)
5 156# The group of dialects spoken in the Armenian,
Georgian and Azerbaijan S. S.Republics have been the subject 
of the researches of a number of Soviet scholars# Presumably 
the dialect of the Erevan area, albeit normalized, is the 
basis of the numerous books, periodicals &c# published in 
ltd. in that city# These have appeared in a number of scripts, 
first Latin and more recently modified Cyrillic, but all 
these scripts have represented one phonemic system, very 
similar to the Am. (Hak#) dialect# The following obser­
vations only need be made.
j 157# There is no indication that /5, G/ represent any 
other sounds than the simple vowels o*., u: respectively, 
j 158. In some texts inter- and post-vocalic /b/ alternates 
with /v/.
j 159# The emphatic consonants /t, s, z/ are not marked in 
any way# Their existence is therefore problematic. In 
some words the "emphasis” of an initial /t/ in the Zx# 
dialect appears to be reflected by the "aynation" of the 
following vowel in Rwn# (v.jj 160), e.g.
Zx# ta2l, tarl, tav :: Rwn# ta2i, tari, tav
j 160# A series of signs, all modifications of the vowel
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/ a / b y  means of diacritics (6f >©, a ’, £ ’), has been used 
to represent some manifestation of an /«/• Discussing this, 
B.V* Miller describes the sign (op* cit* p, 68, line 21) 
as indicating “aynation (ajnacij) of a vowel or an ayn 
following it”, later, however, (ibid* p, 69, line ll) as 
“simply an initial vowel with Presstimme1*. Thus the sign 
appears to be ambiguous, 6 &c* representing initially 
/* + vowel/ and medially /vowel + */9 though there may 
be exceptions even to this* For the present therefore the 
/*/ may be written over the vowel in transliteration,
/ 4 * 4 4 y
thus /tazl, tari, tav/*
Compare further Sokolova (“Novyje svedenija po fonetike 
iranskix jazykov”, Ir* Jaz* II, p # 14, line 15), “Turkmen 
Kurdish has not the upper-pharyngal articulation which is 
a characteristic of Armenian Kurdish and there apparently 
forms a pharyngalized a (ay) in place of an etymological
Neither writer appears to consider /*/ as a “segmental”, 
consonant phoneme*
Miller (op* cit* p* 68) observes that the Kurds of 
Azerbaijan replace (£) by (h), e*g* ard > herd ^ a r t h ’* 
j 161* A distinction is made in all Rwn, publications 
between two voiceless alveolar affricates, represented by 
various modifications of one sign, e*g* c : *6, H : *«-{. The
description given by Miller (op* cit* p, 71 ff*) is meaning­
less, but one can infer from his comparison with Armenian
that the modified symbol (€, <H) represents an elective tf*.
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Sokolova (OSerki, I, p, 71) quotes Cukerman simply,
,rS - pharyngalized11. Adjarian ("Recueil de mots kurdes en 
dialecte de Novo-Bayazet11, MSL*16 of 1910) marked only an 
aspirated (£) and an unaspirated (6) affricate, the latter 
Being an elective in E. Armenian,
The elective can he represented phonemically as /5/f 
and the simple affricate, which is presumably aspirated as 
in all other Kd* dialects, as /&/.
Phonemic system, 
j 162, The Rwn, group of dialects may he assumed, therefore, 
to have the following system of 8 vowel, 2 serai-vowel and 
29 consonant phonemes :
I i u U
5 3
a a
Q.t h f  ( 4 ) f
Z 9 k, g, x, Yi
S, S, 3, §, zt y,
t, t, d, n, s, z, 1, r, P,
p, p, h, m, f, v, w*
Shaikhan and Dohuk Dialects* (Kd, &§x§tn, dahDk)
j 163. The Shn. and Dhk. dialects have a phonemic system 
identical with that of Ak. (v,5 149). The only phonetic 
difference is in the realization of /S, d/ as the simple
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vowels o;, a half-close, and u: a close hack vowel.
Other northern Kurdish Dialects#
J 164, It is impossible to give a sufficient phonetic, still 
less phonemic, description of any of the remaining northern 
Kd. dialects from the published material available, 
j 165# XSlidI, writing in Mutiki, a few miles west of 
Bitlis, comes as near as the Arabic alphabet permits to 
giving a complete picture of the phonemic system of this 
(Bitllsl) dialect,
A distinction between aspirated and unaspirated voice­
less plosives is not made, nor is /p/ specially marked# On 
this subject, however, cf# the note (op# cit# p# 208) s#v#
, "kar, 'donkey1 and 'deaf1 and 'loan* and 'piece', and 
the Kurds have slight differences in their pronunciations 
of these words, according to the meanings given, which none 
but they can arrive at and it is not possible to describe 
them here#" Of# Zx. A a r /  'donkey*, /kaf/ 'deaf, /kar/ 
fpiece', but /qar/ 'loan'#
The emphatics /t, s, z/ and /*/ all appear, described 
exactly as in the Ak#, Am# &c# dialects#
It is Justifiable to assume then that the Bitllsl 
dialect has a phonemic system identical with the Am# - Zx# 
dialects (v. j 154) with the reservation that /C, d/ are 
pronounced simply as oi, ul fespectiveiy*
j 166# The Bedir-Xah alphabet is designed, not to reproduce
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the pronunciation of any one dialect, "but rather to give 
the “highest common factor” of all northern Kd* dialects*
It presents the following system of 8 vowels, 2 semi-vowels 
and 23 consonants :
T i u G  BX. i i  u H
I- f, 3
t, d, n, s, z, 1, r, (rr), 
p, !>, ra, f, v, w.
a a 
q, h, h,
k, g, x,
3> 2, y#
t, d, n, sf z, 1, r, (F),
p, b, m, f, v, w*
Hadank (op* cit* p. 26) found the opposition r : F 
in the dialect of Derik, some 25 miles west of Mardin*
His informant QadrI Jan, moreover, was resident in Damascus 
and secretary to Celadet All Bedir-Xan* On the other hand 
he considers (ibid* p* 22) /*, h/ to be foreign to three 
widely separated Western (i*e* northern) Kd* dialects.
His thesis that only Kurds who have lived long with Arabs 
and who know Arabic can utter these sounds is clearly 
refuted by their appearance in Bitlis and even Georgia 
(v*}][ 160, 165)*
5 167* Index of Fhoneme_s*
References to paragraphs* Over*
y,
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Sul# War# Pi2# Arb# Ak# Am# Rwn#
/a/ 7 63 - - Ill — -
/ V 8 - - - 112 - -
A / 36 69 - 36 - 127 — (158)
A / 49 - 84 /6/97 /6/ 139 r -
A / 161
A / 12,32,35> 68 81 ” 124 -
—
/a/ 70
A / 5, 18 62 76 mm 110 - -
/f/ 54 - - 145 - -
/g/ 27, 29 - 80 - 121 - -
A / 67, 70
/r/ 46 - - 136 - -
A / 42 - - - 132 z -
/ V 43 - — 98 133 z -
A / 4 61 - - 109 z z
A / 3 - - - 108 z —
/3/ 50 - 84 /3/ 97 /$/140 - -
A / 26, 29 z 80 - 120 - z
A / 148 z
A / 38 -• - - 129 - -
A / 39 - - (96)
/m/ 37 - - - 128 -
A / 34 - 79, 83 - 125 - -
A / 28, 29
A / 9, 18 64 - - 114 /o/ - 157 A /
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Sul. War. Pig.
/ V 6 77
/p/ 35 - -
/p/
/ a / 25 - -
A / 40 - -
A / 41 r
/a/ 51 — -
A / (52)
/§/ 47 -
A / I— 1CO•soCO 71 81
A /
/t/
A / 10 - -
A / 11 65 -
A / 55 - -
/w/ 15, 21 66, 70 -
A / 45 - z
A / 14, 20 - -
A / 53 - -
A /
A / 48 - -
/*/ 44 -
Consonant groups,, 
| 56, 57 | 72 
Phonemic system.
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85
87
I 167
Arb, Ak. Am. Rwn.
(94)
- 126 z -
152 z
- 119 - -
- 130 - -
- 131' - -
Ml 141 - z
142 — (159)
- 137 - -
- 122 - -
152 -
123 - (159)
- 113 - -
- 115 /a/ - 151 157 /Q/
- 146 - 158
- 116, 118 - -
- 135 - z
- 116, 117 - -
- 143 - z
144 - (159)
- 138 - -
98 134 - 160
- 147, 148 153
99 149 154 162
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Stress and Intonation*
H 168j 169
j 168# Under the conditions in which the material here 
described was recorded it was found impossible to obtain 
sufficient data for a satisfactory description of the features 
of stress and intonation# Even the texts recorded on magnet­
ized tape are often uttered in an abnormal, stylized manner*
As these features have no direct relevance to morpho­
logical description they are treated only incidentally and 
insofar as they affect the orthography adopted for each 
dialect# This may, therefore, require some modification 
in the light of a full “prosodic" description#
The punctuation employed in the texts.is, in part at 
least, conventional and no final statement concerning types 
of Juncture is intended.
Secondary Contact#
j 169# (a) In all Kd# dialects final consonants are parti­
cularly unstable# There is a strong tendency for a final 
voiced plosive or fricative to be devoiced in pause or in 
contact with a voiceless consonant, e#g,
Sul. /la bar kird,/ k'iXt,
/sari barz kirdawa/ bafs k*—
/waku sag sar/ Sak sax
/gurj hamSm/ gU£tJ* —
/sad polls/ Sat p ‘—
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Ak, /az xulam/ pas x—
/to Situv hakiml/ Jt'Uf —
/x6 hiSand, / h43 *:nt,
/qalabgliy o watuv./ wat*Uf,
In one borderline case, the form Ak, &c, -av (J 293.a, 
so written in the light of the general form -(a)va), a 
voiced consonant is regularly devoiced in contact with a 
following nasal or lateral, e,g,
Ak. /bidav min/ b£dafrm±n
/&3v lall/ tj*u:f lA:li:
0 0  To a lesser extent a final voiceless plosive or 
fricative may he voiced in contact with a voiced consonant 
or a vowel, e.g,
J* a: j£g a*b£:
h o !bu: 
j*£: d*ni: t 
awi:£ de: 
haz m—  
be :k*£ iv!ni :m 
daz dfl:
Sul /pSSSyak ab§/ 
/ama^ay h5§ bEL/ 
/agar Set nit/ 
Bin. /awlS de/
/bas malikSS/ 
/be-kayf nim/ 
/dast dS/
/amma p wl/ 
/gost ze/
Ak.
aram<*: bwi:
ar
i)
Am. SS 25  gu:j "je:
++ En. This example is exceptional. The Ak. &c.
prepositions p, t and the modal prefix t- ($)( 274,a, 
294) are so normalized, rather than b, d, d-, because 
of the appearance of the voiceless consonant in
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contexts where a voiced consonant would normally he 
preserved, e.g.
Ak. /p laz/ p |i?laz
/t dile xoda/ t^dil
/teni thim/ t* e : 1 ni: thim
/az tnivisim/ a s t ^ n 1 v i : s±m
/aze tnivisim/ aze:tni’v i :sim
(c) In secondary contact occasioned hy the loss of an 
unstressed /i/ (vfjj)[ 4. c, 109) a voiced consonant is 
generally assimilated to a voiceless consonant, whether 
it precedes or follows, e.g.
Sul. &c* /kdsibl/ ka:sfpi:
War. /tSske/ <  /vtozik§/
Ak. &c. /6i hikayn/ ’tjipk'ain
/bSzitav xo/ herjt'af xu:
There are, however, exceptions, e.g,
Sul. /Pawzgar/ /rB5w-H-sikar/
(d) There are certain, very rare, examples of the 
assimilation of a consonant to another with which it is 
not in direct contact, e.g.
Bin. /yahar < xahar,/
Bin. , Muk. /kuti < gutl/
+ 4* +
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PART II.
Dialects of Sul., War., Bin., Pi2., Muk. , Arb., Rdz. <5: X0§..
MORPHOLOGY.
Nouns.
Definition and Number.
I 170. (a) In Sul., War, the simple noun, formally singular, 
may have a generic or indefinite plural sense, e.g.
Sul. 1 PHy kirda &5x H k5w - he set out for the mountains
10 kuP ... PSIstin - the lads went
49 sari binl§m - men!s heads
War.118 lagal Paflqim - with my friends
(b) In the Sor. dialects and Muk. the same is true of a 
formally singular noun, "be it in the direct or oblique 
case (v. j 177), e.g.
Bin.312 talaySn b5 drUst dakSt - he makes traps for them 
Pi2. - dastltan bigon - wash your hands
Muk.83,37 g£x nardySn - the sheikhs sent ..
j 12 Seri dabg bikdzin - you must kill lions
More frequently, however, the morpheme -Sn is present 
to indicate indefinite plurality (cf. j 174. a), 
j 171. (a) In Sul., War., all Sor. & Muk. the suffix -(a)ka 
serves to define a noun, e.g.
Sul. 11 xalqaka vmtyan - the people said
  (shame
26 Sitaka ab§ ba *ayba - the matter will become a
(b) Following a consonant, a semi-vowel (i.e. a diphthong)
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or the diphthongal vowel /&/ the suffix -aka is added 
directly to the noun, e,g.
Sul, - pyawaka, Sawalca, gftaka - the man, night, ear
Following the vowels /S, a, a, 5/ the suffix generally 
takes the form -ka, e.g.
Sul* - gwSraka, kSbrSka - the evening, fellow
\?ar, - dSka, 3$ka - the village, harley
Milk* j 9 angustllaka, Syaka - the ring, agha 
In Bin-, Pi2., however, an euphonic -y- may appear before 
the suffix, thus -yaka, e.g,
Bin, - sayaka, dS(y)aka, £y§yaka - the dog, village, agha 
(ZTote. E*s rule, that euphonic -y- is inserted before the 
suffix after /a, e, Q/ in monosyllables and always after 
/£5/, is intended as a normalisation and does not accord 
with any one dialect*)
The suffix -aka commonly coalesces with the preceding 
vowels /i, EL/ (cf. { 13.b) , e.g,
Sul, - xanUakd >  xairvakd. > xanSka - the house 
12 qapiak£ > qapyaka >  qdpeka - the gate 
Muk, I 9 3uunUv/a]:a, 3^5nwaka - the foal 
j 172. (a) In Sul., 7ar., all Sor. & Muk. the suffix -a 
also defines a noun.
In Sul. it is used in narrative with known characters 
or things, e.g.
Sul. 50 gurz^kX da ba xanELa - he struck the (said) house
a blow with his mace
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Sul# 59 daplra - the old woman (in question)
This usage is less common in the other dialects, hut occurs, 
e.g.
Muk. 10,6 3ua - the Jew
(Note. E* states (quoted hy myself, BS0A3.16.541), 
wAlternative hut rarer forms of the definite article are 
the suffixes -a for masculine and feminine and -5 for the 
feminine; this form is commonly used with adjectives or 
adjectival phrases used as nouns.u Examples given are 
Sul. E. sawz§ - the fair-haired girl
phr§ - the aunt
Saw-ha-xumare - the girl with sparkling eyes
This form -e is, in fact, exclusively a vocative, or 
hypocoristic, ending (cf.j 178.a).)
(h) The main function of the suffix -a is to appear in 
conjunction with the demonstrative adjectives (v. j 188)#
In Sul. a noun or nominal phrase (v. j 182.h) qualified 
hy a demonstrative adjective always takes the suffix -a, e.g. 
Sul. 9 aw daSta - that plain
34 am ki&a - this girl
37 am quwat d harakata - this power and vigour
In War# very occasionally -a is not realized after 
a noun so qualified, e.g.
War.218 am §5rat u naw-I hist - he heard of this fame 
This is perhaps simple error.
In Bin., Piz., Muk. a noun qualified hy the simple
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demonstrative adjective takes the suffix -a, except when 
the adjective itself has the feminine oblique or plural 
endings (cf.jj 188#b)#
In Arb#, Rdz#, Xos# a noun qualified hy a demonstrative 
adjective generally takes the suffix -a, hut not invariably* 
e*g*
Arb.435 aw brSy&n-I min - those brothers of mine
Xo£5„443 law bl§ay - in that thicket (v*#(d) below)
Frequently the suffix -aka appears in this context, e*g* 
Arb«437 aw brSyaka - that brother
and, with both suffixes,
Arb.421 aw j<5kaya - that Jew (vjU-aka-^a)
There is insufficient evidence to establish what conditions 
affect the construction*
(c) The suffix -a is added directly to the simple noun,
except in War#, where it follows any other suffix, be it a
personal pronoun suffix ($ 193), the adverbial suffix -Is
(vojj 234#b) or the enclitic form of the substantive verb 
1)
(v# j 203#a) , e#g#
War. 200 aw bagzada-y3-a that begzade also
281 <5idl aw 'arab-im-a - I belong to that Arab ,
224 am kup-im-a - this my son
contrast, respectively,
Sul. - am da lei6-a-S - these two girls also
45idi ax? ‘arab-a-m - I belong to that Arab
25 am 5war kuF-a-y - these his four sons
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++ Fn* Cf* also 5 196»a*Fn*
(d) Following the vowels /a, 5, 5/ an euphonic -y- is 
normally realized before the suffix -a, e*g>
Sul* 1 am papaya - this king
.Bin* 300 am qsaya - this talk
Muk*5 10 aw xulaya - that God
Arb*421 aw cakaya - that good deed
In Muk* (? Xo§*, cf*(h) above), however, the suffix 
coalesces with a preceding /a/, e»g#
Muk*9,9 aw angustila-m dawe - I want that ring
contrast,
Sul* - aw amustilaya-m awe - do*
(Xog*443 aw bi§a - that thicket (blsa))
++ Fn* See j 214*
5 173* (a) The suffixes Sul*, War,, Bin*, Piz* -§(k);
Muk* -5k; Rdz* -§k, -ak; Arb*, Xos* -ak give the noun 
an indefinite sense, or one of unity, e*g*
Sul* 1 mamlakatek - a country
2 Sartek akayn - we shall make a bond
5 yakek - someone
Muk*5,33 wurSek - a bear
(a dream
Arb*414 rozak pSsdyak xawnak-T dlt - one day a king saw 
The forms -5, -ek alternate freely except, with E* , 
"when followed immediately by the enclitic pronominal 
adjective, the Izafe, the conjunction G or the enclitic 
present tense of the verb fto b e tw, when -ek alone is
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possible* There are, however, rare exceptions even to 
this rule, e*g*
Sul* 82 sart5-i lagal - a bond with thee (-i suffix
personal pronoun, v* j 193*a)
(b) In Sul*, Bin*, Pi2* following a vowel (but not a
diphthong) the suffix -ek normally takes the form -yak
(cf.jj 18*b) and following /e, 1/ the form -ak, e.g.
Sul* 30 xanuyak - a house
49 qarawelayak - a bedstead
98 malayak U faq5ak - a mullah and a student
Bin*300 sayak - a dog
307 d5ak - a village
In these contexts -(y)5(k) occurs very rarely, e*g«
Sul* 28 parcaye kSyaz - a piece of paper
(Note* E* and some Kd* writers, normalizing, consistently
write -5k, even following a vowel, e*g*
  “ water-skin)
Sul* E* brayek, kundeyek (brayak, kundayak) - a brother,
In War* the postvocalic forms -ya, -ye (i.e. -Jit
cf. II 62, 63) alternate freely, e*g*
War.195 haftaye - a week
213 yakanaya - a boar
224 dav'ayB - one time
233 toya - someone like thee
Mann quotes the following combinations of -5k with
preceding vowels from Muk*,
Muk*$ 11 ralabay5k, padi§G5k - a victory, king
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Muk.} 11 mBSBk - a thicket (m§§a)
The latter may he a mistaken hearing of -ayak (cf. Muk,.
11,6 hBninawa f they brought back1, for hBnSyanawa) but
Mi aw wm ^  «■« mm mm ^  ^  ^  m* m«
Mokri, Song 383 also has Muk* 3Bgek ’a stream7 (35ga).
Mann himself has normalized for publication, e.g.
Muk,2,35 1£ de^Bk - in a village, for MS la dB&k, cf.
Bin.307 deak.
In Arb., Rdz„, Xo&. following /a, a/ an euphonic -y- 
appears before -ak, thus -yak, e.g.
Arb.419 hBdayak - a room
or, following /a/, the suffix may appear as -k, e.g.
Arb.441 kundak Sir - a skin (full) of milk
XoS.443 biSak - a thicket
Following /!/ the suffix may coalesce with the preceding 
vowel, giving -ek (cf„5 18.b ) , e.g.
Arb.427 grSnek - a famine (grani)
(c) A noun qualified by an indefinite or interrogative 
adjective (v.J 187) commonly takes the suffix -e(k), -ak 
and may have a plural sense, e.g.
Sul. 8 £i kicek .. Si ki55 - whichever girl
18 Baq wazlrek - some viziers
Muk.J 11 Sand dewek - some demons
harnu karek - all affairs
Arb.421 ci xawnak - what (sort of) dream
In conjunction with the numeral yak (v.J 189) a 
number of irregular contractions occur, e.g. •
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War.262 y§ky5n (cf.Sul. yakBkySn) - one of them
Bin*308, Arb.436 har yaka (cf. Sul* har yake) - each one
I 174. (a) The morpheme -£n indicates plurality* In its
absence a noun may still have an indefinite plural sense
(cf.jjj 170, 173* c, 182.b). Conversely an indefinite
1)
plural noun may take the ending -an, and in all Sor. &
Muk. generally does so, e.g.
Sul. - paSlmangn SGxySn 15 bifwaya - if horns were to
grow on those with regrets
Bin. - la qsGnda - in talking (qsa)
367 asteran muwafiqin - the stars are favourable
Pis*409 la binySdamdn - from men
Muk.5 25 biraySn - brothers
A noun qualified by an indefinite or interrogative 
adjective (v.J 187) may take the ending -5n, which then
precedes the suffix -5(k) (cf.jj 173* c), e.g.
Sul. 4 5a:g kasGnek - some persons
War.209 baz5 xalqdn - some xoeople
++ Fn* Cf.5 233.a.
(b) The ending -an coalesces with preceding /a/, e.g.
Sul. E. am 3§gana - these streams (3^ga)
Piz.399 law qsana - these matters (qsa)
In Sul. following /£/ (not, with E. , ;'any other final 
vowel1') an euphonic -y- precedes the ending, thus -y5n, e.g, 
Sul. E. am braygna - these brothers
Pi£. - la hartik layanda - on both sides
TO JJ 174, 175
In Sor. & Muk. , however, the ending -Sn m y  coalesce 
with preceding /S/, e.g.
Muk.J 25, Fn. 1. malan, malGyGn - mullahs (maid)
Arb.415 aw brGna - those brothers (brS)
(c) In Sul*, War. a noun qualified by a cardinal number 
(v.5 190) does not normally take the ending -5n, e.g.
Sul. 16 dG PoS aya se F5& - two or three days
21 lam baw kuray se kuryan - three of these seven
sons of his
44 se fcwar saw - three or four nights
War.194 dG se haywGn - two or three animals (haywan)
In all Sor* & Muk., however, a noun so qualified 
commonly does take the plural ending, e.g.
Bin.340 bist G cwar sa'Gtan - twenty-four hours
352 aw se darkana - those three doors (darka)
Piz.385 se ro^an - three days
402 dagal da nafaran - with ten men
Muk. !j 48 Swar kurGn - four boys
In Rdz. in this context the plural ending appears as 
-a (cf. Ak. &c. -a(n) , \ 255.b) , e.g.
Rdz.491 sd ro2a - three days
493 se sahata - three hours
j 175. (a) The morpheme -Sn normally appears in conjunction 
with the defining suffix -aka (J 171) with which it 
coalesces yielding -akan, e.g.
Sul. 4 brakGnim - my brothers
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Sul* 107 wulaxakdntSin - your horses ,
War*244 karakSn - the donkeys
Pi2„382 SitilakSn - the plants
Muk* j 25 aspakSn - the horses
(b) When the noun is qualified hy a demonstrative adjective
(v*jj 188) the morpheme -Sn precedes the defining suffix -a
(\ 172), thus -5nd, e.g.
Sul* 10 am gsikSna - these gazelles
78 am kiSana - these girls
War* 189 am SamSna - these streams
Pi£*382 aw SitilSna - these plants
In Arb*, Rdz*, Xo§*, however, with the grouping 
aw **»-akd (cf * j 172.b), regularly the form -ak§n occurs, e.g. 
Xos*451 law wazIrakSn - of those viziers
Sender and Case.
j 176. (a) In Sul* , War* there are no inflective morphemes,
and hence no distinction, of grammatical gender or case*
In the system of Vocative endings, however, a distinction
of natural gender is observed (v. j 178). Otherwise the
i)
uninflected noun appears in all syntactic contexts.
++ Fn* The ending -a with certain noun forms is not a
case ending hut an enclitic postposition (v* j 230*b)*
(h) In all Sor* & Muk* a distinction of two grammatical
genders is observed, viz. Masculine and Feminine* This 
distinction is manifest in the inflective Oblique case
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1)
morphemes (v#| 177*b) and, in Bin*, Piz* only, in the 
Izafe forms (v#j[ 180* a) *
As in Sul*, War. a distinction of natural gender is 
observed in the vocative endings*
Where a noun has natural gender the grammatical gender 
coincides with this* Otherwise it is arbitrary*
++ En. In the case of Muk* (discussed by Mann, Muk*0
12 - 14) the distinction was first demonstrated in
BSOAS*16# 539 ff#
5 177# (a) All Sor* & Muk* present a declensional system 
of two cases, Direct and Oblique, in addition to the partial 
system of Vocative forms (q*v*jj 178).
The functions of the Direct case are as a noun :
i) Subject of a sentence or clause,
ii) Logical Direct Object of a sentence or clause in the
Agential construction (v. j 220)#
The functions of the Oblique case are as a noun :
i) Direct Object of a sentence or clause,
ii) (in Sor* only) Agent of a sentence or clause in the 
Agential construction (v# j 218),
iii) governed by a preposition,
iv) following another noun with the Izafe (v* j 181) or
Demonstrative Izafe (v* j 184),
1)
v) used adverbially.
There is a tendency throughout for the Direct case 
form to replace the Oblique case form in all its functions,
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"but to a varying degree.
A noun in the Oblique case when followed, by the Izafe
(v. $ 179) does not take Oblique case endings. The Izafe
is enclitic to the uninflected noun,
++ Fn. The examples at Muk.$ 18 fall rather under
category (iii). But cf. j 234.a.
(b) A noun in its simplest form is in the Direct case.
The Oblique case is marked by the addition to the singular
noun of the morphemes, Masculine -I, Feminine Plural
nouns in -an have no separate Oblique form. Thus :
Sg.M. F. Pl.M & F.
Dir. -0 )
( -(ak)an 
Obi. -I -5 )
Following /a/ the Sg.M.Obi. ending appears as -y, e.g. 
Bin.315 saPay bika - (who) might do battle
Very rarely -ay appears to be reduced to -e (cf,} 76).
The Sg.F.Obl. ending coalesces with preceding /a/ 
yielding e.g.
Bin, - b5 qaladize - for Qala Diza
308 ba qse-tan - according to your words (qsa)
Following /a/ the ending -e may appear as -ya (cf,} 10*b),
/ /
e.g. Muk.1,28 b3 qal'aya, 2,14 la qal'Sye, in MS both qalaya.
When a noun is followed by any of the suffixes of 
definition -akd ({ 171), -a (} 172), -§k, -ak (} 173) the 
Oblique case ending is -l, -y for both genders,* Thus :
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Sg. M & F*
Dir. -aka, -a, -3k / -ak
Obi. -akay, -ay, -Ski / -akl
(c) Examples of the Oblique case as :
i) Direct Object,
Bin* - jutl dakayn ' - we plough (jut M.)
nwe£3 dakan - they pray (nwez F.)
(hikayat ? F„) 
- hikayateki dagePimawa - I shall tell a story
(mamlakat M.) 
316 mamlakatl ... tek bida - destroy the country
Muk. 4 p 8- awe nafrSSe
ii) Agent (v*jj 218), 
Bin*319 Sinakay p3y gut
320 pey gut, patrhsyay 
327 xwSy *. M t a  kird
- should not sell water (aw F.)
- the woman said to him (2in F.)
- Patrusya said to them (P-a M*)
- God gave ** (xwa M,)
341 arsalSnl ** Slrekl gayande - Arsalan struck him
with a sv/ord (Arsalan M.)
348 -y qsa kird . * nahrnani - Nu'man said (Nahman M.)
iii) governed by a preposition.
Bin* 319 ba dim 5we 
349 ba suranav/e
353 la 6i rozeki-da 
Piz»398 bo xatirl zinakay 
Muk* 59,7 ba kaka mami 
6,21 ba arze-da 
Bin*312 la <arzl
- at the water's edge (aw F.)
- (began) to drive (sdranawa,
all infinitives F*)
- on whatever day (Poz F*)
- for the woman (zin F*)
- to Brother Mam (Mam M.)
- to the earth )
- from the earth )
( (*arz M/F.)
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- on the road )
( ( M  F,)
Muk#7,18 la r§£
Bin# 300 la Pe3 - do# )
iv) following the Izafe or Demonstrative Izafe,
Bin# - lap I dastl 
zlnl aspi 
zlni maine 
304 l baxawanakay 
346 *a§ql aw ki6ay 
357 bargi qSwacStlS
- palm of the hand (dast M.)
- saddle of the horse (asp M,)
- saddle of the mare (mSIn F*)
- the gardener's (haxawSn M#)
- in love with that girl (ki& F#)
- clothes of the coffee-sellers’ 
calling (all abstract nouns in -I F*)
Muk#1,15 miwani darweSekl 
147,14 a?/I daznb^e 
Arb#425 la panay darakl
v) adverb#
Muk# 3,4 niwaSawe
3,29 qadir3ki
- guest of a dervish (darwBs M#)
- ablution water (dazndS F#)
- under a tree (dar F*)
- at midnight (Saw F#)
- for a while (qadir ? F#)
$ 178# (a) Nouns denoting animate beings may take the 
following endings in the vocative, with a shift of stress 
where possible :
i) # i)
Sg#M# --a, Sg#F* — e, P1#M & F# *— Ina
The Sg.M# -a is not, however, attested in Sor#
Examples# Masculine#
Sul # - kuPa
k5ra, Sit aw§ 
52 ay xwSya 
Muk#20,9 abdalbaga
- lad I
- blind man, what do you want ?
- 0 God I
- 0 Abdal Beg i
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Feminine
Sul* - ptlrS aunt J
bHk§, lagal tSma - bride, I am addressing
(but, xastl, gSt IS bS - mother-in-law (xSstl), m  
Pi2*409, Muk*100,31 xuSkS - sister I
thez~
feboiK
ay/heed) 
Plural*
Sul* - Sinina
Sul*, Muk*188,28 kdFIna
Bin*326 ay wazlrayna
- women .
- lads J
- 0 viziers ! (Mote -ayna)
- kinsmen I
- students j (Note -na)
Muk*97,28 xizmlna
150,29 faqSna
++ Fn* The same endings appear with hypocoristic names 
(cf* 5jj 172*a.Note, 256*a*Fn*), e*g* *
Mi5a !Mustaf5’, Q51a ?Q M i r !, Xula 'Mahmtid1,
Rada *Radid*; F5t3 'Fatima', Xaje 'Xadl3a'*
(b) The uninflected noun may equally appear as a vocative, 
e*g* xasU 'mother-in-law *'' (v*(a) above),
A vocative preceded by the particle ay is normally
•Ml m m
uninflected, e*g*
Sul* 3 ay dfrat - 0 wife J
21 dy kur - 0 lads 1
Similarly a noun qualified by an adjective or a 
personal pronoun suffix (v* J 194) takes no vocative 
ending, e*g*
Sul* 4 br^kdnim - my brothers I
8 bSba gySn - father dear I
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Sul. 12 d5ya gySn 
21 kuPim
- mother dear «!
- my lads
The -y (? -I) in War*230 kuFI 151ay Cousin J 1 (literally 
'maternal uncle*s (lSla) son1, hut addressed to a girl 
for ? politeness) is extraordinary,
In Muk. a plural vocative is formed with the word gal, 
Joined with the Izafe to a following word taking -an, e.g. 
Muk*24,3 gdll jUan mer§n (so in MS) - 0 youths J
} 179* All Kd, dialects possess particles the functions of 
which are mainly analogous to those of the New Persian 
izafS. These particles will he called generally Izafe*
The Izafe has three main functions :
i) to connect a noun with a qualifying word which follows 
it, he it an attributive adjective, a noun or pronoun in 
genitive relation to it or in apposition (v*jjj( 181, 182),
ii) to connect certain adjectives and nouns to their 
complements (v. j 183) ,
iii) as a relative pronoun with a definite antecedent 
(v*j 237*b)*
j 180. (a) The Izafe has the following forms :
Sul., War., Arb*, Xos* I,
Bin., Piz*, ? Muk* (despite Muk* j 20, Fn*)
G-eneral (following M & P*, Sg* & PI* nouns) I,
Sg.P* only, e,g*
Muk.30,4 xitdne nawjwina - 0 fair young lady J
Izafe
78 j 180
Muk.31,1 (in M3) xu£k5 mlr zSndlnim - I am Mir Z's sister
mmm*
There is a tendency for the general form I to supplant
*m
the F. S, e.g.
Bin. - m£15 ma - our house (mSl F.)
hut - mail 5Sn5y ma - our friend.1 s house
Very rarely the form 3 appears with a masculine noun, e.g.
Bin*363 n5wS x$§it - thine own name (nSw M.)
Rdz.
I / 5, without distinction of gender, e.g.
Rdz. - bSbI/§ min - my father (hSh M.)
473 n56lr£ x<5 - (my) own prey (nSSlr F„)
474 n§6lrl tn - thy prey
Note. There is a trace of a former wider distribution of 
the Feminine Izafe form 5 in the following isolated, hut 
regular, form :
Sul. 56 pire 5in - old woman
(hut - piramerd - old man)
(h) The general form I appears as y following a vowel. 
Following /I, y/ it is not realized (cf. j 18. c), e.g.
Sul. 2 kSbray riSspT - grey-bearded fellow
Bin.327 la x33i awa - for joy of that (x3Sl)
The form e coalesces with preceding /a/, e.g.
Bin.337 t31e babl x§m - revenge for my father (tola F.)
In Muk. (Muk. 5 20, end), Rdz. the Izafe may appear 
as -(y)a following a vowel, e.g.
Rdz.478 hrSya xd - own brother
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Rdz.484 kursla min - my seat
(c) In Bin., Pi2. & Muk. with an antecedent formally
singular tut with plural sense, or with two or more singular
nouns joined hy the conjunction a, w 'and1, the Izafe form
i)
I may he followed hy a particle da, thus I da, e#g.
Bin.314 wazlrl da min - my viziers
319 py5wl da pS§5 .. 6dn - the king's men went
349 d5k d h5hl da t3 - thy mother and father
Pi2.404 la tirsi da S. - from fear of S. (cf.} 233. a)
404 p5y da S. - feet of S.
  (v.} 230. c.Fn#)
411 jarg U si daw kufaya - that hoy’s liver and lights
Muk. 50,12 ama yarlhln, lawSnl da hSgana - we are strangers,
of those who are foreign
63,15 dankl da handrS - pomegranate seeds
63,25 gull da s3sin§ - lily flowers
107,8 g5§ay da mayd5n5 - corners (not corner) of
the field
136,22 la hartik Sawl da ttt - from hoth thy eyes 
++ Fn. Cf. Ak. &c. *"S(t), } 258.a .
j 181. (a) When a noun, defined or otherwise, is qualified 
hy an attribute or hy another noun (cf.} 179.i) these
follow the noun qualified and are normally joined to it
i)
by the Izafe, e.g.
i) Attribute,
Sul. 5 kSbrSyakl FlSspI - a grey-bearded fellow
7 mSmay FTSapI - the grey-bearded ‘uncle*
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Sul. 69 ttltikSkl pi&kSla - a little dog
ii) Genitive noun or pronoun (v, J 177.a),
Sul. 43 xSndy Sma . - our house
49 sari binlSm - men's heads
55 xizmakSrl wulSxakat - thy horse’s servant
69 mall ki£l islamSSy parlSn - the house of the 
daughter of Islam Shah of the Peris 
War. 188 kSsibl m S H  xSmSn - the work of our own house
Bin.318 zin§ malikSay - Malikshah’s wife
Pi£.384 SaqandinS Sitilakan - the planting of the seedlings
394 kaflll§ ahmadl - hail for Ahmed
iii) Appositional noun.
Sul. 9 tawqSkl Sltdn - a collar of gold
War.188 mingll rafiqim - the children, my friends
199 zalSml sShSwI jdtakSn - men (who are) owners of
•a* m
a plough and pair (of oxen)
++ Fn. In War. the Izafe is occasionally omitted, even 
before an attribute, e.g.
War.237 d.argSy m£l he2in - the door of the widow’s house 
The majority of such cases are marked hy the presence 
of the suffix -§(k), e.g.
War.200 la S3n§ tir - in another place
(days
206 hats bayn3 da •. Saw - for a period of some ten 
(h) A noun may he qualified hy more than one attribute.
In this case each attribute may he connected to the foregoing 
hy the Izafe or hy the conjunction EL, w ’and1, e.g.
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Sul# - kiSSkl 3w®nl dwSrda sSl - a "beautiful, fourteen-
yeai^old girl (i.e. "sweet sixteen")
- minSiSkl pis U pSxil - a filthy, dirty child 
Bin#354 arsalSnl jg-gawray x5nad5n - the noble, highborn A.
(c) A noun in partitive relation to another is not normally 
followed by the Izafe, e.g.
Sul# 29 yak hagba pSra - a bag of money
35 t5z§k bin^St - a little mastic
57 yak mist Slttln - a handful of gold
VYar# 265 SwSr fawj *askar - four battalions of soldiers
Bin# 303 s§ ktlpa SltUn - three crocks of gold
Muk#97,33 p5rw<5k nSn U SSrSk 5w - a morsel of bread and
a sip of water
but, exceptionally,
Bin#326 6and 'adadSkl haskar - some soldiers
330 jalabSkl sw5r5n - a group of horsemen
j 182. (a) In Sul#, War#, all Sor. & Muk. an alternative 
construction to that described in j 181 exists# A noun 
qualified by an attributive adjective or another noun may 
form an "open" compound with the qualifier, which follows 
the qualified noun and is joined to it by a compound vowel 
/a/. After /5, 3, a, a, 5/, however, no compound vowel 
is realized# E# g#
Sul# 11 kSka gyan - brother dear (kak)
25 kufa p53a - the king's son (kur)
42 bra gawra - eldest brother (brS)
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Sul. 56 jata sw£r - a pair of riders (3$t)
War.190 kufa muxtar - the headman's son (kur)
204 br£ gawraka - the elder brother (bra)
Muk# 24 ff. kaka mam - Brother Mam (k5k)
6,5 niwa laSl - half of his body (nlw)
(b) It is not possible to specify accurately all the
conditions in which each construction may appear. In many
cases either construction seems to be possible, e.g.
Sul# 2 bala gardanl sari - the wing circling round thy
(head
13 ball gardanl sari - do#
The open compound construction is essential when the 
qualified noun phrase is defined by either of the suffixes 
-akd, or -a, e#g.
Sul# 13 am naw*a Sitana - these sorts of thing (naw*)
25 am hamU StUmaka jwSna - all this fine stuff (Stdmak)
39 aw xSwata sawza - that green tent (xSwat)
40 xSwata sawzaka - the green tent
Muk# 6,15 beSUa wurSaka - the wolf cub (b£SU)
25,13 ay/ dinya x53a - this pleasant world (diny§)
Xog.461 pigta wurayaka - the horse's back (piSt)
The compound may also take the suffix -Sk, -ak, e„g.
Sul. E# Sa&na SwSnayak - a kind of mirror (5a§n)
E. kilka karSk - a donkey's tail (kilk)
Muk.174,24 gaza jaw^k - an ell of cotton cloth (gaz)
Without a suffix it may have an indefinite plural 
sense, e.g#
Sul* 44 "1DrS pifctik «o bUn - the younger "brothers "became *,
{ 185* Certain adjectives and nouns, particularly those
forming part of compound verbs (v, J 228), are joined to
their complement "by the Izafe, e,g.
1)
Sul* 7 pl§5nl §mat da - thou showedst us (pl§§n dSn)
23 pS§ka£l kuFay bikay - thou give it to the "boy
(p§£ka§ kirdin)
56 swarl FaxS bu - he mounted his steed (swar bdn)
67 ttl§I am darda - afflicted "by this trouble (tuS)
1)
Piz-395 tasllml ,, mahmddl kird - he surrendered him to
Mahmud (taslim kirdin)
Muk* 3,25 xarlkl bazmi dabdn - they would he engaged in
feasting (xarlk bun)
+ + Fn, Agential construction, v, j 217,
Demonstrative Izafe, 
j 184, In all Kd, dialects an independent Demonstrative 
Izafe occurs, related in form to the enclitic Izafe but 
with different functions.
The Demonstrative Izafe has the following forms
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It may appear "before :
i) a noun or pronoun, to which it gives a possessive 
meaning, or
ii) an adjective, giving it a definite, "substantive" sense* 
E*g* (i)
Sul* - hi br5y min - that of my brother, my
(brother*s
hi he - whose ?
- hi ema - ours
War* - hln - the cow*s
199 hi bSwbSpIra gawramana - it is our ancestors*
200 hi kasSkl wakU P. - that of someone like F,
Bin.333 vtarblatl swarle w I pSlawSnl® - the learning of
horsemanship and that of wrestling
379 dastl Pa takand, I amlr^angl -.he jerked his hand,
that of Amirshang
Muk.242,29 I x<5m la l th pitira - mine is bigger than thine
Rdz.501 mar£ minlS . • £ bra§ minlS - my house .. my brother*s
(too
(ii)
Sul. - hi gawra - the big one
hi Sin - the blue one
1)
Pi2# - I da dl§in han - we have other ones too
Muk. 212,15 l gawra . «> I Sikola - the elder the younger 
Rdz. - I di blna, I nti - bring another, a new one
++ Pn. A shibboleth phrase containing three particularly
Piz. forms. See also JJ 193 (-in), 212 (han).
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Adjectives#
j 185. Attributive adjectives, which like predicative 
adjectives are inflexible, normally follow the noun they 
qualify, either with the Izafe (jj 181) or in the open 
compound construction ()( 182).
Adjectives may he employed, in their uninflected form, 
as adverbs and, with the appropriate inflectional endings, 
as substantives#
j 186- (a) The morpheme -tir added to the simple adjective 
form yields the comparative adjective# This behaves exactly 
as a positive adjective, e»g#
attributively: Sul# - SaxekI barztir - a higher mountain
predicatively: 30 am ,, JwSntira - this (one) is more
  (beautiful
adverbially : 47 ztitir a$§ - goes quicker
substantively: 45 la min JjwSntir - one more beautiful
  (than me
The only irregularity in the formation of a comparative
adjective attested is in Muk#J 32 SStir fbetter!, from 
Sak ’good*.
(b) The morpheme -In added to the comparative adjective 
forms the superlative adjective (cf# also j 191#b) * This, 
unlike the positive and comparative adjectives, immediately 
precedes the noun it qualifies, e#g#
Sul# - bo azatirln sarb&z - for the bravest soldier
(c) har, combined with another adjective and the noun 
qualified in the open compound construction (j 182), gives
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the adjective a superlative sense* e.g.
Sul. E. qisna hara 3w3naka - the finest tomb (qisn, jwan) 
j 187. (a) Adjectives of the following categories immedi­
ately precede the noun they qualify :
i) the demonstrative adjectives (v.J 188),
ii) the following interrogative and indefinite adjectives 
(cf. jjjj 173.c, 174.a),
War. haze * some* (Ar. h a 4d)
Si * what(ever), whichever ’
War. San* Sul. San A), Sor. & Muk. Sand ’liow(ever) much, some’
fi5n(a), Arh. &c. fl5n ’such and such’
  _   1)
Sul., War. hlS, Sor# & Muk. also Si ’any'
hamu, Arh. also haml ’all, each, every’ 
har, harSl, harS, haS ’any, whatever’
kam 1 few ’
kam ’which(ever)’
zor ’many, much'
hut not
ka, tir, dl, dlka, dika ’other1
wa, waha, awha, wa, awa 1 such’
iii) cardinal numbers (v. j 190) ,
iv) superlative (j 186.h) and ordinal adjectives in -In 
(v. j 191.h)«
++ Fn. Muk. Si ’any’ is prohahly a mishearing of Si, e.g. 
Muk.4,14 SI jem nia - I have no place,
hut 3,34 Si Jem nia - do.
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(To) Examples. Interrogative and indefinite adjectives.
War, 209 baze xalqan - some people
  (troubled ?
Sul, 2  Id a Si darde giriftarl - with what ill art thou
17 la Si sbneka - in whichever place
War,208 can rl&spiak - some elders
Sul, 4 Sap , 8  San muddat^k - some time
Bin, 325 cand <adadekl haskar - some soldiers (cf, j 181, c)
Sul, 16 la fiana mawqi'a - in such and such place
Bin, 303 la flan S'onda - do,
Sul, 58 hlS kasek nawerg - nobody dares
Bin, 362 ci yadrini , , nakirdua -- I have not done any harm
Sul, 13 harnd Sitek - everything
Bin,322 hamu salek - each year
War,200 har kasek - whoever
Sul, 11 haS kasek - do.
Bin,318 hac mawqihek - wherever
hut ?
Sul, - Siti wa nia - there is no such thing
yakekl ka - another one
j 188, (a) Sul, , War. have two inflexible demonstrative 
adjectives* am ’this1 and aw ’that’, A noun* singular or 
plural* qualified hy either of these is normally followed 
hy the defining suffix -a (j 172),
All Sor, & Muk, have only one demonstrative adjective 
aw ’this, that’. The form am ’this' appears in Bin, under 
the influence of Sul., e,g,
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Bin,299 lam I§anay - from these works
(b) In Bin,* Pi2, the general demonstrative adjective aw 
qualifying a plural noun may also take the ending -an, in
v/hich case the noun does not take the suffix -a, e.g,
Piz,399, Muk.4,1 law qsana - from these words (qsa)
but,
Bin.378 lawan qsan-da - in these words
330 bo awan swaran - for those horsemen
In Piz,* Muk. the general demonstrative adjective aw, 
when qualifying a feminine singular oblique noun, may
i)
take an oblique ending -e, in which case the noun also 
takes the oblique ending -e (j 177,b) and not the suffix 
- - a , e, g.
Bin. 546 ‘aSql aw kicay - in love with that girl
but,
Piz. - awe kiSe way kird - that girl did thus
cu bo aw malay )
( went to that house 
Su bo awe male )
Muk.99,18 bawe birine - from this wound
passim. awe sav/e - (on) that night
++ Fn. The resulting form awe is not, therefore, with
Mann, Muk. j 38, the general oblique case form of
the adjective5 but a specifically Feminine oblique.
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h u m e ra l s.> -
jj 189c Sul. , War» B ine gPiZc I.Iuko jj 48 . R d z .,X o s . Arb.
1 y a k y a k , ek y a k , y g k ek y a k , ek
2 d u , duan , dwan - - -
3 s e , syan - s e , s§an -
4 Swar - Suar c a r
5 pen3 - i_  yp e n j p e n j
6 V  vsas - - -
7 ha w t ( v - 5 71) H * - h / ' a f t
8 h a s t - - -
9 no - - -
10 da - - -
11 yaqza (\ 28) yazda yaz(d)a yazda -
12 dw/uagza dwazda duazda -
13 syaqza sezda - -
14 5warda - cuarda car da
15 pai]za pazda “ -
16 sai]za sazda - -
17 havda (J 55) - hawda h/*avda
18 liazda - - —
19 nozda - - -
20 h i s t - - -
21 hist u yak - - -
30 si -
— •
40 Sil - cil
50 p a n^a XD1en3a pa/enja
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Sul, , War, Bin* ,PiJ. Muk, Rdz,3Xos, Arb,
60 gast (v, j 52) Sest -
70 haft a hafta hafta h/'afte
80 hasta hasta/e haste
90 nawad nowat nohat
100 sad (j( 52) sat sad
200 dusad dU sat
300 sesad
400 cwarsad
500 pensad pensat
600 sassad
700 ha v/sad
800 hassad
900 no sad
1000 hazar
1 m. rnilyon (v, j 22)
j 190, (a) Cardinal numbers immediately precede the noun
they qualify. In Sul, , War , a noun so qualified normally
does not, but in all S on & Muk* normally does, take the
ending -an ( cf „ j 174,c),
A cardinal, other than 1 one;, appearing independently 
may take the plural ending -an, e*g»
(four
War, 227 syan bu, 5war bu - (whether) it was three or
237 sale, duan - a year or two
Muko j 48 cuaran, duazdan - 4, 12
(h) With certain numbers (generally round numbers - tens.
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hundreds &c.) the qualified noun may take the ending -I,
1)
giving the sense ’about ♦ ea g.
Bin. 311 taniani hawt hast sail - the age of about 7 or 8 years
Xos.459 ba qadar bist wurSyl - to the extent of some twenty
(horses
+ + Ihi* Contrast the adverbial -I, j 234. c.
(c) The repetition of the cardinal numbers, with or without 
the plural ending -an, gives a distributive sense, e.g.
War.197 hamu yaka yaka w dwan dwan u 6war Swar aSin - they
all go by ones and twos and fours
j 191. (a) Ordinal numbers are formed from the cardinals 
by the addition of the ending -am, e.g.
Sul. - yakam ’first’, pen3am ’fifth1., bistam ’twentieth1 
Following /a, a/ an -li- is realized before the ending 
-am, e.g.
Sul. - yarjzaham 1 eleventh1, panjSham ’fiftieth1 
Note, seam 9 seham ’third1, nay am, naham ’ninth1, 
dayam, daharn ’tenth1.
These ordinals follow the qualified noun with the 
Izafe, e.g.
Sul. 47 regay seham - the third road
(b) The ordinal adjective in -am may further take the
ending -in (of. j 185.b) , e.g.
Sul. - yakamin ’first1, pSnJamin ’fifth1 
also awwa 1 ami n ’first1 (Ar. a wwa 1)
With cardinals ending in /a, a/ this ending normally takes 
the form -rain, not r-hamln, e.g.
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Sul* - SSgzatiam : Saiozamln 7 sixteenth1 
haftaham : haftamin 'seventieth7 
The ordinal adjective in -(a)rain immediately precedes 
the noun it qualifies (v* j 187*a*iv), e*g*
Sul* - yakamln jar - the first time
In Rdz*, corresponding to the general -amin, the form 
-ame occurs* This ordinal form follows the noun qualified
(cf* Ak* dc* -e, j 267) , e*g*
Rdz*474 jarl seame - the third time
Pronouns*
Personal*
j 192* (a) Sul* s War* 3 all Sor* & Muk. present systems of 
six personal pronouns, each with an independent and a suffix 
form (q*v*jj 193)* All Sor* d Muk* have further independent 
oblique forms for all persons and, in Bin* , Piz, , one 
additional person* Thus :
Direct*
Sul* , 'Tar. Bin*, Piz* Muk*,Arb.,Rdz*, Xos*
Sg. 1* min amin amin
. i)
2 * to ato/u ato/u, Arh* atu
2) 3)
3. aw (h) aw aw
Pl*l* (h) eraa ama ama
2. ewa awa ango
3. a wan a wan a wan
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Oblique* Bin*, Piz* Muk*,Arh* 9 Rdz *9
Sg*l (a)min (a)min
2* (a)to/u (a)to/u, Arh* (a) tu
3.M. 
3. F*
(a) wl )
4) ( 
(a)we )
(a) wi
Pl.l. (a)ma (a) ma
2* (a ) wa (a)ngo
3* (a)wan (a)wan
Notes,,
1) Mann consistently writes 2*Sg* (a)tu* There is 
evidence within his texts, however, that this represents, 
in conformity with the Sor* dialects, (a)tu, e*g* the 
rhyme at Muk*135,19 ff* dua : atua : rua ; tua,
In all Sor* except Arb* and in Muk* (a)to and (a)tu
alternate freely, regardless of case, e*g*
Bin*315 saray lagal tb bika - that he fight with thee
321 to ley dagarey - (whom) thou art seeking
325 atu ho * * hatlawa - why hast thou returned ?
(thee
325 yabarim ho tu henawatawa - I have brought news for 
Muk* 1,23 atu xalqi koy - of where art thou a native ?
30,7 cawl tu (sic) - thine eyes
6,29 atos ** daham - I shall take thee too
7,2 atos wara - come thou too I
2) The 3* Sg* independent pronoun is identical in form 
with the remote demonstrative adjective aw (cf * j 188* a) *
In Sul*, rar* the proximate demonstrative adjective form
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am may also appear as a 3,Sg, personal pronoun, Both 
forms may also function as 3,11, personal pronouns with 
the ending -an* thus :
Sg«3o aw, (am) 7he, she, it', PI,?, a wan, (aman) 7 they
•to g.
Sul. 31 aw gawira - he is an infidel
9 awanig, 73 amanis - they too
3) Mann, Muk, j 37, :rFiir den Nominativ (3,Sg, pers, pron,) 
tritt raeist das Demonstrativum au ein,u But aw is an 
adjectival form of the demonstrative, requiring the noun 
qualified to take a suffix -a (v, $ 188,a), while, as Mann 
rightly states Muk*} 38, "alleinstehend, suhstantivisch 
gehraucht, lautet das Pronomen (demons trativum) urspriinglich 
stets awa!f, Thus aw here should he recognized as the 
direct case of an independent personal pronoun,
Muk,} 37, 3,Sg* direct awl is perhaps hest explained 
as an encroachment of the oblique form. Alternatively 
-I may he an Isafe,
4) The 3,Sg. masculine oblique form (a)wi may replace 
the feminine oblique (a)we even in Bin,, Piz,, e,g.
Bin, 344 ni&anl wl biday waku amin bo wl sutawim - show
her that I am burning for her
5) The doubly oblique forms amini, atol <?:c, , quoted by 
Mann, Muk, j I 33 - 35, are unreal. All the examples quoted 
Muk,} 35 contain, as Mann’s footnote admits, the 3,Sg, 
personal pronoun suffix -l (q,v.J 193),
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(Id) The independent personal pronoun forms have the same 
functions as the corresponding nominal case forms (cf*\{ 
176* a, 177* a)*
In the oblique case the full forms, amin dc* , appear 
mainly in the functions of the Direct Object (and, in Bin* , 
Piz. only, of the Agent in the Agential construction)* The 
short forms, min &c*, appear in all the functions of the 
oblique case* E*g*
Bin* ~ awe way kird - she did thus (Agent)
325 nawaku fa sar tos bida, atos bikuze - lest he
fall on thee too, kill thee too 
Muk* 3,2 darxwardi wl dada -- he would feed her
58,29 dagal awl - with her
Xos*455 dazglranl wl detin - her fiance comes
(c) Mien an independent personal pronoun of the 1st* or 
2nd* person appears as Logical Direct Object of the 
Agential construction (v* j 217) , or as the complement of 
the substantive verb, the verb does not agree with it in 
person but appears in the 3rd* person singular, i*e* as
i)
if the pronoun were a noun, c»g„
2)
Sul. - minit dlvva r dlwitim - thou hast seen me
_ —  2) 
cmat diwa - diw.itin - thou hast seen us
20 mini bo 6ia - what am I to him ?
32 toyan nardua - they have sent thee
58 ka mintan mara kird-0 - when you married me (to **)
The agreement of the verb is exceptional in
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War.214 ema hafta w awana palawSni kustin - he has killed
us seventy odd champions
+ + Fn. 1. Cf . also j 236. d, and Muk. j 92.
+ + Pn. 2. See j 222.
j 193. (a) The personal pronoun suffixes have the
followin.g forms •
Ge_neral,
1)
(-in)
2)
(-t)
i_n_ addition,
Sgo 1.
2 o
- im
-it Sul., War. -i; -u (-w)
3.
Pl.lo
-I
-man
(-y)
3)
Piz,,Muk.,Rdz. -in (-n)
2. - tan
"S'!1
3. -yan
Notes.
1) The forms in parenthesis appear after a vowel (hut
cf. j 18. c). Then the suffix is followed hy another enclitic 
the (unstressed) vowel of -im, -it is not normally realized 
( cf . j 4. Note).
2) See j 30. In Sul., War. the 2. Sg. forms -it, -i 
alternate freely (cf. j 31).
Also iii Sul. j War. a third variant 2.Sg. form is 
occasionally heard. This form, -u (-w), (to he distinguished 
from the Piz. 4c. 2.PI. form -u (-w),) may he a loan from 
the Sinna dialect where it appears to alternate with -it, 
cf. Mokri, Songs,
252 law dam1ta .. haft pistu - from that mouth of thine
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** seven generations of thy forebears
(body
247 dinu <* * agirit la jasay - thy faith * * fire in thy 
It may, however-, be only a phonetic variant of -i conditioned 
by the proximity of a back vowel or bilabial consonant (cf*jj 
10* The frequency of its occurrence with kustin is note­
worthy)* Examp 1 e s *
Sul* dasu biSo - wash thy hands
13 cawu pe bikawe - that thy eye may behold
51 na~w- kuzim, a1qayak akama go-1 , a-i-kam ba 4abdl xom - 
I shall not kill thee, I shall put a ring
in thy ear, make thee my slave
War*218 pei bizane palpalit aka - if he finds out about thee
he will chop thee up 
273 bo na-w-kust - why hast thou not killed it ?
284 a-w-wa - will take thee
290 hikSryati xomu bn akam - I shall tell thee ray story
3) The ris*, I.Iuk* and, less common, Rdz, forms PI,!* -in,
PI*2* -u alternate freely with the general forms -man, -tan*
(b) The suffix personal pronouns perform the functions 
of a pronoun :
i) Direct Object of a transitive verb in the present tense,
ii) Agent of a transitive verb in the past tenses (v*( 219),
iii) possessive (v*Jj 194),
iv) governed by a preposition (v, j 231),
v) with dative sense (cf*jj$ 212,a, 214* a, 233*b) *
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Examples* i) Direct Object,
Sul. 10 hayfa b-I-kuSin - it is a pity to kill it
10 wisti ** b-I-gire - he wanted to catch it
20 haz aka ka bi-t-blne - he would like to see the
Piz*402 da-t-bam - I shall take thee
ii) Agent,
Sul* 2 dastl birda baxall, sewekl dar hena, da-y-a das
pasa - he put his hand into his bosom, took out
an apple, put it in the kingf s hand
Piz*380 maiin bar kirdin - we loaded up (our) homes
iii) Possessive,
Sul* 1 wayaxi kor abe - his hearth is blind (i*e*
he has no children)
9 aw asikayan - that gazelle of them
69 la jyati dayktan - instead of your mother
Piz*393 kayfi xo-w-a - it is your own pleasure
Muk*103,22 sabru bibe - let patience be yours
iv) governed by a preposition,
Sul* 17 boy bena - bring for him * *
Bin*351 let mumbarak be - may it be fortunate for thee
(thee
Muk*1,25 zorit caka dagal dakam - I shall do much good for
63,22 na-n-be newan - let there not be between us
167,32 len - against us
v) dative*
Sul* 10 hata mumkinman abe - as far as is possible for us
or, - hata boman munikln abe - do*
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(c) In all these functions the pronoun appears suffixed
to whichever representative of one of the following
1)
categories comes earliest in the sentence :
i) Subject5 or its complement, of an intransitive verb,
ii) Direct Object, or Logical Direct Object (v,jj 217), 
or its complement, of a transitive verb,
iii) Indirect Object, governed by a preposition, of same,
iv) an absolute prepositional form (v,jj 231),
v) a preverb (v, j 229),
vi) a negative affix (v,jj 200,b ) ,
vii) a modal affix (v, j 200,a),
viii) the main verb (pronoun agent), the noun qualified 
(pronoun possessive) or the preposition governing 
the pronoun,
Thus :
Sul, - b-1-ka ’do it’ (vii), but le-y bika ’do it to him' 
na--y-hena ’lie did not bring it' (vi) , but
dar-i nahena ’he did not bring it out’ (v) 
das-it aka we ’it will come to thy hands’ (viii), but_ 
cl-1 das akawe ’what \:±11 come to thy hands ? ’
a)
le-yan apirse 'he asks (from) them’ (viii), but
£l-yan le apirse ’what does he ask them ? ’ (ii) 
++ Fn, E, has a different exposition at 3S0AS,17,490 ff,
(d) In Sul,, all Sor. & Muk, the pronominal suffix, when 
attached to a noun, follows all other nominal endings and 
suffixes. In -Tar, , however, the pronominal suffix precedes
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1)
the defining suffix -a (cf,) 172,c),
++ Fn, Possibly on the analogy of such regular Tar, 
forms the pronominal suffix is found in irregular 
position in
Tar, - ber-i-a - bring it <! (-a 2,Sg,
Imperative ending, v„ j 204, c) 
j 194. A noun qualified by a possessive personal pronoun 
suffix may or may not be further defined by the suffix 
-aka, less commonly -a (j[ j 171, 172),
(a) The defining suffix is generally present when a sense 
of actual possession or personal connection is intended, e,g<
Sul, 3 malnakay 
14 qsakay 
42 krasakai 
45 gyanakam 
55 wulaxakat 
hr,219 bargirakam 
Bin, - nus I nakarn 
Muk, j 9 jegakan 
ayakatan 
Note the fixed phrase 
Sul, 2 ay pasaham 
"rar,209 ay sahirn
his mare 
his words 
thy shirt 
my soul, beloved 
thy horse
my packhorse
my writing 
our home 
your agha
0 my king (pasa), but 
do,
This applies to the following nouns of relationship : 
wife, son, daughter, brother and sister (particularly 
younger), e,g.
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Sul, 4 hr aka n i m
19 sinakay 
21 kurakani 
25 xuskakatan 
War.204 bra gawrakam 
Muk, j 9 kicakam
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- my brethren
- his wife
- his sons
- your sister
- my elder brother
- my daughter
(b) The defining suffix is absent when no actual possession 
is intended, with parts of the body, with the remaining 
nouns of relationship and with all nouns of relationship 
used conventionally, e,g,
Sul, - xuskim - sister I
21 kuPi/n
±2 rawim 
2o rohi sirlnim
27 cawim 
80 qaSim 
IS amozam 
27 dazgiranim
- n\y lads i
•- my prey
- my sweet soul, beloved
- my eye
- my leg
- my cousin
- my fiancee
Note bawkim ’my father’, but bawkim, bawkakam 'old fellow J* 
j 195, The reflexive pronoun has the general form xo 'self' 
Very rarely, with the suffix -yan, the form xv;a appears 
( cf, j 18,b , wa > o).
Primarily the pronoun refers to the Subject of a 
sentence or clause, or to the Agent in the Agential 
construction. The pronoun is generally further defined
by a personal pronoun suffix, thus xo-m ’ray-self', he,, e,g.
102
Sul«, 8 kurl xom
69 lagal xoy 
Ark- 446 ha xoyan cunawa
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- my (own) son
- with him(self)
~ they themselves went hack
It may then refer to any person in the sentence, e-g-
(head
Sul- 11 ka sar sari xota kazi da - it jumped over thy (own)
Demonstrative-
ij 196- (a) The demonstrative pronouns combine the forms
of the demonstrative adjectives (J 188) and the defining
1)
suffix -a (jj 172), which may lose its stress, Thus Sul,, 
War- have a system of two, proximate and remote, pronouns 
while all Sor- & Muk, have one general demonstrative 
pronoun- This latter may take the oblique ending -l (-y), 
In Sor- the ohlique form is frequently shortened to wa(y).
Thus : 
Direct, Sul- , Wa_r- Bin-o Pis- Muk,,Ark-,R&z.,Xos,
this ama )
( awa, (awha. awa
that awa ) ahwa, alio)
these amana )
( awana, awana
those awana ) (awhana &c,)
Oblique,
Sg. away, (a)wa(y)
(ahway &c„)
PI. awanay, (a)wana(y)
(awhanay &c -)
Examples» O
Sul- 9 awayan - tha t one of them
9 awanay ka - those others
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Sul, 62 arnana hamfty - all these
Bin- 547 awham lazima - I need that
357 lahway catir - better than that
  (die
Iaik-8,30 hata way bimire - came to that, that he would
++ Frio In War- the demonstrative pronoun is disrupted
by a personal pronoun suffix (j 193) or the adverbial
suffix -Is (v. j 234-b) - As with the demonstrative
adjective these appear before the defining suffix -a
(cf-jj 172-c), e.g.
(the moment
War.267 aw-is-a pasay waxta - that too is the king of
258 aw-inv-a awe - that is what I want (cf. j 214)
(b) There is some confusion between the demonstrative 
pronouns and the 3rd- personal pronouns (j[ 192-a), e.g> 
war.194 awls - that (not he) too
Arb.414 tikrari lo way kird.awa - he repeated it for him 
425 (umrl wana - their ages
Interroga tive-
j 197- (a) The following inflexible interrogative pronouns, 
and related adverbs, occur :
Sul-, War. ci, Sor-, Muk. Si (Si only prevocalically, in 
•cause and in bo Si, Arb. &c„ lo cl ?why ? ? ) lv/hat ? J
-- v v — »■p 2)
Sul-, War., Bin-, Pis- Son, Muk- Silon, Arb- ku 'how ? 1 
War. San, Sul- Sa 11/33, Sor-, Muk. Sand ‘how much ? ! 
ke (Muk. j 43 k^e(ha)) ’who
Sul-, War. kay. Pis-, Muk. kange, Arb. kangl !when ? 1
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kam (Muk. j 43 kSm(a)) 'which ?'
ExampleSo
Bin, 321 awa ha 6i can - what did you go for ?
338 atH dal^y 61 - what dost thou say ?
Muk.4,5 Si dakay - what art thou doing ?
24,25 5la ~ what is it ?
Sul, - ama ha Sag a - (for) how much is this ?
ke awa ~ who (is) that (at the door) ?
++ Pn. I. Often reduced to hod, ldc, even hd, lo 'why ? ’
++ Fn. 2, The form 5u appears in an isolated phrase
with the verb zanln, e.g.
Sulo131 5u zanln - how should we know ?
Muk.I 43 5a zanim - how should I know ?
++ Pn. 3. Once in Bin. ke appears as a relative pronoun
with an antecedent (cf. j 237),
Bin.355 atu kdt pe daien , , - thou whom they call .,
(h) The following forms contain the sense of a verb 9 
Sul. kwa, Muk, kwane 1 where is, are ?'
Sulo karnata 'where is, are ? :
III. go
Sul.117 karna ta hanarakantan - where are your pomegranates ?
------  (riders ?
Muk.21,1 kwane swari da nazanln - where are the splendid
Sul. kd 'where ? : requires a limiting preposition,
thus :
Sul. la kd 'where ?', cf, Rdz. kendare (v, j 271.h) 
hd kd ’whither cf. Rdz. kdwa
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Verb is.
5 198- The verb has two simple tenses, namely Present and 
Past; formed regularly from the present and past stems 
(v. j 199) respectively- The present tense rarely appears 
in its simple form and then with subjunctive force (cf„ 
compound verbs, j 228%
The two simple tenses are modified hy modal affixes 
(v-jj 200) to give a system in which distinctions of hoth 
tense and mood are made*
The past stem and past Participle (v.jj 20?) combine 
with tense forms of the substantive verb, the sole auxiliary 
in this function, to form further, compound, tenses*
The full system is summarized at j 211*
Stems*
ij 199- (a) The simple tenses are formed from the present 
and past stems of the verb-
Verbs are normally quoted in the form of the infinitive 
verbal noun, which invariably ends in /n/- The removal 
of the final consonant /n/, and when it is preceded by 
the vowel /i/ of this also, yields the past stem, which 
is thus regularly predictable from the form of the infinitive,
e« g* ’go7 : Sa­
ha tin ! come? ; ha t-
hirdin 1 do * : kird-
The present stem is not generally predictable from
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the form of the past stem or infinitive, or vice versa*
The following empirical rules, in order of decreasing 
validity, may he stated, hut exceptions and irregularities 
are numerous and vary according to the dialect#
i) When the past stem ends in /i/, or, the verh heing 
transitive, in /a/, or, heing intransitive, in /h/, then 
the form of the present stem is that of the past stem 
less this vowel, e*g*
pirsi- : pirs- ’ask’
kesa- : kes- ’pull’
: 5- 1 go 1
ii) When the past stem ends in /S + a consonant (group)/, 
or, the verh heing intransitive, in /a/, then the last 
vowel of the present stem is usually /e/, e,g,
bward- : bwer- > bc5r- (cf#$ 22) ’pass’
a 7/s a- : awse- ? swell1
iii) When the past stem ends in /t, d/ then the form of 
the present stem is often that of the past stem less this 
consonant, eag,
kawt- : kaw- ’fall1
mird- : mir- ’die’
(h) Certain compound verhs (v. j[ 228) are compounded with 
preverhs, which then occur with every form of the verb*
In one case the ’’preverb5’ is, in fact, an enclitic, viz* 
-awa (v. $ 229*a)* This does not, however, affect either 
verbal stem as the enclitic is invariably added after
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the verbal personal ending (v. j 201),
Affixes*
j 200# (a) Modal affixes*
i)
Sul#, War# a-, Sor#, Muk# da-, Rdz* a-/da-, prefixed to
the simple present give the Present Indicative, 
the simple past give the (Past) Imperfect*
b(i)-, in all dialects (hut v* $ 228), prefixed to : 
the simple present gives the Present Subjunctive, 
the past, with the suffix -dya, gives the Past Conditional.
b(i)~ may also he prefixed to the Imperative, and 
(in Bin#, Piz*, Muk#) to the Perfect Conditional and its 
derivatives (v# j[ 210)#
The vowel of the prefixes a-, da- is not generally 
realised before an initial stem vowel, e*g*
Sul* em - I come (e-)
hut, 187 aene - he brings ((h)en-)
War* - ezim - I say (ez~)
Bin, - dese - it hurts (es~)
Muk# j 53 delim - I leave (el-)
hut, dayenim - I bring ((h)en~)
It is, however, always realized before a pronominal suffix 
(j( 193. c* vii) , e* g*
Sul# - a-y-elim - I shall leave it
The vowel of b(i)~ is not realized before any vowel, 
he it stem initial or pronominal suffix, except /i/ (v#jjj(
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xo» Sj 51, o 1), e o g #
Sul * - b-em' - should I come ?
b-i-enim - should I bring it ?
War# - b-ezim - should I say ?
but 5 - bi-i-kusim - should I kill thee ?
++ Fn# In War# a modal affix t- occurs with two verbal 
sterns only, forming the Present Indicative, viz#
War# - tern, tiem &c# - I &c# come
terira dc# - I dc# bring
Cf# KirmSnsahT (Mokri, Songs, 53) ttyam
(Mann, MS) tl^Sra, teerim
SinnaT (Mokri, Songs, 231) terini
(Mann, MS) tern, terim
The form War#195 aderin fwe bring1 appears to be a
compromise between terin and an artificial Ta~erTn#
The latter verb is exceptional in that a personal 
pronoun suffix is attached not to either affix t- or 
b(i)~ (v# j 193. c#vii) but at the end of the verb, e#g# 
?/ar# - terim-1 - I am bringing it
berin-I - bring ye it J
294 aw beret-I - the water should bring him
but also, influenced by Sul# a-y-enim,
War# - a-y-erim - I an bringing it
(b) Negative affixes#
i)
na-, prefixed to the simple present, gives the negative 
of the Present Indicative#
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na-, prefixed to all other tense forms (replacing 
the affix b(i)~ of Subjunctive and Conditional tenses 
where present) gives the negative of these tenses#
ma-? prefixed to the Imperative (replacing the affix 
b(i)~ where present) negates it#
++ Fn# When, as rarely, the affix na- is separated from 
the verb then this takes the positive affix a-, e.g#
Sul# - agirlm bot bo €st£ na - I am not weeping for
thee for now (i*e# thy present state)
Pppponal_ ejading^ s#
5 201# Each tense distinguishes five persons by characteris­
tic endings# These do not correspond entirely to the personal 
pronouns (| 192) in that the endings appropriate to the 2nd# 
and ora# persons plural are identical in form#
There is a characteristic Imperative ending for the 
2nd# person Singular#
Prespjnt tenses# 
j 202# (a) The Present tense is formed from the present 
stem with the prefixes a-, da- (indicative) or b(i)~
(Sub junctive) , negative na-, na- respectively, and the 
appropriate personal endings# These are essentially as 
given below# In conjunction with different stem finals 
these endings undergo regular modification# Thus the /i/ 
of the l#Sg# & 2, o.Pl# endings does not appear after a 
stem final vowel# The other modifications, particularly
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of the o.Sg9 , are not simply analysaBle and are hest given 
in detail (v. (h) "below).
Present personal endings.
Sul* s v/ar* Bin•,Piz• JMuk# Arb_,Rdz#j Xojp
Sg# 1,
.ii
- im 
-I(t) 
-e(t) 
-in
2)
- im 
- 1
i)
-e(t)/-l(t) 
-111 
- in
3)
-im
- l
-I(tin) , -it- 
-In 
- in
4)
3*
Pl.l,
2, 3* -in 
Notes,
1) Before an enclitic the (unstressed) vowel of -in, -in
is often not realized (cf * Jj 4, Note),
2) Regarding the Bracketed forms see (c) Belov/,
3) The alternative form -l(t) (cf, Arb, &c, -l) is heard
hut rarely in Bin,, Piz*
4) The form -it- occurs Before the vowel of an enclitic,
(B) Thus, when the present stem ends in :
i) a consonant or semi-vowel, e,g, B- he, !B e !
Sul, jYarp Bin*. IicL° Arb,_ c.j
Sg, 1» aB im awim daB im daB in
2* aBl(t) awl(t) daBI daBI
5, aBe(t) awe(t) daBe(t) daBI(tin), daBit-
Pl.l, aBIn a win daBI n daBIn
2, o, aBin a win daBin daBin
Note the corresponding present SuBjunctive in
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Sul. War.
Sg. 1. (TDi)lDim "bUm (v. j 55)
2- ('bi)'bl(t) "btly (t)
r jO o (■bi)lDe( t) tnie(t)
Pl.l. (TDi)*bIn kuy n
2 9 o« (Toi)Mn Iduii
ii) /e/, ©o go — 1©— & c. ’say1
Sul. J7a r - Bin-_ &c, Artp_ £: c -
Sg. 1. alem clalem darem
2. aley (t) da ley darey
3. ale(t) da!3(t) dar§(tin),
Pl.l. aieyn daleyn dareyn
o ^ alen dalen darSn
iii) / V s e„ g. nU~ fsleep1
Sg- L anuin dandri danur.i
o^ o anuy(t) danuy danuy
3. anwS(t) danwe(t) danuy (tin)
danwl
PI. 1. anuyn danHyn danuyn
2 9 3 o anun danun danun
iv) /a/s e.g. ka- ! do?
Sg. 1. akam dakam dakam
2. akay(t) dakay dakay
5. aka(t) dakS(t) daka(tin)
PI. lo akayn dakayn dakayn
2 ? 3. a kan dakan dakan
claret-
y danuyt-
dakat-
Sg, 1, axSm daxom daxc5m
2. axoy(t) dax5y daxoy
3, aiwa(t) daxwa(t) daxwa(tin), daxwat-
Pi, 1, axoyn dax<3yn d axoyn
2 , 3, axon daxon daxon
vi) e,g, giri- * weep7
Qc 1
, e -L o agirira dagirim *fdagirim
2. )
3,
agirl(t)
( dagirl 
( dagirl(t)
vdagirl
vdagirl (tin), dagirlt-
PI,1,2,3 o agirin dagirin vdagirin
vii) /ya/, e.g. War, gaya- 1 reach' , Muk, girya- ;weep!
Sg, la agayam dagiryam
Ok-/ a agay(t) dagirl
3, agaye(t) dagirye(t)
P I .  la agayn dagiryayn
2 , 3, agayan dagiryan
(c) The euphonic (t) (v. j 30) of the 2,Sg, (Sul,, hr,) 
and 3,Sg, fonus is always realized when the tense form
i)
is immediately followed hy the vowel of an enclitic, and 
may "be so in pause. It is seldom realized "before another 
consonant, however, S,g»
Sul* 23 amdozi"t-awa - thou wilt find me
62 ahay-t-a dar - thou carriest out
113 202, 203
Bin, 344 bikay-awa if thou makest , ,
350 dacl-awa thou wilt go hack 
if thou givest it to me) 
while S, remains (alive) 
comes from Urmiya 
he should go to war
Muk,9,23 agar himday-e
Piz,399 hata S, bimenit
Muk,14,25 bet la wurml 
Xos.450 ho yazay bi6lt
In Arb, &c, the 3.Sg. -tin is an optional form, 
occurring most commonly in pause,
+ + Fn, Mainly the enclitic tfpreverh:f -awa (v,$ 229,a)
or the postposition -a, -e (v. jjjj 230„d, 231,b),
Suhs tantive v erh, 
j 203, (a) Beside the normal tense forms (j 202,h,i) the 
substantive verh has an enclitic present tense,
3, Sul,-a( t) /-(y)a(t) -a(t)/-(y)a(t) -a /-(y)a, -t-
War, - a (s) /- (y) a (s)
where the second form in each case appears in postvocalic 
position. The -(y)- of the 3,Sg, forms is realized after 
/a, a, o/. Examples,
Pl.l. -In /-yn
2, 3, -in /-n
-in /-yn 
-in /-n
-In /-yna 
-in /-na
Sul, 2 mill pasa-m 
Arh,435 mindar-im, sahl-ma I am a child, a lad
I am a king
114 jjj 203, 204
Rdz, 489 pyaw-ma - I am a man
+ + Fn, In War, the enclitic verb may precede the defining
suffix -a (v, I 172,c),
(b) The negative of this form is independent, not enclitic,
Sul,, War,
Sgo 1,
Bin, dc,
nim
ni
nla(t)
Arb, Ac,
nlraa
ni
nias nit-
Pl.l n m a
m m  
nl(t)
Sul,nia(t)
War, nla( s)
nin nin
(c) The euphonic (t) of the 2,Sg, (Sul,, War,) and 3,Sg, 
and the (s) of the 3,Sg, (War,) is always realized when 
the verb is immediately followed by the vowel of an enclitic 
(v.$ 202,c,Fn,), Generally only the (t) of the 2, Sg, (Sul,, 
hr,) may be realized in pause or before a consonant (but 
v ,I 206,b) s e,g,
Sul, 38 to Sit hatui-t-a saFawa - what art thou that thou
59 agar Set nit em
hast come to do battle ?
(come
- if thou art not mad I shall
Imperative,
j 204, (a) The Imperative is formed from the present stem, 
and normally the prefix b(i)- (negative ma-), with the 
following endings :
Sg, 2, -a, PI,2, -in, following a stem final consonant,
- 0 -n. vowel,
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Thus, for example, when the stem ends in
i) a consonant or semi-vowel,
Sul^ - bena 
5 bi5in 
77 bikawa 
War* - blgirin 
Arho - hlna
ii) A / ,
1)
Sul, - bile 
47 bilen
iii) A / ,
Sul. 97 To inti
bifarmun
iv) /a/,
Sula - maka 
Tar,221 biwan 
Arh,415 mayhan
v) A / ,  
Sul, -- biro
bixon
vi) A / ,  
Sul. - magirl
- bring I (en-)
- go ye I (S-)
- fall I (kaw-)
- hold ye it I (gir-)
- bring ’ (in-)
- say i (-le-)
- say ye I
- go to sleep I (nu-)
- be ye so good I (fa mu-)
- do not i (ka-)
- take him I (ba-)
- do not take him I
- go J (ro-)
- eat ye it I (xo-)
- do not weep I (girl-)
++ 7n„ Mann, Muk.\ 69, has bela ’say J ’, but his
informant wrote regularly Cf,, however,
War.285 dam na - put me down (ne-)
294 dSm ne - do,
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Bin,318 magirya - do not weep I (girye-)
(b) In Sul,5 War. only, when the Imperative is followed
by the vowel of an enclitic, an euphonic -r- is realized
after the 2.3g. forra, e.g.
i ) cons ona n t s te m , 
S u l.  - b Igofa-n-awa 
B in .  -  b ixO n a -w a
ii) /§/ s te m ,
S u l.  -  b 1 1 e - r -a w a  
B in .  -  b i le - w a
iv )  / a /  s tem .
S u l.  58 b im d a - r -  e
12 ra w im  b a - r -a w a
War. - b l k a - r - o
297 b e - i^ -a  la y  xom 
B in ,  -  . . - im b id a - y a
A rb . -  b ik a -w a
- exchange it I (gor-), but
- read it I (xon-)
- repeat it I (-le-) , but
do,
- give it to me J (da-)
- give back my prey I 
(bida- ) ba-, v. j 33)
- open it I (ka-)
- come to my side (e-), but
- give me .. I (da-)
- open it i (ka-)
(c) The following Imperative forms from irregular stems 
occur :
Sul. - bico 
Bin,373 bi6on 
(Sul. - bi£in 
Sul.,Muk. - wara 
- warin
Pxlz. - me
- go .
- go ye J
- go ye J (S-) is regular)
- come i
- come ye I
- do not come I
117 ij| 204, 205
(War, - "be, "ben - come 1 (e-).
Sula - maya - do not come 1 , are regular)
Bin, jMuk, j 69 haro - go I
Note the irregular position of the personal pronoun
suffix (v* j 193oC*vii) in the following 'Vara Imperative
forms :
War» - her in-1 - Bring ye it J (v*$ 200*a*Fn*)
her- I-a - Bring it I (v, j 195, d)
Bez-I - say it I (ez-) , But
B-I-eza-r-o - repeat it J
Past tenses,
ij 205* (a) The Past tense is formed from the past stem and
the appropriate personal endings* These are essentially :
Sul a , '7a r* Sor,, Muka
Sgola -im - im
2c -i(t) -l
3a - 0
P 1 a 1o -In -In
2 , oa — in - in
They differ from the Present endings (j 202, a) in the
3oSgo only*
(h) Thus s when the past stem ends in :
i) a consonant, e* g, hat- ’come*
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Sul,* War. Sor , *
S g. 1. hatim hatim
2, hati(t) hail
3, hat (voI 71) hat
Pl.l. ha tin hatin
2 * 3, hatin hatin
ii) /a / , e, g, hu- o.:c, ’he ?
Sg J 1 o hum hUm
2. btly(t) huy
3, hu hu
PI. 1. huyn hhyn
2 * 3 o hun hun
ill) /5/s e,g, ma- *stay ’
Sge la mam mSm
2, may(t) may
3, ma ma
PI. la mayn mayn
2 * 3 a man man
iv) A / s e,g, gal- ’reach’
Sg a la gaim gaim
2o gal(t) )
( gal
3, gal )
PI,1*2*3, gain gain
H. B, War, wim 
wi (t)
a, w
win
win
(c) In Sul,* War. the (t) of the 2,Sg, is always realized
i)
when the verb form is followed hy the vowel of an enclitic* 
e. g »
119 jjjj 205, 20S
Sul, 15 gaPay-t-awa - thou returnedst, hut
Sor, - garay-awa - do,
In Sul,, Bin, when a 3,Sg, past form ending in /a/
((h,iii) ahove) is followed hy the vowel of an enclitic
2)
an euphonic -y- is realized Between the vowels, e,g,
Sul, 2, Bin,304 gara-y-awa - he returned, hut 
Koik, 2,20 gaPa-wa - do,
Bin, 321 nadltra-y-av/a - (she) could not he seen
+ + Fn, 1, Mainly the enclitic :,preverhlf -awa (v,jj 229,a)
the postposition -a, ~e (v, jjjj 230,d, 231,h) or the
conditional suffix -aya (v, j 206,h),
++ Fn, 2, The form War,217 garayao seems to he a
compromise between the Sul, form and Bar, vgarao, 
j 206, (a) The Imperfect tense is formed from the Past hy 
the addition of the prefix a-, da- (j 200), thus, e.g.
Sul, dc, ahatim, ahatl(t), ahat, ahatin, ahatin,
Sor, dahatim, dahStl, dahat, dahatin, dahStin, c,
i)
(h) The Past Conditional tense is formed from the Past 
hy the addition of the prefix h(i)- and the suffix -aya. 
This latter follows the personal endings in all dialects,
hut in War, may precede them, thus :
Sg,1, hihatimaya or, War,, hihat5yam
2. hihatltSya, Sor, hihatiaya
2)
3, hihStSya
Pl,l, hihatinaya
2, 3, hihatinaya
120 jjjj 205 - 20B
✓
+ + Fn* 1. Mann, Muk* j 72, has "Optat* : bUmaya ***;
3* sing* buyaya", hut, j 83, ;fIn der Bedeutung eines
Optativus perf* , * * behatinaya * * * :l
+ + Fn« 2o The 3*Sg, Past Conditional of the verh hun
fb e ? appears in irregular forms, viz* Sul*, Bin*
(bi)bwaya, Muk* buyaya, Piz> b5ya, War, waya,
ij 207* The Past Participle, which occasionally appears in
the function of a verbal adjective, is formed from the
past stem hy the addition of the morphemes Sul,, Bin*, Piz*, 
1) 2)
Muk* -u, -w, War* -(i)g (v,jj 37), Arh, , Rdz, , Xos* -I, ~y*
Thus, e*g*
Sul* <?:c* hatu, hu, mSw, gaiw.
War* hatig, Sug (N. B* wig Sul* hu) , mag, galg,
3)
Arh* he* hatX, buy, may, gal
++ Pn* 1* This -a is extraordinary in that before the
enclitic substantive verh it has "consonantal" status 
(v* j 208* a) *
+ + Pn* 2* Of* Sinnai (Barr, op* cit* p* 224) -(i)g*
++ Pn* 3* See \ 18*c* Although -w is not realized in
this position it confers ;fconsonantal:r status on a 
preceding /Q/ (v* ij 208*a*ii)*
Compound tenses,
I 208. (a) The Perfect Indicative tense is formed of the 
Past Participle and the enclitic (Present) form of the 
substantive verh (J 203*a) as auxiliary* In Sul* &c® this 
is always post-consonantal in form, following -u or -w,
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Thus, when the past stem ends in : 
i) a consonant, e.g. hat- 1 come' 
Sul* &c. 'War*
Sg. 1' 
2, 
3,
Pl.l,
hatuim 
hatul(t)
hatigim 
hatil(t) (j
Arh* he,
hatima
hatua, hatot- hatiga(s) 
(I 18.h) 
hatuln hStXIn
hatuin hatigin
ii) ./u/, e,g„ hu- he* ’h e 1
Sg. 1*
2,
3.
Pl.l.
2, 3. 
iii) /a/, 
Sg. 1.
2.
3.
Pl.l,
2, 3.
iv) /I/, 
Sg. 1.
2.
3.
PI. 1.
2, 3,
huirn 
hui (t) 
bua, hDt* 
huln 
buin 
e«go ma­
ma wim 
mawl(t) 
mawa(t) 
mawin 
mawin 
e.g. gal- 
galwim 
gaiwi(t) 
galwa(t) 
galwin 
gaiwin
bugim / wigirn 
vhngl(t)/ wii(t) 
huga(s)/ wiga(s) 
vbTigin / wiin 
hugin / wigin 
s tay ’
magim 
vmagl (t) 
maga(s) 
vmagin 
mag in
reach’
gaigim
gaxx(t)
gaxga(s)
gaxxn
gaxgin
37) hatx
hatla, hatit-
( hatina 
)
buyma
buy
bUya, bhyt-
)
j buyna
niayma 
may
maya, mayt-
)
j rnayna
gaima 
gal
gala, gait-
)
( galna 
)
(Id ) Concerning the (t) and (s) forms of the auxiliary 
see j 203. c, Note that in Piz, the (t) of the 3c Sg, 
Perfect form may appear "before a consonants Ocg,
(c) In Sule when the verh form is followed hy the vowel 
of an enclitic (v. j 2024c»Fn,) the 3,Sg> Perfect is 
regularly, e,g0
Sulo - garawat-awa, hatot-awa - he has returned, come hack 
The syllable -at- is generally added, redundantly, to the
+ + Fn. Ec (BSOASo 17.499, j 42) misinterprets this -at-
as an inherent ’‘final -a of the perfect tense5’, on 
the analogy of transitive paradigms, where the verh 
is generally 3c Sg. (v. j 220, c) c
PiZc - 551 ho Juti - he has gone to plough
Sgc 1 garawim- a t- awa
2 gaPawitawa
3 garawatawa
Pic 1 gafawin- a t- awa
2, 3 c gaFawin-a t-awa
Examples,
Sul, Eo hicyan nad§w1mat5 they have given me nothing 
(vcjjjj 2 2 3 c h , i i ,  2 3 1 , h )
hut,
Bin* 359 hatuimawa I have come hack
Muk. j 78 hatulnav/a we have come hack
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\ 209. (a) The Perfect Sub janctive and Pluperfect tenses
are formed from the past stern with the Present Subjunctive
and Past tenses of the auxiliary verh bUn (\\ 202,b,i,
1)
205*b.ii) respectively,
In all dialects except Bin,* Pis, a stressed -i- is 
added to a stem ending in a consonant before the auxiliary. 
++ Pn. In War* these two tenses would thus he identical 
in form in all persons hut the 3, Sg,, e,g,
Perfo Subj, vh5tiwim, -wl(t), -we(t), -win, -win, 
Pluperfectj Mtlwim, -wl(t), hatu, -win, -win,
No examples of /ar» Perfect Subjunctive were, however, 
recorded. Mann, Huh* j 80, notes the contracted 
Sinnai Pluperfect haturn (v, j 55),
(h) Thus, when the past stem ends in :
i) a consonant, e.g, hat- ’come1
Perfect Sub j . Sul_. _ / n ,
hatihim hStbim
hatihi(t)/ -hi hath!
hatihe(t)/ -hi (tin) ha the (t) 
ha t ihIn hSthin
lia t ih i n ha thin
Bill..;. Pij
Sg, 1*
2.
3.
PI. 1.
2, 3. 
Pluperfe ct 
Sg. 1.
i)
hatibun
&c.
ha thurn 
&c,
ii) a vowel, e.g. cu- 1 go’
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Perfect Suhj. All dialects.
oog«l, STTb im
2* Subi(t), Sor, Subi
3, £ub§(t), Arh, Ac, Subl(tin)
PI, 1, Sul) In
2 ? 3, Subin
Pluperfect,
Sg,1, Suhurn
&C.
++ Pn. In Bin., Pig., Muk.(J 72) the past stem of the
verh hun is reduced to hi- in the Pluperfect, thus
hihum Ac,
I 210, (a) In all Sor. & Muk. a Perfect Conditional tense
is formed from the past stem and a particular form of
the auxiliary verh hun with the 51 conditional;f infix -a-
1)
(cf „ $ j 280,h, 284) and past endings (\ 206. a). The modal 
affix h(i)- is commonly prefixed to this form, Thus :
Sg dIt (hi)hat(i)ham
2. (hi)hat(i)hay
3. (hi)hat(i)ha
Pi#1« (hi)hat(i)hayn
2, 3, (hi)hat(i)han
+ + Pn, 1. Not, with Mann, Muk. j 72, an alternative present
stem ha-, directly comparable with New Persian has-.
Muk.116,25 b5m 1 would I had been1, ldz.487 nabSy fhadst 
thou not been1 are Perfect Conditional, reduced <  rbfb5m,Ac
125 210, 211
(1)) The suffix -aya (v. j 206.h) r.iay he added, to this 
form giving a Perfect Conditional II tense, thus :
Sg. 1. (bi)h§t(i)bam-ayas r°;c*
In Bin* , Piz. the ''conditional1' -a- may, in addition, 
he infixed between stem and auxiliary, giving a Perfect 
Conditional III tense, thus :
Sg. lo (bi)hat-a-bam-aya, &c.
Summary*
j 211. The tense and mood system may he summarized as 
follows ;
Present Indicative (j 202) Present Subjunctive (j 202) 
a-kaw-im h i-kaw-im
Imperative (j 204) 
h i-kaw-a
Past (jj 205)
kawt- im
Imperfect (j 206* a) Past Conditional (j 206.b)
a- kawt- im h i- kawt- im- aya
Past Participle (j 207)
kawt- u , <?:c.
Perfect Indicative (j 208)
kawtU- im
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Pluperfect (\ 209) 
kawt(i)kum
H  211, 212
Perfect Subjunctive (]( 209) 
kawt ( i) Id im
Perfect Conditional I (j[ 210. a) 
(hi) kawt ( i)kam
Perfect Condi, II 210,k) 
( b i) kawt (i) "bam- aya
Perfect Condi, III (\ 210,h) 
(k i)kawt-a-ham-aya
Certain jyerks_,
$ 212, (a) The morpheme ha- with the verk hun yields the 
verk hakun ’exist'.. Of this only 3rd, person forms, Sg, 
in Sul,, /ar, , Sg, d PI, in Sor, , I.Iuk, , commonly occur, 
though the remaining personal forms are attested. In 
"hr, a distinct 3.Sg, Present form also occurs,
In conjunction with the personal pronoun suffixes 
(with dative sense, v, j 193,h,v) this verk gives the 
sense of possession. Thus :
Present Indicative,
Sg,1, ham
hay(t)
hay a , :/ar, has ’there is
Pl.l. hay n
2, 3, han ’there are
127
I have 
thou hast 
he has 
we have 
you have 
they have
j 2
Warp
hasim, -im has 
hasi(t), -it has 
has!, -I has 
ha sman, - ma n ha s 
has tan5 - tan has 
hasyan, -yan has
I have (PI,)
Present Subjunctive, 
if there be 
if I have 
Past, Imperfect, 
there was, used to be 
I had, used to have 
Past Conditional, 
if I had
Perfect Indicative,
I have had 
Examples,
War, - citekl tir has
Sul,
ha- m- a , - im ha ya 
ha-t-a, -it haya
i)
hayati, -I haya 
ha- ma n- a , - man ha ya 
ha-1 an-a, -tan ha ya 
ha- y an- a , - y a n ha ya
Sor , 9 Muk, jpnly
hanirn, -im han, he,
habe (t) , Arb, habI (tin)
ha-m~be(t), - im habe (t) , he,
habU
ha-m-bu, -im habu, he,
S, ha-m-bwaya, -im habwaya, he, 
E, ha-m-bua, -im habua, he,
- there is another thing
Piz, - mala-n haya, faces-in han - we have a mullah and
some students too
Muk,197,19 hanim hududi - I have some noble horses
Sul, 59 tutikekl pibkolay habtl - she had a little puppy
Bin, 310 liamanbu - we had, we were well off
128 j j 212, 213
++ Pn, See j 213,
(b) In the absence of the morpheme ha- the enclitic forms
of the substantive verb (j 203, a) in conjunction with a
personal pronoun suffix may give the sense of possession, e,g.
Sul, - tlnu-m-a - ”j’ai soif”
1)
birsi-at-i - ”il a faim”
“IT—16 ci-at-1 1 - ”qu’est~ce cju’il a ?”
The morpheme ha- does not appear with negative forms, 
thus :
(there) is not nia, he, (v, j 203,b)
I have not Sul, he, ni-ra-a, -im nia, Arb, he, nitim
we have not nl-mSn-a, -mfin nia, he,
+ + Fn, See j 213,
j 213, When the 3,Sg, personal pronoun suffix -I is employed 
with the enclitic substantive verb 3,Sg, -a ambiguity could 
arise in certain contexts, e,g,
Sul, he, haya ’there is’ : vha+I+a ’he lias5 (v,jj 212, a)
ci-a ’what is it ? 5 ; ’fci+t+a ”qu'est-ce cju’il a?”
birsl-a ’he is hungry’ : rbirsi+i+a ”il a faim5’
This ambiguity is obviated by the pronoun suffix appearing 
after the enclitic verb (v,jj 203, c) , thus ;
Sul,he, haya-1-1 - he has
Si-at-1 - "qu’est-ce qu'il a ?”
birsi-at-I - "il a faim”
Arb, he, teni-t-I - ”il a so if”
The resulting groups Sul,, Muk, -lati, -yatl > -etl,
129 H 213, 214
% r #  -yasl, Arb. -Iti then commonly replace -la, -ya,
whether the latter contains the 3*Sg, personal pronoun
suffix or not, and even when no ambiguity could arise, e.g.
1)
Sul, 13 xftnu-yatl < ¥-y-a - she has studied
16 ci dardek-£ti < v-I-a - what pain he has
War. 210 xalo-yasl < v-y-a - it is his uncle 
—  i)
224 kuStl-yasi < v-y-a - he has killed him 
  1)
Muk. MS gftstft-yati-awa < v-yat-av/a - he has moved house 
Arb, - awa pist-Itl < v-I-a - that is his back 
and, where -y- is merely euphonic,
(head
Sul.112 ba zer sarewa-yatT < ysar-I-awa-ya - is under his 
178 la barla-yati < vbar-T-a-ya - he has (his coat) on 
+ + Pn, See j 221.
j 214. (a) The present tenses of the verb wistin 'want5 are
provided by an impersonal construction. The stem (a)we-,
taking the normal modal affixes (jf 200) and present verbal
endings (} 202), appears with the personal pronoun suffixes
1)
with dative sense (I 193,b,v)3
The full stem awe- occurs after a personal pronoun 
su:°fix attached to the modal or negative affix, otherwise 
the shorter stem we- appears connected immediately with 
the affix, thus :
Sul. - a-m-awe, -im a-we - I want
a-t-awe, -it a-we - thou wantest
a-y-awS, -I a-we - he wants, &c.
a-y-awem - he wants me
Sul, - xog-im a-weyt
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I love thee (x5§ wistin)
bi-t-awe, -it bi-we - if thou want, dc
n5-t-aw5, -it n5-w5 - thou dost not want, &c
na-t-awe, -it na-w5 if thou do not want, &c 
I want, &c, , e.g,
(he) wants (him) again
Bin. b c, da- m- a we, - im da- we
Bin.394 da-y-awetawa
Arb.dc, da-m-awe(tin), -im da-we(tin) - I want, &c.
.In the past tenses wistin is conjugated as a regular 
transitive verb (v. j 217 ff,),
++ Pn, The stem appears to have adjectival meaning,
’wanted, necessary” or the like. Its verbal status, 
however, «  indicated by the 3,Sg. forms in which the 
characteristic verbal endings, with optional -(t), 
Arb.dc, -(tin) (\ 202,b,ii), occur and not the
enclitic substantive verb (j( 203.a),X Contrast the 
adjectival construction in (b) below,
(b) In War, the verb wistin is largely replaced by a 
periphrasis with the adjective garak ’necessary’ and the 
substantive verb, e,g.
War.224 garak-im-a - I want, need
227 garak-a - please .. (it is requested ..)
231 min to-m nagarak-a - I do not want thee
With Sul. &c# xos wistin 'love* compare 
War*223 xo§-I garak btin - (he) loved them
+ is confirmed by the varying modal affixes.
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j 215. (a) The following forms of an auxiliary verb 
’must, ought to5 survive :
Present. Sul, abe, 7ar, awe. Bin,, Piz, , Muk, dabe,
Past,
b. g.
Rdz. daba (?) 
Sul, abwaya.
Sul. - abe kur be
abwaya kur bwSya 
10 abe *, blgirln 
41 abe bey lagalmSna 
War*196 awe biSln 
Bin,299 dabe bicim
Bin,, Pi£,, Muk, dabu
- it must be a boy
- she should have been a boy
- we must catch it
- thou must come with us
- we must go
- I must go
(earlier
- thou shouldst have comePiz.404 dabu zutir hatbay 
Muk.25,36 dabe ba qsay bikay - thou must do as he says
Rdz, - daba lera bi - it ought to be here
(b) The particles ba, Muk, j 71 bila, da (cf.jjjj 288,b,
303.b) have the sense ’let e,g,
Sul. 8 ba minali to bibinim - let me see children of thine
14 ba biroynawa 
26 ba aw azaya be 
45 naba . nagaremawa
Bin,322 aw ba lawB be 
Xos.445 ba biclna Pawe 
25,6 bila bicim
- let us go back
- let that hero come
- let it not be that I, lest
I do not return
- let him be there
- let us go hunting
- let me go
27,9 bila *« mami hal girln - let us take up Mam
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Verbal Constructions,
j 216. In the present tenses of Intransitive and Transitive
1)
verbs alike a Subject (A) is always expressed in the 
personal ending of the verb and possibly by an independent 
nominal form, e.g,
Sul, /(A)min,/ arom(-A) - I go
With Transitive verbs a Direct Object (B) and/or an 
Indirect Object (C) is normally expressed (exception, v, 
j 217.b) by a noun or pronoun form, Normally therefore 
two, and possibly three, parts are expressed in the phrase, 
e.g.
Sul, /(A)pyawaka/ (B)sagaka akuze(-A) - /the man/
kills the dog 
/(A)pyawaka/ a-(B)y-da("A) ba (C)sagaka - 
/the man/ gives it to the dog 
/(A)pyawaka/ la (C)sagaka ada(-A) - /the man/
strikes at the dog 
a-(B)y-kuze(-A) - he kills it
2 )
a- (C)y-dat(-A)-e - he gives (it) to him
2)
a-(C)m-dat(-A)-e - he gives (it) to me
le-(C)y ada(-A) - he strikes at it
In the past tenses of Intransitive verbs likewise a 
Subject (A) is always manifest in the personal ending 
and possibly in an independent nominal form, e.g.
Sul. /(A)min/ roiStin/^A) - I went
The past and compound tenses of Transitive verbs,
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however, are marked hy a particular construction in which
three, and with an Indirect Object four, parts may be
3)
expressed. This construction requires elaboration,
+ + Pn. 1. See j 217. a. Fn. 1,
+ + Fn. 2, See j 231.b, s,v, A 3,Sg, pronominal
Direct Object cannot be expressed in this short form.
+ + Pn, 3, With the following j j 217 - 224 compare E ?s
somewhat different presentation, with examples, in
BSOAS. 17,490, 499 ff.
j 217. (a) With the past and compound tenses of Transitive
1)
verbs an Agent (1) may be present in the form of an 
independent noun or pronoun (v,jj 218), This Agent is in 
no way equivalent to a Subject, in concord with the verbal
form.
A Logical Direct Object (2), i.e. a person or thing
directly affected by the Agent, without reference to the
2)
verbal form, is generally represented (exceptions, v, (b) 
below). It is then expressed by a verbal personal ending 
(v. j 220) and may also bo present as an independent 
nominal form.
A Logical Indirect Object (3), i.e. a person or thing
2)
affected, but indirectly, by the Agent, may appear. If 
not expressed by a nominal form it may be present in 
either of two alternative suffix forms (v.jj 223,b),
A fourth part, which is essential to the construction, 
is the personal pronoun suffix form which resumes an
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Agent (1) already expressed or is, otherwise, the agent 
itself. It is convenient to term the pronoun suffix in 
this function the Agential suffix (4),
The term Agential construction will, therefore, he 
used for this characteristic construction of the past and 
compound tenses of Transitive verbs, E.g.
Sul. /(l)pyawaka/ (2)sagaka-(4)y ku£t(-2) - /the man/
killed the dog 
/(l)pyawaka/ (2)nSnaka-(4)y da(-2) ba (3)sagaka - 
/the man/ gave the bread to the dog 
/(l)pyawaka/ ba (3)sagaka-(4)y da(-2) - /the man/
gave it to the dog 
ku&t(-2)-(4)x - he killed it
3)
da(-2)-(4)y-(3)m-S - he gave it to me
++ Fn, 1. The figures 1 - 4  are used to indicate the
parts of this Agential construction as distinct from
the letters A - C used for the parts of the simple
construction described in j 216,
+ + Fn. 2. The terms ”Logical Direct /
provisionally
Indirect Object” are employed^to avoid confusion with 
the formal terms "Direct / Indirect Object”, i.e. 
”nouns dc. primarily / secondarily affected by the
a ction of the verb”, as in j 216,
+ + Fn. 3. See j 231.b, s.v,
(b) A sub-class of Transitive verbs is formed by those
denominative verbs which indicate the making of some sound
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(v-jj 249, SoVo -a)- Although these verbs do not take a
Direct Object (indicated therefore (0)) they follow the
Agential construction in the past tenses, The verh then
appears in the minimal 3,Sg- form, e,g,
Sul- - aborehie(-A) - it (cow) is lowing
bDR5n(“0)-(4)l - it lowed
a-(4)y-b55?£n(-0) - it was lowing
ahllenin(-A) - they (horses) neigh
hilan(-0)-(4)yan - they neighed
Similarly on the rare occasions when no Logical
Direct Object (0) is expressed in the Agential construction
the verb appears in the minimal 3,Sg# form, Compare
Sul- (2)tirSk-(4)I da(-2) la (3)sagaka - he shot an
arrow at the dog, hit the dog with an arrow
la (3)sagaka-( 4 ) y dS(r0) - he struck at the dog
1)
le-(4)y d£(-0 +3) - he struck at it
E# g-
l)
War-219 (l)muxtar ,, p3-(4)y zSnl(~0)-n(~3) - the headman
found out about them
1)
Bin,355 (l)ha6 kase le-(4)y pirsl(-0)-m(-3) - whoever
might ask (from) me 
+ + Fn, Regarding the double verbal ending v, 5 223-b,ii, 
j 21So In the Agential construction if an Agent (l) is 
expressed by an independent noun or pronoun form this 
generally appears at the beginning of the phrase, though 
it may be preceded by an adverb, In narrative style,
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however, such an agent may he reiterated after the phrase.
In Sor- , "but not Muk. (v, Muk. J 67) , such an Agent 
frequently appears in the Oblique case (j 177-a), e.g.
Bin-349 (l)gamiawani pey gut - the boatman said to him 
Fib- - (l)aw3 kibe way kird - that girl did thus 
Arb-422 (l)kurakay, yisif, gotl - the boy, Joseph, said .. 
and, reiterated.
Bin-320 pey gut, (l)patrusyay - he, Patrusya, said to him 
J 219. The Agential pronoun suffix (4) is suffixed to 
whichever word of the seven appropriate classes (ii - viii) 
listed above (\ 193.c) appears earliest in the sentence, e.g.
ii) Logical Direct Object (2),
(bosom
Sul. 2 (2)dast-(4)i birda baxall - he put his hand into his 
2 (2)sew^k-(4)I dar henS - he took out an apple 
War.204 (2)awib-(4)yan bag kird - they called him too 
Its complement,
Sul. 57 tub! am darda-(4)i kirdim - thou hast inflicted
this pain on me 
56 bo bi bet-(4)tan kirdim - why did you make me mad ?
War.190 bag-(4)yan kirdim - they called me
iii) Logical Indirect Object (3),
(door
Sul- 5 yak£k la (3) dargS- (4)y da - someone knocked at the
iv) an absolute preposition (v. j 231)
Sul- - le-(4)y da - he beat it, set off
v) a preverb,
Sul. 67 Pa-(^)ykeban - he dragged them
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vi) a negative affix,
Sul- 36 kur na-(4)y-he§t - the hoy did not allow
vii) a modal affix,
Sul- - a-(4)mSn-xwardawa - we used to drink
viii) the verh itself.
(hand
Sul- 2 da-(4)y-a das pasa - he gave it into the king's
2 xist-(4)l-a baxali - he put it into his bosom
*:,lien ambiguity arises, or when the presence of the 
Agential suffix is not immediately obvious, then it may 
be repeated after the verb, e.g.
Sul- 3 latek-T xo-y xw5rd-(4)i - a piece of it he ate himself 
59 lagal xo-y bird-(4)I - he took it with him 
Note. In one text (Bin. 314 - 379) there are a few 
examples of the Agential construction without an Agential 
suffix (v. also Muk.J 91), vis.
Bin-331 maleki z3r (l)xway dawa - God has given great wealth 
335 (l)awlb band hadadSkl haskar D hasakir Pagal xist -
he took some soldiers with him 
342 awl (l)awl dlbu - that which he had seen
370 (l)patrusydy gut - Patrusya said - -
The Agent (l) is then always in the oblique case (v.J 218).
If these are genuine dialect forms they bear a close 
resemblance to the construction, without Agential suffix, 
of the Bad. he- dialects (v.J 289).
I 220- (a) In the Agential construction a Logical Direct 
Object (2) which is expressed by an independent nominal
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form appears in the direct case (v,jj 177,a),
(h) A Logical Direct Object when present, whether expressed 
hy a nominal form or not, is always manifested in a verbal 
ending of the appropriate tense (j 205 ff,)» Any statement 
of the nature 11 the verb agrees with the Direct Object 
(of the English sentence)" is, however, an over-simplification, 
as is demonstrated by the frequent intrusion of the Agential 
suffix between verbal stem and personal ending (v,$ 222),
(c) The commonest Logical Direct Object being a noun or 
pronoun form (v* j 192, c) the verbal ending is commonly 
that of the 3„Sgo, i»e, in the past and pluperfect tenses 0 9 
in the perfect -a(t) dc„ Any statement that such a 3.Sg. 
object "cannot be expressed and must be understood" is 
erroneous,
I 221, Dhen the Agential suffix is attached to the verb 
itself a series of paradigms arises, according to the 
nature of the verbal ending (v,jjj[ 220,b, 223*b,ii), The 
commonest paradigms are those in which the verbal ending
is 3,Sg., thus :
Past (cfajj 205) Sul, ,' hr, ,Bin,,Piz, ,Huk« Arb, ,Rdz» , Xpg,
Sg* 1- Ageiit xbnim / xwendim, Lc„ xindim
2, xoni(t) / xwendit xlndit
3, xoni / xwbndi xindi
PI. 1. xonman / xwendin, he, xindman
2, xbntan / xwendft xindtan
3, xbnyan / xwSndySn xindyan
Imperfect (cf * Jj 205„a)
Sulo - Muk<, Arbo &c.
Sgol* amx5n / damxwSnd, Ac, damxlnd, <hc.
Past Conditional (cf.-jj 2060b)
Sg. lo bimxftnSya, Ac 9
or x8nim5ya, &c.
Perfect (cf0{ 208.a)
Sul. &Co ]'Var. Arbo &Co
Sgo lo xQntlma, &c. xwandigma xlnditim
2. xSntita xwandigta xinditit
1) 1 ,2)
3o x8ntlya( ti) xwandl(y)a(si) xlndltl
Plol. x3num5na xwandigmSna xinditman
2» xftnfttana xwandigtSna xlndittan
2)
3. xttnTlySna xwandly5na xindltyan
Cf. negative,
Sg. 1. namxbnlla, c;c. namxivandiga, &c, namxindia
Perfect Subjunctive (cf•$ 209)
Sg. 1. xftnib^tirn / xwendbStim
2o xSnibetity &c
Perfect Conditional (cf.jj 210)
Sgo lo / X-vend(i)bSm xlndibam
2. X'jv§nd( i)bat ? &c. xindibat,
Pluperfect ( cf. j 209)
Sgolo x5nibftm / xwendbUm xindibum
2o xbnibtlt / xv/Sndbtlt, &c. xindibut,
It will be noted that the Agential suffix generally
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precedes the auxiliary -a of the Perfect Indicative tense, 
hut follows the equivalent -t- in Arb. dc, (v,jj 203,a),
+ + Fn„ lo See j 213.
+ + Fn, 2. See j[ 67,
{ 222. When the verbal ending is other than SoSgo it normally 
follows the Agential suffix. A general exception to this 
is the 3.Sg. Agential suffix -I which always follows the 
verbal ending. Particular exceptions are noted below,
The full range of possible combinations of two parts, 
viZu Agential suffix and verbal ending expressing a Logical 
object, may be summarized as follows (Table, pp. 141 - 2).
The material for dialects other than Sul. is insufficient 
to cover all possibilities (v, Muk, { 90). Known divergences 
are noted below.
Notes to the Table.
1) In Sul. the final (t) of a group such as dlmit 'I
saw thee? is always realized, to avoid confusion with the
form dlmi fhe saw m e ?. In Sor, the ambiguity is, presumably, 
unavoidable.
2) In Pig., Muk. the group -im-in ’I , , you / them’ 
alternates freely with -in-im.
3) In Sul., when the past stem ends in /t/, the Agential 
suffix 2.Sg. -i(t) follows the verbal ending.
4) I.e. Sul. vdx+it(-2)+(4)i. Sor, also diti <
Vdlt+I(~2) + (4)1. Sul, din, Sor, ditin 1 to see1,
T able 
o v e r l e a f
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Su1o L ogical Direct Object,
Agent, - im 1 m e T -I (t) ’thee?
Past
-im
»ji
Perfect
dim!t ^ vv
kuStimlt vr
dlwimlt
-it 
’thou1
dltim
3)
kuStimi(t) 
dlwitim
-I
f he!
dlmi
kuStiml
dlwiml
kuSttliml
dltl^
5)
kuStitl
diwlti
5)
kuStditi
-man 
T wef
dlmSni(t) 
dlwm5nl(t)
- tan 
f you1
dltanim
dlwtanim X
-yan 
1 they’
dlyanim )
( S) 
kuStimyan )
dlv/ySnim )
(
kuStftirnyan )
dlyani(t) ) 
kuStitySn )
dlwySnl(t) ) 
v ku§ tn. i tyan ) 5)
vv din ?see’ , tlius Ti saw, have seen 
thee, &c# 1, kustin 'kill1*
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-in fus' -in 'you,, them'
dlmin
2)
kuStimin
dlwimin
ditin
3)
kustlni(t) 
cLIwi tin
ditin
3)
kustini(t) 
diwitin
dinl
5)
kustinl
dlwini
5)
vku§tHinI
dinl
kustinl
dlv/inl
kustHini
dlmanin
dlwnanin
ditanin
dlwtSnln
ditanin
diwtSnin
i
ij
j
diyanln )
(
kustinySn )
diwyanin )
?
Tkustninyan ) 5)
______  __ .____________i
dlyanin )
(
kuStinySn )
diwyanin ) 
kustninyan )
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5) In Sul. ? following a past stem ending in a consonant 
and the past participle in tfconsonantal!f -5 (v, j 207) , the 
groups -lt-1 (-Ity-), -Ini (-Iny-) are usually reduced to 
-itl (-ity-), -ini (-iny-) respectively (the - i- "being 
frequently not realized) , e,g.,
xwardltl J xward'Hl - he ate thee
nardlnl y n5rd.nl - he sent us (Bin* 311 nardlnl)
_ j_
narduitl y nardu tl - he has sent thee
5) The 3*PI. Agential suffix -y5n may follow or precede 
the verbal ending optionally,
j 223. (a) In the Agential construction a Logical Indirect 
Object (o), if it is expressed by an independent nominal 
form, does not modify the verbal form; the ending of the 
verb then ind.icates the person of the Logical Direct 
Object (2) (v. j 220.b ) , thus :
Sul, - la (3)ema-(4)y sand-in(r2) ) he took them
l) (
(2)awan-(4)l la (3)ema sand.(-2) ) from us
da-n(-2)-(4)I ba (3)ema ) he gave them
(2)awan-(4)l da(-2) ba (3)T5ma ) to us
da-m(-2) - (4) I ba (3) gurgSn-xwardu - he ruined me
(lit. gave me into (the state of being) wolf-eaten) 
+ + Fn, Cf • j J 192, c, 236.d.
(b) When the Logical Indirect Object (3) is not expressed
by an independent nominal form it may appear
i) either as a personal p ronoun suffix, if it is attached
to an absolute preposition (v. j 231) , thus :
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Sul. - le- (3)man- (4) I sand-in(-2) ) he took them
sand-in(-2)-(4)I 1 e- (3)man ) from us
pe-(3) man-(4) I dg-n(-2) )
( he gave them to us 
da-n(-2)~ (4 )  l pe-(3)man )
E. le-(3)tan-(4)im war nagirt(-2) ) I did not receive
war-(4)im nagirt(~2) le-(3)tan ) it from jrou
ii) or as a verbal jDersonal ending, if attached to the
verb form, thus :
Sul. - (2)awan-(4)i le sand-0(-2)-in(-3) ) he took them
le-(4)y sand-in(-2)-in(-3) ) from us
(2)a wan-(4)I da-0(-2)-yn(-3)-e ) he gave them
pe-(4)y dS-n(-2)-In(-3) ) to us
These forms show clearly that the verb stem is capable 
of supporting two endings, expressing both logical objects. 
From this fact a number of formal points arise which are 
treated separately in j 224.
(c) Similarly a personal pronoun (P2) qualifying the 
Logical Direct Object (2) may, when the Agent is suffixed (4) 
to that object, in fact be represented not by a personal 
pronoun suffix but by a corresponding verbal personal 
ending attached to the verbal form, e.g.
Sul.127 (2)ba£kakan-(4)l axw5rd(-2)-im(-P2) - it used to
eat my children
(my hand
E. getaka (2)das-(4)l gazi(-2)-m(-P2) - the madman bit
(of us
War.204 (2)Fasm-(4)yan girt(-2)-In(-F2) - they took photos 
Bin.331 (2)sar-(4)im la qalbS jo dakird(=2)-I(-P2)-awa -
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I would have separated thy head from thy body 
Piz.412 (2)balak-(4)ydn dagirt(-2)-im(-P2) - they would
seize my shank
(foal
Muk.174,30 (2) Juanwala-(4)y .. bird(-2)-im(-P2) - he took my 
A rare extension of this to the complement (P3) of 
the Logical Indirect Object is seen in
Bin.325 ba (3)qsa-(4)y kird(-2)-in(-P3) - he did according
to their words
(d) The characteristic construction in (b, c) above often 
gives the verb the appearance of ’’agreeing1’ with the 
Logical Indirect Object or the complement of the Logical 
Direct Object, but see j 220.
The extension of this construction seen in the examples 
Muk. j 95 is extraordinary, if real. Muk. 215,16 hi 5 
farzandu nabtln is explicable as a 3.PI. verb ’you had no 
sons1 (v. j 236.b, c).
j 224. (a) When both Logical Direct and Indirect Object 
are pronominal then the verb stem carries two evident 
personal endings (\ 223„b.ii), e.g.
Sul. - le-(4)y sand-in(-2)-in(-3) - he took them from us
pe-(4)y da-n(-2)-ln(-3) - he gave them to us
The order of suffixation is apparently ’stem + Logical 
Direct Object (2) + Logical Indirect Object (3)’.
When, in addition, the Agent is also suffixed to the
verb it (4) and the verbal ending representing the Logical 
Direct Object (2) appear in the order described j 222, the
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Logical Indirect Object ending (3) normally being last, e.g. 
Sul. - da-(4)m-It(-2)-in(-3)-e - I gave thee to them 
xwa da-m(-2)-(4)i-n(-3)-£ - God gave me to you 
That the connection between the Logical Indirect 
Object ending (3) and the verb stem is tenuous is suggested 
by the fact that it may follow other enclitics, e.g.
Sul. - daw-(4)it-in(-2)-e-n(-3) - Thou hast given us to them
(-e postposition, v, j 231.b)
(b) In practice such complex forms are avoided and the
examples in (a) above (and even those given by E, in 
BSOAS# 17. 502, j 49) are to be regarded with caution.
When, however, either Logical Object is 3.Sg. pronominal, 
and hence represented in the past tense by a verbal ending
-0, the form is quite common, e.g.
Sul. - da-0(-2)-(4)y-m(-3)-e - he gave it to me
da-(4)m-It(-2)-0(-3)-D (dSmite) - I gave thee to him 
da- (4)m-0(-2)-it(-3)-e (damit^) - I gave him to thee 
le-(4)y sand-in(-2)-0(z3) - he took them from her 
E. le-(4)m war nagirt-0(-2)-in(-3) - I did not receive
it from you / them 
Muk.42,9 xula da-0(-2)-m(r 3)- (4)I-e - God gave (him) to me
(c) In most cases, however, the Logical Direct Object is
represented by a nominal form and hence also by a 3. Sg.
verbal ending (v.jj 220. c), viz. in the past tense -0, e.g.
(to me
Sul. 7 (2) sc3r)- (4) I da-0(-2)-m(-3) - he administered an oath 
10 pe-(4)y wut-0(-2)-in(-3) .. - he said to them ..
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Sul. 14 ta .. (2)Se§t-(4)i bo kir&-0(- 2)- in(- 3) - by the
time that she had made a meal for them
59 bo-(4)y fire da-0(“2)-0(-3)-ya xwarawa - she threw
it down for her 
80 (2)harsekyan-(4)im bD hazir kird- 0(-2)-1(-3) -
I have brought all three of them for thee 
Muk.4,25 (2)xo~(4)y le kird-0(-2)-in(-3)-a daroya - he made
himself policeman towards them
(the e
111.5 -(4)im pe§k^§ ki rd- 0( -- 2) -1 (- 3) - I gave (it) to
163,19 ~ (4)m da™0(r 2) ~ n( - 3) ~ e - I gave it to you
153,29 “ (4)1 da~0(~2)-in(-3)-e - (God) gave (it) to us
176,33 (2)tlrek-(4)i le da-0(-2)-m(-3) - he shot an
arrow at me, me with an arrow
232.5 wa-(4)y le kird-0(~2)-im(-3) - he did thus to me
(d) The corresponding 3.Sg. ending of the Perfect tense,
-a(t) &c., is apparently omitted in these constructions, 
on the analogy of Past tense forms, e.g.
Sul. - daw- (4) it-In(-2)~0(;:3)-e - Thou hast given us to him
E. (2)kayazaka-(4)yan diPiw-0(-2)-i'm(-P2) - they have
torn my letter
52 agar (2)a3al-(4)i henaw-*0(-2)~im(-P2) - if Thou
hast brought (the hour of) my death
Hal. - (2)namakan-(4)yan diPanu-0(-2)-l(-P2) - have they
torn thy letters ?
Piz.409 (2) 3Tmail- (4)yan lagal kirdu-0(r2)~ 1 (-3) ) they have
( had inter- 
v--(4)yan kirdh-a(”2) lagal (3) to ) course with
thee
148 jjj( 884,
Bin.387 (8)da kSrakar-(4)I 15 r3 girtainata aw mindala -
lie appointed two maids for her to that child
(vgirtTI-in(-2)-0(-3)-at (- by extension as j 208*c)-a)
Passive Conjugation* 
j 2 2 5 c  The Passive voice of a transitive verb is expressed 
by a secondary conjugation* The Passive verb is conjugated 
regularly as an intransitive verb*
(a) In Sul* , Sor* & Muk* the addition of the morpheme 
-re- to the present stem of the Transitive verb yields the 
present stem of the Passive conjugation* Predictably
(va j 199*a*ii) the past stem of the Passive has then the 
form of the present stem of the active verb plus the 
morpheme -ra-, thus :
Sul* kustin, kuz- ’kill' >  kuzre-, kuzra- ’be killed’
nusln, nus- ’write’ >  nHsre-, nusra- 'be written’
(b) In War* likewise the present stem of the Passive verb
is formed from the present stem of the active verb, regularly, 
by the addition of the morpheme -r5-* Corresponding to this, 
however, the past stem has generally the morpheme -ya-, thus : 
War* nus in, nils- ’write’ > nHsre-, nHsyS- ’be written’,
or the compromise form -ry£-, thus :
War* kugtin, kuz- ’kill’ > kuzre-, kuzrya- ’be killed’
(c) In Sor* & Muk* particularly the Passive present stem 
is often formed by the addition of the morpheme -re- to 
the past stem of the active verb, e*g*
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Bin.321 nadltrSyawa - could not be found (ditinawa)
335 hangawtrabU - had been surrounded (hangawtin)
Muk*J ICO, wn*1* vgutre-, gutra- 'be said’ (gutin)
(cf* j 225* ii, s*v* wutin)
Rdz* - kurandraya - has been boiled (kurandin)
1)
sotandra - was burnt (sotandin)
cf* Sul* ga(i)n, ge- 'copulate with' y  gayr§-, gayra- 
+ + Rn* Cf o j 226* iv.
j 225* The formation of the passive stems of certain verbs 
is irregular, viz*
i) loss of stem final /a/,
Sul* kirdin, ka- ’do’ } krS-, kra- 'be done'
xistin, xa- * throw' / xrS-, xra- 'be thrown’
birdin, ba- ’ carry' ^  bre-, bra- ’be carried’
dan, da- 'give, hit’ > dre-, dra- 'be given* hit’
1)
cf. War* kiryan 'be done', xiryan ’be thrown’, etc*
ii) loss of stem final / e / 9
1)
Sul* nan, ne- ’put’ nirS- , nira- 'be put’
wutin, -ie- 'say’ S defective present -Ire- 'be said’
iii) assimilation of -r-,
Sul* goPTn, gor- 'change'^  goP-r§- y g5Fe-, gora-
birin, bir- ’cut’ ^  bir-re- y  bir e- , bi!ra- 
cf* War* birySn ’be cut’
iv) euphonic -&-• The groups -n(i)r-, -rr- arising in
the passive stems commonly become -ndr-, -rdr- respectively 
in Sor* & Muk*, e*g*
150 jjjj 22S, 227
Bin., Rclz* dS nan, ne- ’put down’ >  dandre-, dandra- 
(cf* Sul* nan > nire-, ii* above)
Muk* j 101 nardin, ner- ’send’ y  n§rdr£-, nerdra- ’be sent’ 
zanln, zan- ’know’ j> zandre-, zandra- ’be known’
v) various,
Sul* girtin, gin- ’hold’ : gir§-, gira- ’be held’,
(also glrsB-, glrsa-), cf* War* gir(s)yan ’be held'
xwardin, xo- ’eat’ : xure-, xura- ’be eaten’
(but, sitin, s5- ’wash' > sore-, Sora- 'be washed’)
++ Fn. rnr-, kry-, xry- £c* do not occur as initial
consonant groups* Hence the appearance of the vowel 
/i/ between stem and passive morpheme in certain cases*
Causative Conjugation* 
j 227. The Causative of an intransitive verb is expressed 
by a secondary conjugation* The Causative verb is conjugated 
regularly as a transitive verb*
The addition of the morphemes Sul*, War,, Bin*, Piz*,
Muk. -en-, Arb*, Rdz*, Xos* -In- to the present stem of 
the Intransitive verb yields the present stem of the 
Causative conjugation. If the present stem of the Intransitive 
verb ends in -e- this is displaced by the Causative morpheme* 
The addition to the Intransitive present stem of the 
morphemes Sul*, War. -an-, Sor*, Muk. -and- yields the 
past stem of the Causative* Thus :
Sul*, War. dirSn, diPe- ’tear’ > diPSn-, dirdn- 'tear'
1 5 1  51 2 2 7 ,  22
Bin* , Piz*, Muk* diren-, dirand-
Arb*, Rdz*, Xos* diPIn-, dirand-
•Sul. Ac* stitan, sQte- ’burn’ > s1It§n-, sHtan- ’burn'
Bin* dc* suten-, sutand-
Arb* &c* sStan, s5t- > sotln-, sotand-
TP
Sul* - frln, fp- ’fly’ y fP5n-, fpan- ’throw*
Pizan, Pize- ’flow’ y rizen-, Pizan- ’pour'
Note* gal(sti)n, ga- ’arrive’ y gaySn-, gayan- ’send’
ntistin, nil- ’sleep’ y nw§n-, nwan- ’put to sleep’
Compound verbs* 
j 228* A simple verb may combine with either a preverb 
(v*jj 229) or a nominal form to yield a compound verb* The 
meaning of compound verbs is a lexical matter*
They do not differ in form from simple verbs beyond 
the fact that the modal prefix b(i)- (I 200*a) does not 
normally appear with them, e*g*
Sul* 25 kuP lera da nise - may the boy sit here (da
nigtin)
56 ram gira - take me up (ra girtin)
80 qaSl maS ka - in order to kiss his foot
(mac kirdin)
but, with b(i)-,
Sul* 1 1  ewa da binisin - sit ye down !
152 jj} 229, 230
Particles.
Preverbs#
j 229# There are two types of preverb.
(a) The adverbs dar, da, ha± (Arb# &c# har), ra, Po (Sor., 
Muk.) 5 war and the "postverb" suffix -(a)wa (War# -o)#
The latter may appear, but rarely, in the form of 
a preverb wa, e#g#
War#191 wa dan : dan-3
Bin# 345 wa pa Pena ; parandin-awa
Muk# j 51 wa basin : basin-awa
The suffix has two recognizable functions# It may 
give the sense of repetition, e.g# gaPan-awa ?re-turn', 
or modify the meaning of the simple verb unpredictably, 
as do the other preverbs, e.g# kirdin : -awa !do : open’, 
xwardin : -awa ’eat : drink’#
(b) The "absolute” forms of the simple prepositions,
pe czCo , and their derivatives, pSwa, p§da, pek &c# (v#{ 231)#
Prepositions#
j 230# (a) The simple prepositions immediately precede the 
noun or pronoun they govern# The following are attested :
i)
ba (War#, Sor#, Muk. also wa) ’to’
la (Sor#, Muk# also da. Pa) ’a t ’
a 1 to1
bo (Arbo , Rdz# , Xos# also la bo, lo) ’for’ 
ta, liata ’till’
153 i 230
2 )
bd more commonly Id a "be ’without’
lagal (War# also lagal, lei, Sor*, Muk# also dagal, hagai,
      3 )  —
Arb* &c. lagar) ’with
haraw ’towards’
wak(U) (Sor* 9 Muk,* wak(l)) ’like1
++ Fn# 1* English translations of prepositions are
given only as approximate labels* See J 233*
+ + Pn. 2# Mann, Muk# j 112 end9 is mistaken in considering 
he-ayoi #c. as an abstract noun* The -1 is the Obi* 
case ending# Contrast
Sul# - ba be tifaq rc5I§t - he went without a gun 
'■hr# 254 wa be pa2S - without a king
++ Fn# 3# lagal occurs also as a relative adverb ’when5,
’as soon as 5 9 e#g#
Sul* 10 ama lagal girtmSn - when we have caught this
65 lagal dinya runSk bU - as soon as it was light
(b) In conjunction with the simple prepositions the 
following enclitic ’’postpositions ” occur *
-awa (War# -o, Arb* &c# -wa)
-da (Sul#9 War# also -a""^, Sor# 9 Muk* also -ha)
-aw-dva (cf* \ 246#b)
The commonest combinations are ; 
ba * * *-da ’ through’ 9 la * * *-d£ ’ in’ 9 lagal * * ,-da ’with5 9 
ba *##-awa ’with’, la # * *-awa ’from?9 a # *,-awa ’into’, 
b5 ###-awa ’towards’, la * * *-awdwS ’after’, 
and their variant dialect forms*
154 j 230
+ + Fn# Barr (op. cit* p. 231, j 40) sees here two
separate suffixes; the postposition -da and an Obi*
case ending -a - That this is erroneous is
shown, within the Sinnai Chilistan text under discussion, 
by the appearance of the -5 suffix after a personal 
pronoun suffix, viz# 100,6 la xatir- im-a (v* j 193# d) *
(c) The final vowel of ba, la, da*^ is elided before the
3rd. person pronouns, the demonstrative pronouns and 
adjectives and awe ’there1, and that of la also before 
era ’here’, e#g#
Sul* - lawe ’there’, lera ’here’, barna ’to this’
War* - layra ’here’
Sul# 9 law daStaa - in that plain
Piz#410 daw kura Sukala - for that little boy
but, exceptionally,
Xos.453 la aw darweSa - on that dervish
The suffix -awa appears as -wa following the vowels 
/a, a , 0, o /, e * g #
Sul# - la £stawa - from now (on)
la ddnPwa - from yesterday
The War# form -o may coalesce with preceding /a,/ or not, e*g#
War.226 law dew qapiakS - on that side of the door
227 a naw gatakaS - into the river
The suffix -a may coalesce with preceding /a, a/ or 
not, e.g.
Sul# 9 lav/ dastaa - in that plain
155 jjjj 230p 231
Sul# 56 la bar gap! aw mala - before the door of that house
+ + Fn# Also of the ”Plural Izafe” particle da (j 180* c)#
(d) a only occurs following a verb and is always realized 
as an enclitic, e*g#
Sul# 12 cu-a xSwatekawa - went into a tent
27 agarem-a dwawa - I shall go back
S2 abayt-a dar - thou carriest outside
Only on the rare occasions when the preposition is
repeated but not the verb does it stand independently, e#g#
War.246 hatln-a parlySwla, a dey sSx - we came to P., to
the sheikh’s village
j 231# (a) Corresponding to the simple prepositions
ba (wa) ; la (da) ; a there are the following ’’absolute”
„ „ „  : _ _ 1)
forms ; pe, we ; le, te ; e*g#
Sul* 17 ba min bile )
( - tell me I
pe-m bile )
The correspondence is not, however, always regular, e*g# 
Sul#130 te-y hal dan - thrash him I
-yan 1-aw hal da - they thrashed him
aydam ba flan - I give it to so-and-so
ay dam-e - I give it to him
bo he# and lagal he# are also used absolutely*
++ Fn* The recognition of £ as the absolute form of 
a is E ’s, v# BSOAS# 17*496, j 22# Mann, Muk* j 67, 
could not explain the form#
(b) The absolute forms of the prepositions, with the
exception of §, stand independently and in no particular 
relation to the form they govern# This may he a pronoun 
suffix, in its appropriate position (v, jj 193*c), or a 
corresponding verbal ending, attached to the verb (v* j 
223#b# ii).
e, like a (jj 230*d), is always enclitic following 
a verb, e#g#
Sul* 2 xwa awlayaki nerina-i adat-e - God will give thee
male offspring
(c) The independent absolute prepositions unite with 
the postpositions -awa, -da he. yielding : 
pewa (War# peo) , peda (Sul*, War# pya), 
lewa (War* leo),
tewa ( Tar. tec3) , teda (Sul*, .rar* tya) , 
lagalda (Sul# lagald, War# lela he#)
With the 3.Sg# personal pronoun suffix -l (-y) the 
Sul#, War# forms pya (:peda), tya (steda) yield pya-y-a, 
tya-y-a, i#e# with repetition of the suffix -a, cf# Sor* 
te-y-da he#, e.g#
Sul* - awanay ka tySya-n - those who are inside it
Hal* - sireSakam hal swi pyaya - I spread the glue on it
Corresponding to the groups ’preposition + cardinal
yak’ the absolute forms pek, wek, lek, tek appear, e.g#
Sul# 20 ba yakawa )
( - together 
pekawa (War# p§ko, Arb* pekwa) )
Sul# - ka w danakay la yak jya akatawa - he separates the
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chaff and the grain of it from one another 
Bin*313 ka w danakay lek juda dakStawa - do*
(d) The absolute forms of the simple prepositions, pe he*, 
and their derivatives, p5wa, peda, pek 1c,, may function 
as preverbs (v* j 229*b)*
The simple prepositions are generally "separable" 
preverbs, i.e. they may appear either in the absolute form, 
immediately preceding the verb, or, if an indirect object 
is expressed, in their simple form immediately preceding 
the word(s) governed, e*g*
Sul* - le-y da - he struck (at) it (la/le dan)
5 la darga-y da - he knocked at the door
They may, however, be "inseparable", i*e* always appear 
immediately preceding the verb in their absolute form, e.g. 
Sul* - pe akanl - he was laughing (pe kanin)
pe-y pe akanl - he was laughing at him (ba/pe
pe kanin)
ba kufaka pe akani - he was laughing at the boy 
The derivatives are generally inseparable, e,g.
Sul* - Isakay tek da - he spoilt the work (tek dan)
Muk* MS po tewa dan - to insert the weft (tewa dan)
j 232* The simple prepositions, with or without a post­
position, form prepositional phrases with nouns, particularly 
of place, and less commonly with adjectives* The prepositions 
may be omitted and the noun he* appear alone with the 
function of a preposition* The nominal form may, in 
certain cases, varying according to dialect, be followed
158
by the Isafe* E.g.
Noun*
Sul* - la piSt daraka
11 ba sar sari kurd 
5S la bar gap! aw mala 
83 ba tanist hayasawa 
War*195 la pa 2 awa 
204 la p£§ aw 
219 pa§ Sil §aw 
Bin* 323 ba dim bahreda 
325 fa sar maliksay 
355 wa dast ma kawe
51 232, 233
- behind the tree
- over the boy’s head
- before the door of that house
- next to Hayas
- after that
- before him
- after forty nights
- by the sea
- upon Malikshah
- falls into our hands
Noun + Izafe*
Sul* - la (ma)bayni du panjaradS - between two windows 
la bardaml xanttaka - before the house
War*195 la pasl awa 
204 la peSl awa 
Adjective*
Muk*7,10 nizik mirdinita
- after that
- before him
- it is near thy death
j 233* The meaning of prepositions is idiomatic and a 
matter of lexicon (v* E* BSOAS*17*494 ff*)* Two extra­
ordinary features may, however, be noted*
(a) la ( ***-da) ’at, in (of place)' appears with certain 
nouns, usually in conjunction with the ending -an, v/ith 
the connota tion of 'manner’, e* g *
Sul* - la fiqanda - in anger (fig)
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Sul* 62 la xoslana 
74 la tlnua 
87 la tirsana 
Muk* 2 s 25 la birsan 
6j31 la tirsan 
10j32 la Sarman
5 233
- for joy (xoSl)
- with thirst (tlnll)
- from fear
- of hunger
- from fear
- for shame
That this is the plural morpheme -an 
suggested by the following example with PI
tirs)
hirs)
tirs)
sarm)
I 174) is 
Izafe (J 130,c)
Piz,404 la tirsi da S* - from fear of S*
(See also J 297),
An ending -an, to he distinguished from the plural 
morphemej is seen also in
Sul, - la pasan-a - afterwards
Bin.3119 Muk*1,5 la paSan - do,
Arh.416 la paSdan - do* (*pas+da+an)
' i) -
This may he compared with the adverbial -an seen in 
Sul* - ha zistanSn plna w paP5, ha hawinSn wurd wurd biro - 
in winter (it is) patches and rags5 in summer 
go slowly (to show off your finery)
123 la JSran Saktir - better than formerly
It is noteworty that this adverbial -an may appear 
in conjunction with a preposition*
+ + Fn* E. 1 The plural suffix -an added to certain nouns,
particularly those denoting time or place, gives them 
an indefinite meaning,1 with example
Swaran - of an evening (ewara)
ISO jjj 233, 234
(b) Very rarely an absolute preposition (J 231,a) is 
omitted without otherwise altering the construction* A 
personal pronoun suffix can then he said to have dative 
force (v, j 193*b*v) , e*g*
Sul* 10 hat a mumkin-man ahe - -man hd - as far as it may
he possible for us 
But the Logical Indirect Object of the Agential construction 
may also appear in the form of a verbal ending (j 223*b*ii) 
unsupported by a preposition, e*g*
Sul, E* yariayan dawim - dawim-S - they have given me help
Adverbial suffixes_* 
j 234* Three adverbial suffixes merit particular mention*
(a) In Sor*, Muk* an adverbial ending (-1) occurs*
It is identical in form with the Obi* case ending -e (-1)
(jj 177) ? e* g»
Pis*380 par bahSre - last spring
384 aw Saway - tha t night
397 hamd waxteki - at all times
Piz*399, Muk*10,10 roggki - one day
Muk*4,36 awe SawS - that night
and, with a preposition,
Bin* 320 hata xware - came down
Muk* 10,12 rolna zurS - (they) went inside
The form -5 appears occasionally in Sul,, where it 
cannot be equated with an Oblique case form, e*g,
131 5 234
Sul, 14 "bo rnSle - towards home
32 §awe - at night
With prepositions5 however* the normal Sul, formation.is 
with the suffix -awa* e.g,
Sul, 12 hata darawa - came outside
15 ho malawa - towards home
(h) “ (i)s ‘also* even’ may he suffixed to any nominal
form* to a modal affix or* failing this* to the verbal 
stem* preceding any personal ending, ‘With the reflexive 
pronoun x6 (j( 195) it precedes any personal pronoun suffix, 
In 'hr, it precedes the defining suffix -a ({ 172, c). 
Examples,
Sul, - xo-s-I - he himself
agar hat-Is-imawa av/a ba&tir - if I do come hack 
(in time) so much the better
9 awan-is bo Swa - those too (are) for you
(possible
10 agar mumkln-is nabe - even if it should not be
Muk,33*17 agar da-I-baynawa - even if we do take her back
The form -§ is normal following a vowel* e,g,
Sul, 13 ama-s - this too
41 ema-3 - we too
In War,* however, and as an extraordinary form in Sul,*
-ys appears in postvocalic position, e,g,
Sul, 2 a-ys-zani - thou knowest also
74 bo x5-y§-I - for himself
War,197 xwa-ys - God also
162 I 234
Wai% 200 aw b a gsa $a-ys- a that begzade also
(c) A suffix -1 appears to form a type of distributive 
adverb with the numeral yak and (attested in War* only) 
with nouns of measure, e.g.
War.205 yaki se rasmyan girtin - they took three photos
of each ope of us 
257 yaki dase bargi bo drus kird - he made a suit of
clothes for each jpne 
Kuk. 24 517 yaki kurSkyan dabe - each jane will have a son 
War. 234 agar rozi .. gSsti le buri - if each day thou
cuttest flesh from him
+ + +
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SYNTAX,
i 235
j 235, In the Agential construction the Agent generally 
appears at the “beginning of the sentence and syntactically 
outside it, i.e. it is not essential to the main construction 
and must he resumed hy the Agential suffix within the 
sentence (v. j 217). There is thus no particular emphasis 
on an Agent expressed hy a nominal form.
A similar construction with verbs in the present tense, 
however, gives emphasis to the nominal form so isolated, 
which may he the direct or indirect object or the complement 
of the subject. It is then resumed within the sentence hy 
a personal pronoun suffix, e.g.
Sul. - paSTmanan, Sax-ySn le biPwaya - those with regrets,
if horns were to grow on them
10 ama, zor hayfa b-1-kuzin - this, it is a great pity
that we should kill it
(out
26 pasa, Saw-1 dar ya - the king, may his eyes come
War. 188 min, naw-im namiqa - I, my name is ITamiq.
In Sor. , when the nominal form so removed from the 
main phrase requires it, it appears in the Obi. case, e,g.
Bin. 353 xwaja kawusi, na junv-l habTi - Khwaja Kawus, he had
a horoscope
(came
Piz,3S5 tutinakay, newkol-i h&t - the tobacco, its weeds 
393 sinek-l habU, aw kumandaray - he had a wife, that
commander
1S4 $ 236
Concord,
j 235„ (a) The concord "between subject and verb is generally 
straightforward, i^e* a singular subject takes a singular 
verb and a subject with the plural morpheme -an takes a 
plural verba
(b) A simple noun with generic plural sense (j 170) may 
take either a singular or a plural verb, e,g,
Sul a - dani am kura six-a / six-in - this boy:s teeth are
close together 
E- lera ser zor-a - there are many lions here
9 asik a j alawaran - gazelles were grazing
Muk„87,2 zin dayal-in - women are treacherous
178,37 rawkar bugirin - may hunters catch you
(c) Two or more singular nouns joined by the conjunction
H ’and5 or the prepositions lagal ( ,^-da), ba •>.-awa,
* with1 constitute a plural subject and take a plural 
verb, e„g„
(bond
Sula 2 min u to gartek akayn - I and thou (we) shall make a 
21 pSsa ba istiqbalek! jwanawa ,* 5un - the king, with 
a fine reception committee, (they) went 
53 kur lagal pirezin ha tin - the boy, with the old woman,
(they) came
Muka24,9 dagal wazlrl xc5y hal stan, roln - he, with his
viziers, (they) set off and went
138,24 hatun a a garawas U mamancl - maids and nurses
have come
155 j 235
In Bln., Pi£. , Muk. (Muk.jj 28) two nouns joined By 
H may take the plural ending »an, e,g*
Bin* 340 aw hit d salamana - those idols (hit, salam)
(qsa, has)
359 gwey law qsa w hasanaya - he hears these sayings 
Luk*56,4 bazin u gwaran bistene - takes bracelets and earrings
(bazin, gwara)
112 j 35 la tirsi Sir u xan^aran -  from fear of swords
and daggers (Sir, xanpar) 
or the plural Izafe -I da (\ 180*c), e»g,
Bin- 349 dak u hahi da to - thy mother and father
A noun with the meaning ’one of many1 may take a 
plural verb, e*g*
(remain
War* 213 hata yakektan * * himenin ~ as long as one of you
(d) The Logical Direct Object of the Agential construction, 
if it be plural, is nevertheless represented by a 3-Sg* 
verbal ending in Sul., e-gu
Sul* - minalakanl nwan - she put the children to bed
sagakani kust - he killed the dogs
In Sor*, Muk*, on the contrary, the verbal ending is 
commonly plural, even when the noun is not marked by the 
plura1 morpheme -an, e*g *
Piz-330 mal-in bar kirdin - we loaded up (our) property
330 far§-man le fa xistin - we spread carpets in it
382 sitilakan-im dastin - I watered the seedlings
Muk* 2,32 hamu-yan qatlu- ‘amm kirdin - they massacred everybody 
Rdz* 478 harsek-'I girtin - he captured all three
155 236, 237
There appears to he a distinction "between animate 
and inanimate in
(horses
Bin*332 6and wulSxI 6akl ho kiPIn - he hought him some fine
(swords
cand slrl cakl ho kiPI - he bought him some fine
Relajbive_ and Subojrdjlna. te_ clauses* 
j 237* (a) In Sul* , War* the inflexible particle ka serves 
to introduce both relative and subordinate clauses* The 
former may be either descriptive, e*g*
Sul* E* salahadin, ka dinyay girt - Sala&in, who conquered
the world, * * *
9 am asikana, ka wa alawaPSn - these gazelles, which
are grazing thus, * * *
or restrictive, e*g*
Sul* 9 aw asikayan ka wS tawqeki 51 tti.nl la milaya - that
gazelle which has a collar of gold round its neck 
In Sor* & Muk* ka is commonly replaced by other particles*
To introduce a descriptive relative clause v/aku appears inp) -
Bin*, Piz*, liar ka in Arb* , agar in Muk* , e,g*
Bin*327 zin ** waku mallkay faxrutanja - ** wife, who is
Queen Pakhrutaj, ***
Arb* 418 pa say misr, liar ka 4 azizi mlsre bu - the king of
Egypt, who was Aziz of Egypt,
Muk* 5 44 xula, agar amin u toy ba rozay henawa - God, who
has created me and thee, ***
To introduce a restrictive clause, and in the other
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functions of ka, viz^ introducing a subordinate clause
2)
and as an adverb ‘when'* agar appears in Bin* , Piz. , Muk.
(Muk. j 44) j liar ka, wakl in Ark, , (wa)kft in Muk*, Rdz. ,
X o S j j e . g .
3)
Bin. 323 aw raawqlha-y agar .. ley la da hun - that place at
which they had landed
335 agar xwendiawa .. dazane agar ,. - when he read it
he knew that ..„
3)
348 tey gai mazkut agar gsakay kirdiku (.for *qsaka(y) 
agar kirdihtly) - she understood perfectly what he 
had said (the saying that he had made)
Muk.2,12 ko xatir awukh .. hizanin (for rawa ku .. ) -
so that they should think ...
(with her
Ark.424 wlsti har ka qsay lagar hika - he wanted to speak
   (wheat
429 wakl ganimi .. te dakan - when you are pouring out
Xos.459 6i wurayak nia .. kh amin swar kikira - is there no
horse that I may mount ?
++ Fn. 1. In Sul. this is prokakly restricted to :,story~
-tellers1 :r style, e.g.
(Ismail,
Sul. 47 kuf, waku sa isma‘11 he - the hoy, who is Shah 
++ Fn. 2. ke once in Bin., v. j 197# a* Fn. 3.
+ + Fn. 3. -y Izafe, v. (k) helow#
(k) When a relative clause is restrictive and immediately 
follows an antecedent which is either defined hy the suffix 
-aka (I 171) or a demonstrative adjective, or is a pronoun,
then the relative clause may ke introduced ky the Izafe, e.g.
158 H  237, 238
Sul. E. rain law xanua-v ewa par Id. FI tan da nisth1!!!, hut 
rain law xanuada da nistu^m ka ewa par kiritan -
I am living in the house which you "bought last year 
13 awa-y to diwita - that which thou hast seen
Muk. j 46 aw miwanaka-y hatibu - the guest who had come 
Ark.414 aw xawna-y aw jara geratawa - that dream which you
related then
The particle ka &c. may appear with the Izafe, e.g.
Sul. S awana-y ka wa alawaFen ka jva - those which are
grazing apart
Piz.408 aw kazela sara-y ka .. henakuyawa - that skull which
he had krought
An extension of this is to ke seen in such con junctional 
phrases as
Sul. 31 la sar ama ka kur .. daway mini kird, .. la sar
awa-y ka aw gawira - kecause the koy asked for (my 
hand), .. because he is an infidel
Use. of Tenses#
j 238. (a) The Present Indicative has both habitual and 
actual present meaning, e.g.
Sul. - raizgawt ke mala nake - there is no mosque without
a mullah (no rose without a thorn) 
xalql kayazi spi axonetawa - people read (evil into)
white (blank) paper 
asini sard akute - he is striking cold iron
Sul. - liar nan axom - I am just eating
2 to ST akay lera - wiiat art thou doing here ?
(b) The adverb wa 7 thus; gives a sense of a state or
—  1)
action in progress, e.g.
Sul. - wa-y la ko - where art thou ?
wa-m lera - here I am
----- (grazing
9 am asikana ka wa alawaFen - these gazelles which are
9 a?/ asikayan ka wa tawqeki altuni la mi lay a - that
one of them which has a gold collar round its neck
War. - cawim wa teo - I  see it (ray eye is on it)
199 wa wa dasmand - it (is) in our possession
++ Fn. In War. the form (h)5 gives a similar sense in
the absence of a verb, e.g.
War,259 ha la xurana - (they are) on the point of
being eaten
271 bardl ha wa sar sand ) (there is) a rock
(
273 barde a wa sar sanio ) on her shoulder
(c) The same tense is also used for Future time, e.g.
Sul. 10 ba das aygirin - we shall take it by hand
16 cT talab akay atdame - whatever thou seekest I
shall give thee 
58 arakuze - she will kill me
(d) In narrative it may alternate with the simple Past 
tense, e.g.
Sul, 1 pasayak abe .. noz aka ,, ale ,. la bar kird ..
ruy kirda sax - there is a king ..» he prays ,, he
170 H 3^8, 289
says ., he put on (clothes) ., he turned 
towards the mountains 
Sul# 16 kur amozayakl .. abe .. wutT ,. cu - the hoy has
a cousin ,, she said ., she went 
27 ley da, roi, kur —  wa kur arwa - the hoy set off 
and went -—  lo, he is going —  ...
Bin.376 agar wa zur.kawt tamasa daka - when he entered he sees
j 239# The Present Subjunctive is used :
(a) in subordinate clauses, introduced by a conjunction 
or not, e.g.
Sul. 4 wa jwana naweki bixayna sar - it is good that we
should give him a name 
7 sdr)I dam .. ka nawi zair nakam - he made me swear 
that I would not disclose his name 
80 da nawi, qa£i mad ka - he bent down to kiss his foot
(b) with jussive force, e.g,
Sul. - xasu, g*ot le be - mother-in-law, pay thou heed
10 ba girtin blgirin - let us catch it by hand
11 ewa lera da biniSin - let ye sit down here
(c) following the particle ba ’let „,1 and abe &c, ’must’
(d) following certain verbs, e.g,
Sul. 4 natwanim .. nawi binem - I cannot name him (twanin) 
27 amawe .. sardk bidam - I want to visit (wistin)
(v. j 215, with examp 1 es) ,
55 naelim biroy
35 nayanwera ben they dared not come (weran)
(hestin) 
I shall not let thee go
171 5 240
5 240. (a) The Past tense is the normal narrative tense 
describing a single action in the past, e,g,
Sul. 5 tag. yakek la dargay da - someone knocked at the door
Stan, dargayan kirdawa - they went and opened the door 
43 sawek lawe bum - I was there one night
bayani hatim bo lay ewa - in the morning I came to you
(b) The Past tense is also used for a recently perfected 
action, e.g.
Sul, - la pas away ka minSlakani nwan - after she had put
the children to bed 
22 sexul-arabim hena w hatin - I have brought the
Sheikh of the Arabs and we have come (back) 
38 halim gira, fawtam - take me up, I have perished 
43 to Suyta xanuy ema - hast thou been to our house ? 
a long completed action is expressed by the perfect or 
pluperfect tense, e.g,
Perfect.
Sul. - la bati insan miriskekyan swar kirdha - instead of a
man they mounted a hen (in Montgolfier's balloon) 
13 la mamlakatl xoy torawa, hatota era - she has tired 
of her own country and come here
Pluperfect.
Sul. - ka cuma lay minalakani nwanibu - when I went to (see)
her she had put the children to bed 
Muk#25,10 awro .. sar-u-pey nardibu - t o - d a y  she (had)
sent a stew
172 240, 241
(c) Corresponding to the narrative use of the Present 
Indicative (\ 238„d) the Perfect tense may also appear 
to indicate pluperfect action, e-g,
War- 201 amanawe das bikayn wa israhat kirdin wa ma wqiliekman
ho aw dyarl kirdiga - we wanted to set ahout resting
and we had appointed a place for it 
I 241o (a) The Imperfect tense indicates a continuous,
i)
prolonged, repeated or habitual action in the past, e-g-
Sulo 9 tamasay aw dastay akird, Saw! kawt ha asik la naw
baxeka alawaran - he was scanning that plain (when)
he saw some gazelles grazing in a garden
(to him
15 duxturyan abirda sar - they kept on taking doctors
- (to me
38 d*one ba raintan awut - yesterday you kept on saying
179 radyo nabu, goman la gramafon agirt - there was no
radio, we used to listen to the gramophone
++ Fn- In Arb- the Imperfect appears exceptionally as
the narrative past tense, e,g,
Arb-430 a wan daroystin, hata niware dagaranawa » they
set off and went half of the way back
(sight
431 awana cawyan ron dabowa ~ their eyes regained
(b) The Imperfect appears in the apodosis of certain 
conditions (v- j 243-a) and in suppositions, even when the 
condition is not expressed, e.g-
Sul- - kaski amdi, du qsam lagala akird - I wish I could
see him, (were I to do so) I would have 
a word or two with him 1
173 j 242
Gondi tioris * 
j 242, Presents possible conditions,
(a) In the protasis the Present Subjunctive appears, e.g. 
Sul, 2 agar to amam lagal bikay - if thou dost this with me
15 agar bet H to bizani - if it should happen and
thou shouldst discover , ,
55 lcu!r xabar bikaytawa - if thou wakest the boy
-— -- -- (girls
72 am se kica mara nakam - if I do not marry these three
Bin.324 lera baw lawa biroy - if thou goest hence that way
----- (name
361 new! xdt ba min naley - if thou dost not tell me thy
It is generally followed, in the apodosis, by the Present
Indicative, e.g.
Sul. - min bim la jyatl to nan naxom - if I were you I
would not eat anything 
agar bici bo lay natnasim - if thou goest to see him 
I shall have nothing to do with thee 
Occasionally the Present Indicative appears in the 
protasis, e.g.
War.263 hal asl .. aibasim, hal nasi ,, awkuzim - if thou
arisest I shall tie thee up, if thou dost
not arise I shall kill thee
(b) If the action of the apodosis must, of necessity,
follow that of the protasis in time then the Past tense
may appear in the protasis, e.g.
Sul. ~ agar dit pey bile - if thou seest him tell him 
28 agar hati la dwama ., amddzitawa - if thou comest
174 {$ 2 4 2 ,  2 4 3
after me thou wilt find me 
Sula 58 agar hat EL mirdi * . atnezim - if it should happen
and thou shouldst die I shall bury thee 
War. - agar hai pey beza - if he comes tell him
agar cuy bo sleman! - if thou shouldst go to
Sulaimaniya (please do something for me) 
ka naySSuy awa hi5 - if thou dost not go, no matter
266 tey gayanim naykuzim - if I make him understand I
shall not kill him 
Bin.350 agar hatimawa caka - if I return all is well
Note, agar, ka in the sense of ?as, since1 are followed
by the Indicative, e.g.
Sul. 2 agar azani min pa§am - since thou knowest I am king 
5 8  ka madam waya hazirim - since it is so I am ready 
j 243. Past, impossible conditions.
(a) The Past Conditional tense is used in the protasis 
and the Imperfect tense in the apodosis, e.g.
Sul. - agar ddne saw bihatitaya era xanit adl - if thou
hadst come here last night thou wouldst 
have seen Khan 
agar la 3egay to bELmaya am Isam bastir akird - had I 
been in thy place I would have done this better 
am I§at waha bikirdaya caktir abu - it would have 
been better hadst thou done it thus 
War. - agar tapirim pe v/aya lem akuStin - had I had a
shotgun with me I would have killed some of them
175 jj[ 243, 244
War, 2-34 to agar aq.il bUytaya naakawtlta ayrao - hadst thou 
had any sense thou wouldst not have got here 
Bin, 331 agar atu dak nabdyaya <« -im dada - hadst thou not
heen my mother I would have struck ...
377 agar amin bitirsamaya ., nadahatim - had I heen
afraid I would not have come 
(h) The Imperfect tense may occasionally appear in the 
protasis, e.g.
War,219 agar asp d Sakim abu ha lao - if I had a horse and
arms with me
(c) In Sor*, Muk, the Perfect Conditional tense, in any 
of its forms, may appear in the protasis, e,g3
(sooner
Bin,337 agar zdt pe higutahamaya - if thou hadst told me
Piz. - agar pet higuthamaya )
   ( - if thou hadst told me
391 agar ha minit higutha )
Muk,I 84 agar aw waxta nahaiiham - if I had not come then
j 244, (a) In general the distinction between Subjunctive
and Indicative Perfect tenses in conditional sentences is
governed hy the element of doubt, e,g,
(tell me
Sul. - agar hatua xabarim hare - if (you know) he has come 
agar hatih^ wara pern bile - if he should have come
come and tell me 
agar dranibetl bawi dar ahenim - if he should have 
torn it I 111 have his eyes out
(hour
52 agar ajali henawim - if Thou hast brought my death- 
In War., however, only the Perfect Indicative is
173 jjj 244, 245
attested (v. j 209. a. Fn.l), e.g.
War, - agar dPIwiati 5a wi car terirn - if lie lias torn it
I ?ll have his eyes out 
agar agiraka kuzyagato naxte dari bixara sar - if
the fire has died down put a little wood on it 
(h) The Pluperfect may appear in the protasis instead of 
the Perfect Subjunctive when the action of the apodosis must 
follow it in time (cf.jj 242,b ) , e.g,
Sul, 42 agar xani! Phxabu xuskitim bo sar biPa - if the house 
has been destroyed decapitate thy sister for me 
j 245, The particles xozga (Muk, j 33 xCzTa), birya, kaskl 
*would that .
(a) When these particles introduce a wish still possible 
of realization they are normally followed by the Imperfect 
tense, e.g.
Sul, - xozga ahat )
— —  ( - I wish he would come
Muk, j 83 birya da hat )
Sul. - kaSkl amdi - I wish I could meet him
A subordinate verb following such a wish appears in 
the Past Conditional rather than the Present Subjunctive 
( cf. j 239. d) , e, g,
Sul. - xozga amtwani bi&lmaya malawa - I wish I could go home 
(cf.jj 215, a, abwaya kur bwSya)
(b) When the wish is impossible of realization the Past 
Conditional tense is used, (in Muk. also the Perfect 
Conditional), e.g.
177
Sul
cf.
Muk,
5 245
xozga am kabrayam nadi&ya - I wish I had never
seen this fellow 
kaskl dbne himdiaya - I wish I had seen him
yesterday
sad hirya himtwanlaya hiSima mSlawa - would a
hundred times that it had heen possible 
for me to go home 
hazim akird amat ho hikirdimaya - I wish you had
done this for me (would have liked you to do *•)
116,25 biryg amin k hr.m ** leawtibSm bittatiniyawa, 
aminyan hal higirtSyaiva - would that I had heen
an apple ,, that I had fallen *. that (they) 
had come hack and had picked me up
+ + +
178 j 246
WORD FORMATION*
(All references,, unless otherwise stated, to Sul* only) 
Compounds.
j 245. Copulative compounds are of three types,
(a) The commonest consists of two related nouns or adjectives 
joined hy the conjunction u, w 7and* into a syntactical 
whole, e.g.
bazn-d~baia 1 stature7
dar)-d~bas 7news* (noise & talk)
dr5-w-dalasa 7 deception7 (lie & ? deception)
das-u-pil ?hand & fingers7
ha t-u~ Sd *traffic7 (coming & going)
ha t-u-nahat 7 luck7 (coming & not-coming)
narm-H-Sil 7 soft & flahhy7
rega-w-ban 7highroad* (road & plateau)
taq-d- Salaraa 7 trouble* (tight & collar-bone, ??)
commonly one member is merely a rhyme of the other,
esk~n.-prd.sk *body7 (bone, skeleton & ? )
Saw-d-raw * deception* (eye & hunting)
je-w-re 7accomodation* (place & way)
rek~u~pek * regular, tidy* (tidy & together)
sil-u~mil 7 loose* (flabby & ? )
(h) Two members may, alternatively, he joined hy a simple 
preposition or an equivalent morpheme which has no separate 
identity. The resulting compound may he a noun, adjective 
or adverb, e.g.
179 H  245, 247
-aw- (cf * postposition -aw-dwS, j 230*1))
dam-aw-nuxTIn ’inverted* (face towards inverted)
das t- aw- a 2nd * depr es s ed7 (hand toward s line e)
-aw- Sa2n-aw-casn 'various7 (kind to kind)
rar)-aw-har] 7various 7 (colour to colour)
peS-aw-peS 7 winding7 (turn to turn)
ha je-ba-je 7 in place, effect7 (place to place)
das-ba-je 7immediately7 (hand to place)
haprun-ba-haprun 7 in pieces7 (piece to piece) 
baraw s a r-ba raw-xwara 7 declivity7 (head towards downwards)
(c) Two repeated parts, particularly verbal stems, may 
form a compound, either noun, adjective or adverb, e.g. 
anjin-anjin 7 chopped fine7 (chip chip)
pidir-picih 7 separately7 (bit bit)
tik-tik 7drip by drip7
An important sub-section of this type is formed by morphemes 
of tfnoiself, e.g.
3 i r i wa- 3 i r 1 w 7 ch i rp i n g 7
qaspa-qasp 7 clucking (of partridge) 7
xirta-xirt 7 knocking*
The final -a- of the first element is not only a compound 
vowel. The first element frequently appears alone with 
the same meaning as the compound, e*g* jirlwa, qaspa 
j 247. Determinative compounds may be dependent or 
descriptive.
(a) Dependent compounds are of two types :
160 j 247
i) A noun qualified hy another noun in some case relation- 
ship to it, generally genitive* Such compounds appear with 
the qualifier preceding the qualified, or inverted, and
in either case with or without a compound vowel -a-, e.g. 
osta-zin * craftsman1s wife7
bra-zin 'brother's wife1
SeSt-a^aw 1 (mid-morning) mealtime1 
and, with the compound vowel,
bum- a-1ar za 7 ea rthquake7
Inverted,
£a3r-aw ’well7 (pit of water)
kura-har) 'beehive* (hive of bees)
and, with the compound vowel,
Sapik-a- gul 1bouque t 7
gu*^-a-bax 'rose7 (flower of garden)
kun-a-lut 'nostril7 (hole of nose)
ii) A verbal stem restricted by a preceding object, e.g. 
ba-wasen 7 fan7 (wind-waver)
barg-dru 'tailor7 (clothes-sewer)
bizin-miz 7"goat-sucker" lizard7
mor~halkan 7 seal-engraver7
pyaw-kuz 7 murdere r 7 (man-killer)
xSn-rez 'bloodthirsty7 (blood-spiller)
z o r-zan 7 shrewd7 (much-knower)
Note. With the defective present stem -le- the modal affix 
is also present, zor-bile 'talkative7 (much-talker)
181 jj$ 24'7 s 243
das t-kird 7 hand-made7
dast-kawt 7 income 7 (hand-fallen)
(h) Descriptive compounds consist of a noun qualified 
either hy a noun in apposition or an adjective. When the
qualifier is a noun in apposition it may precede the noun
qualified, e.g.
Silk-Sw 7 foul water7 (dirt-water)
and, with compound vowel,
s a 4-a-waxt 7 a year’s t irae7
hut commonly follows it, with the compound vowel, e.g. 
huk-a-^usa 7 doll7 (bride - glass)
dar-a-ban 'terebinth tree7
When the qualifier is an adjective the compound is 
also normally inverted and of the "open" type, e.g. 
bi zin-a-kewi 7 mountain goat7
qarcik-a-marana ’toadstool7 (mushroom- snaky) 
d c. a d^  jl n fi n ij: um (c f. j 162).
Mann, Muk. j 31, quotes compounds of the type
garni-a-§ In 'bitter (hot) lamentation7
nask-a-tir 'fine arrow7
} 24-8. Secondary Adjectival compounds may be possessive 
or prepositional.
(a) The Possessive compounds are generally descriptive 
compounds with adjectival meaning, e.g.
gran-ba 'expensive7 (dear-price)
kawa-ros 7 overclouded7 (grey-day)
182 H  848„ 249
and, with the compound vowel,
kurt-a-bala 5 short7 (short-stature)
They are more commonly inverted, -without compound vowel, e.g. 
esik-shk 7 handsome7 (h one-light)
bala-barz ’tall7 (stature-tall)
di3r- tah 1 sentiniental' (heart- damp)
da wen-pis ’lewd7 (skirt-dirty)
hanasa-sard ’despairing7 (breath-cold)
kayf-xo2 ’happy7 (pleasure-pleasant)
(b) The prepositions ba, be form an infinite number of 
adjectival compounds, e.g. 
ba ba-gb ’obedient7 (with ear)
ba-je 1 fitting7 (in place)
ba-kar ’useful7 (with use)
ba-wanawz ’drowsy7 (with sleep)
be be-g’o 7 disobedient7 (without ear)
be-hos ’unconscious 7
be- qaza ’ unha m e  d 7
Suffixes^
j 249. The following suffixes form nouns :
-I, forms abstract nouns from adjectives, e.g.
agadarl ’care7, asani ’ease’, askirai ’obviousness7, 
bosi ’vacancy’, Soli ’desertedness’, gawrai ’greatness7, 
kurti ’shortness7, xo§I ’pleasure’
With adjectives of measure dc. it alternates with
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-al5 (-ayati), e,ga
asturl, asturai 7 thickness 1, barzl, -51 1height1, 
drezi, -51 'length', garml, -51 7 warmth7, 
gull, -al 7 depth5, blind!, blindayat! 'height7 
With other adjectives it frequently alternates with 
-yatl y ~ eti, e. g*
azal, azayati 'bravery', handal, -yatl 'slavery', 
kami, kameti 'shortcoming', p5nl, -al, -eti 'hreadth' 
-atl, -lat! y -vati > -eti, -ayati, form abstract nouns 
from nouns, pronouns or adjectives, e,g* 
pyawati 'humani ty7, ayayat! 7 Agha-ship 7, 
brayatl 'brotherhood7, hakimetl 7 judge-, governorship1, 
saristaneti 7 civilization7, dostayati 'friendship', 
xizmayati 'kinship 7,
coniatl ?how-ness1, keyati 'who-*ness7,
Saklati 'goodness', yakiatl, yaketi 'oneness, unity5, 
birseti 'hunger7, tinueti 'thirst7 
-eni, more rarely, forms abstract nouns, e,g„
bukeni 'being a bride7, SawenI 'evil-*eye', 
kicen! 'maidenhood', kureni 'youth, boyhood7 
-a, forms nouns of noise* From the suffix-free morpheme 
denominative transitive verbs of noise are formed 
by the addition of the causative morphemes (Jj 227)* 
bola : bolanin 'murmur', bara : baPSnin 'bleat', 
fika : flkanin 1 whistle7, hila : hilanin 'neigh'
Such nouns also form copulative compounds (Jj 246. c) , e.g.
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giva-giv ’rumble1, qirSa-qirS ’crackle, splutter1, 
qi za- qi z 7 s cream7 
~ak, -ka, -aka, -ok, -5ka, form derived nouns of various
meaningss some of which may he classed as ’’diminutive:f 
e.g.
dastak ’pole7, ranak 7 trousers7, 
barbarocka 7place in the sun7, lutka 7peak7, 
pulaka 7 coin ornament7, tliraka 7 small hag7 , 
tirok 7 rolling-pin7,
firfiroka ’whirligig7, 3inoka ’jinnee7 
-l(k)a, -Ila, -51a, -ula, -la, also form diminutives, e.g. 
3ula(ka) 7Jew’, merula ’ant7, dasulka ’small sickle7, 
psila ’cat’, amustila 7 finger-ring7, qutila ’lamp*, 
piSkola ’wee7, kizola ’dim7, danula ’porridge’, 
mesula ’mosquito7, rola ’(dear) child7, 
xanirnola 7 mademo i s e11e ’
~en, forms the names of games, e.g.
haluken 1 tip-cat7, halmaten, musen ’marbles7, 
fitholen 7f o o t b a l l s a r t r l n j e n  ’chess’
-dan, forms nouns with the meaning ’...-holder’, e.g. 
darzidan ’needle-holder7, fisakdan ’bandolier7, 
jizdan ’wallet7, mizildan ’bladder’
-alan (Bin. -alen), forms nouns meaning ’tract of .•«7, e.g, 
bardalan ’stony tract7, narmalan ’tract of soft land’, 
qamisalan (Bin. qamlsalen) ’reeo.y tract7, 
zialan 'thorny tract’
185 j 249
~(i)stan, forms nouns meaning ’place, country of . e.g. 
daristan ! wood(land) ’, qabristSn 'graveyard’,
3a]Qlistan ’jungle', kostan 'mountainous, cold country', 
saristan ’city1, kurdistSn 'land of the Kurds’
-awan, -Si, form nouns of trades or skills, e.g. 
asawan 'miller', baxawan 'gardener’, 
kastlawan 'boatman’, pasawan 'watchman', 
torawan 'fisherman (net-man)’, malawan 'swimmer', 
boyaxbi 'shoe-shine-boy’, SaySl ’tea-shop-keeper’, 
qa£axcl 'smuggler', ray/cl 'huntsman'
-amani, forms nouns of materials from verbal stems, e.g.
sutamani ’fuel’, xwSrdamani ’food'
-dar, forms nouns and adjectives with the meaning 
'possessor of e.g.
amindar ’steward’, basdSr 'partner', 
dukandar ’shop-keeper’, dildar ’lover’, 
miwandar ’host1, agadar 'watching', 
asteradar 'starry’, baldar 'winged', 
dandar ’toothed', zyandar 'damaged'
-kar, -kar, form nouns and adjectives with the meaning 
'doer of ...’, e.g.
Sestkar 'cook', karakar 'maidservant’, 
kawezkar ’ruminant', swalkar 'beggar’, 
sarkar 'fighter', arazukar 'desirous',
Iskar 'industri ous',
harzakar 'lusty youth', krekar 'hired labourer’
18S jjj(
j 250„ The following suffixes form adjectives :
-I, forms adjectives from nouns, e.g.
bazafl ’common, of the market’, kostani ’mountaineer’
ladel ’rustic’, qawai ’coffee-coloured, brown’
-in, -awl, form adjectives from nouns (mainly of materials)
e. g.
agirin ’fiery’, asinin ’iron’, Fanin ’colourful’, 
ardawi ’floury’, bafrawi, bafrin ’made of snow’, 
qurawl ’muddy’, xonawi ’bloody'
-in, forms adjectives of quality from nouns, e.g.
aspewin 'lousy’, Silkin ’filthy’, goStin ’fleshy’, 
kirmin ’v/orrny’, qizin, tukin ’hairy’,
-ana, forms adjectives and, more commonly, adverbs, e.g. 
marana 'snaky’, marana ’monthly’, salana ’annual’, 
arayana 'Agha-like’, azayana ’bravely’, 
b rayana ’br otherly’
-man/33 (-mand) , forms adjectives with the meaning 
'possessed of e.g.
arazumai] ’desirous’, dadmar] ’just’, 
dawlaman/i] ’rich', hunarmar) ’skilled’
-dar, forms adjectives meaning 'giver of ...', e.g.
agadar ’aware’, farmSndar ’commanding’ 
j 251. In Sul. , Sor. & Muk. the "regular,r Intransitive 
verb is characterized by the past stem ending -a-, 
infinitive -an, e.g.
birzan 'be roasted’, kulan ’boil1
187 j 251
stitan '"burn', Skan ’’break1
The corresponding Transitive verb is a Causative 
formation (\ 227) from the Intransitive* e.g. 
hirzanin 1 r o a s t k u l a n i n  ?hoil5* 
sutanin ?hurnf * skanin * "break* he.
In War. the "regular: Intransitive verh form is 
characterized hy the past stem ending ~Ia~, -ya-* 
infinitive “Ian* ~yan* e.g.
hirzyan* kulyan* sutyan* skian he.
+ + +
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PART III.
Dialects of Sur#, Ak#, Am#, Bar#, Gul#, Zx#, Sim#
MORPHOLOGY#
Ncrns#
D efi 11it ion #
j 252# (a) A noun in its simple form may Be either definite
or indefinite, singular or plural (v# j 254#B), e#g#
Ale# - kavr ~ rock, the rock, rocks, the rocks
BiSuk - child, the child, children, the children
There is no general means of further defining a noun# The
following suffixes, however, appear in particular contexts#
(h) The suffix -aka appears in Sur# , Ale# only, in narrative,
defining known characters (cf#jj 171), e#g#
1)
Sur# 508 mirowaka gota zinake 
Ale# 534 mirovaka Sova 
555 maraka kust
J-)
582 das haveta ki£ake 
++ Bh# See j 255#B#
(c) The suffix -a appears in
following a noun qualified By 
adjective av &c# (v# j 2S3#a),
Ak# 547 av mara 
591 av siftia 
Zx* 775 av pira
It is not realized after 
Ale# 554 av sa
- the man said to the woman
- the man went Back
- the snake was killed
- he reached for the girl
all dialects Sur#, Ak# - Zx# 
the proximate demonstrative 
e,g#
- this snake
- this watermelon
- this Bridge
a noun ending in /a/, e#g#
- this dog (sa)
189 U  252 , 253
Note* The same ^proximatesuffix is present in
Ak* 597 ci 1 hinda ganina-y karri - what shall I do with
thi s mu ch whe a t ? (v * j 2 5 5 * h )
contrastj, - Si 1 hinda ganim-! kam - what would I do with
that / so much wheat ?
Cf* also Ak* hutuva 5 in this wayT ; watuv ? in that way1 *
\ 253* (a) The suffix -ak (Sur* , Ale* -ak* 9 Am* - Zx* -ak)
gives the noun an indefinite sense or one of unity, e*g.
Sur* 508 zinak u mirowak habun - there were a woman and a man
Ak* 531 mirovak haho - once there was a man
534 kayazak nivlsl - he wrote a letter
551 ye hane riviak-a - yonder is a fox
Zx* 790 musltilak - a difficulty
+ + Pn* BX* 5 describes a r:Plural Indefinite Article*'* i*e*
suffix9 -in* Although quoted BX* 19 with a Plural 
Oblique ending -an (v*5 255*b ) 9 thus :
BX* dang£ hasp-in-an - the sound of horses
it is elsewhere only attested with the Secondary 
Izafe5 q.*v*jj]j 257*c, 258* c*
(b) In Sur*, Ak* following a noun ending in /a, a/ an
euphonic -y- appears before the suffix, thus -yaks e*g*
Ak* 555 qurbasayak - a badger
580 ezyayak - a serpent
586 birayak - a brother
In Am* - Zx* the euphonic -y- is rarely heard after /a/
(cf. j 20s end) 9 e*g*
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Am* '704 biraak - a brother
709A bSak - a wind
718 qazaak - a district
but 723 qazayak ~ do*
In all dialects Ale* - Zx* the suffix may appear 
following /a/ as -k only, e* g*
Ak* 533 daban^ak - a pistol (daban^a)
553 qisak - a saying (qisa)
587 oigarak - a cigarette (jigara)
An* 705 qabilak - a tribe (qabila)
719 3amih/4 ak - a mosque ( 3ami * a)
The group -lak may be reduced to -ek (cf * j 18*b) 5 e*g* 
Ale* 531 pistek-e dara - a load of sticks (pisti)
553 hevarek-e - one evening (hevari)
Bar* 737 avahek - a building (aval'll)
(c) A noun qualified by an indefinite, but not normally 
an interrogative, adjective may take the suffix -ak, e*g*
(v* also j 262*b)
Ak* 579 bar kasak - whatever person
Am. 715 hami kasak - e a c h  person
A noun qualified by indefinite number may have the 
suffix -aks commonly in conjunction with the Plural Oblique 
morpheme -a(n) (\ 255*b) when oblique, e,g*
—  i)
Ale. 592 Sar leenj daf'aka - 4 or 5 times (daf‘a)
611 gazi 5ar pen3 biSukaka kir - called 4 or 5 children 
313 tgal se £ar nanaka - with 3 or 4 loaves
191 j j 2 b 3 f 234
Am# 707 hast nah rozaka - 8 or 9 days
711A p Sand rozaka ~ by some days
Bar.731 se carak di - some 3 or 4 others
1)
Zx. 773 dali daqiqayaka - some 10 minutes
+ + Frio Adverbial Obliques v, j 298. a,
Notea In conjunction with the numeral yak &c. (j 255) 
and certain indefinite pronouns an :,indefinite:f suffix 
-e (also ? -I) appearss e.g.
Ak. 553 bar y§ke qisak got - each one said something 
617 haSie ditbltava - whoever has seen it
518 haSie binitava - whoever brings it back
529 ka.se . . naskinit - nobody breaks a.
Am. 706A har eke kefikak dae - gave each one a cat
Gul. 755 itase . . nagota min - nobody told me 
Zx. 774 lazima eke am bikuzin - we must kill someone 
Cf. also Ak. 585 Su ekl ,. nanivistin - no one slept
Declension.
j 254. (a) In all dialects Sur. , Ak. - Zx. , Shn. the noun 
declension presents a system of :
two numberss Singular and Plural,
two grammatical genders. Masculine and Feminine,
two cases, Direct and Oblique.
In addition, in the system of Vocative endings, a distinction 
of natural gender is observed.
(b) The simple noun, i.e. in its Direct case form, gives
110 indication of its grammatical gender or number (cf*][ 252) 
These are manifest only in the Oblique case forms (5 255„b) 
and in the forms of the Izafe ( j 258)*
+ + Frio The paradigm given BSOAS, IS* 530 is wrong, and a
misinterpretation of K.A.Bedir Xan?s 1{Langue Kurde11,
in that the Flural morpheme -a(n) occurs only in the 
Oblique case*
j 255* (a) A noun which is the subject of a verb appears 
in the Direct case, i.e. in its uninflected form*
A noun which is :
i) the Direct Object of a verb,
ii) the Agent of a sentence in the Passive construction
(v.I 289),
iii) governed by a preposition,
iv) employed with noblique:f, i*e* dative, locative, 
ablative &c. sense,
v) governed by the Izafe (j 257) or Demonstrative Izafe 
(l 259),
vi) employed with adverbial sense (v, j 298.a), 
normally appears in the Oblique case. There is, however,
a tendency for the uninflected, Direct case form to replace 
the Oblique form, particularly in its function as Agent*
If a noun in the Oblique case is followed by an Izafe form 
(j 257) then it does not take an Oblique ending*
(b) The Oblique case is marked by the following Primary 
morphemes :
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All dialects Sur., 
Ale* - Zx* , Sim. , BX,
S g. M.
- 1
F*
-5
5 255 
PI.M & P 
-5(n)
1)
QK.37 ff. -(x) -e -a
These are added to the simple noun directly, or after 
the defining suffix -aka (J 252*h) when present* Examples 
v. (d) below.
Following /a, a/ the M. Sg* Obi*- ending -I appears
as -y, e.g.
Ale. 531 a Syay
534 mala kabray 
555 a qurbaSay 
544 mirSvakay got!
2)
- to the mountain
- the fellow’s house
- to the badger
- the man said (mirov aka)
The F. Sg* Obi* ending -e coalesces with preceding 
/ a, 9. /, e * g *
- in such-and-such street (3ada)
- the door of the Serai (qigla)
- place of v/armth (garmg)
Ale* 533 1 filan Jade 
535 darike qisle 
545 3e garme 
533 gota Sinake 
582 das haveta kiSake 
Axi /e,/ preceding the PI* Obi* ending -a(n) may be 
reduced to I, e.g.
Ak* 555 p har do pia 
Zx* '785 pia hat
- said to the woman (2in, -aka)
-aka)
- reached for the girl (ki£.
contrast, Ao* 565 sea
2)
with both feet (pe) 
he came on foot 
three people (se)
The full form -an of the PI. Obi* morpheme only occurs
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when it is followed by the enclitic form of the substantive 
verb (I 277*a), e.g.
Ak* 552 kule darwesan-i - thou art the son of (one of)
some dervishes
579 sexe *araban~a ~ he is the Sheikh of the Arabs
(dress
Ail* 720 na sib a 1:1 Fare ham! an- a - is not like everybody’s 
Zx* 777 ye 1 sar van gir-o~miran~in - they are on these
hills a nd humps 
++ Fn* 1* Alternatively in QK, BX the internal vowels
/a, a,/ of a Masculine noun may be modified to /e/ in 
the Sg* Obi* , e*g*
QK*42 Jinar ’neighbour! y  JinBr
paz ’sheep’ V  pez
++ Fn* 2* Agent oblique, v *\ 289*b*
(c) When the simple noun has the indefinite suffix -ak
(j 253) then the Oblique case morphemes take the following,
Secondary, forms (in dialects Sur* - Bar* identical with
the Primary morphemes, v* (b) above) :
Sg# M* F* PI*M & F*
All dialects -1 -e - a (n)
Sur* - Bar*
Gul. -I /(? -e) -e
Zx. -5 M S'.P.
QK. 38 ff. , BX. 19 -I -5
B® fe ®
Ale. 531 dikana rnirovaki - a man's shop (n.irov M.)
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Ac* 540 har biskakS
592 bar pen3 daf'aka 
An# 704A nik najaraki 
Bar# 729 zinake bina 
G-u1*750 1 list ana ki 
Gul., Zx. - nanake bina 
Zx# - Icalaxe tayrake 
jtarmS zinake 
771 z gundake
(d) Examples of the Oblique
i) Direct Object,
Sur# 507 axe de korin
507 de kesin, quPI 
Ac# 551 vi tayray nakiri
532 sikayate bika 
539 kayaza tnivisit 
542 cu danga naka
An#703A sive le nin
720 do darsolca thavet 
Bar# 730 o.a Icayf e kan
ii) Agent (v# also j 289.b) , 
Ac. 544 mirovakay got!
533 zinake gote 
An.704A tljara gote
j 255
- on each curl (bisk F#)
- 4 or 5 times (v # j 253* c)
- to a carpenter (najar M*)
- take a wife (zin F#)
- in an orchard (bistan M*)
- bring a loaf of bread (nan M.)
- the carcase of a bird. (tayr M*)
- the body of a woman
- from a village (gund M*)
case as :
- they will dig up earth (ax F#)
- they will take it, mud (qu? M.)
- won11 you buy this bird ?
(tayr M. , -a v* j 253* a)
- make a complaint (sikayat F .)
- is writing letters (kayaz F.)
- make no noises (dang M*)
- we shall cook supper (slv F.)
- puts two kerchiefs (darsolc ?)
- in order to make merry (icayf F.)
- the man said (mirov, -aka)
-aka)
- the woman said to him (zin,
- the merchants said to him
(tijar M.)
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iii) governed by a preposition, 
Ak# 531 a byay
533 1 filan Jade 
556 tgal qurbasayaki 
540 v/ako diza
532 p liast dinara 
An* 703 a asi
703 p se fivangd
704 z 3uakl
Zx# 790 tgal malctablla
iv) with dative &c# sense (v# 
Ak* 540 har biskake
Ail# 705 da na ‘ardakl
v) governed by the Izafe,
Ak* 532 xudane tayr I
534 mala kabray 
531 xudane dikane 
536 3e garme
An# 705 qabllaka ‘araba 
Bar*730 hakimet bazeri 
Gul#750 p i s11 sa * atake
vi) adverbially (v* also j 298 
Ac# 531 hamo roze
531 fobake 
553 hinda roza 
548 havine
5 255
to the mountain (cya M.)
P.)
in such-and-such street (Jada 
with a badger (qurbasa M, -ak) 
like thieves (diz M#) 
for 8 dinars (dinar IvL) 
to the mill (as M*) 
for three guns (tivang F#) 
from a Jew (3u M, -ak) 
with the pupils (malctabli M*) 
also j 294* d) , 
on each curl (bisk F, -ak) 
camped in a place (*ard M, -ak)
owner of the bird (tayr M*) 
the fellow’s house (kabra M#) 
owner of the shop (dikan F#) 
place of warmth (garma F,) 
a tribe of Arabs (*arab M#) 
governors of the city (bazer M#) 
after an hour (sa'at F, -ak)
# a)«
daily (rob F#) 
one day (roz, -ak) 
for some days 
in summer (havln F#)
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Ac# 545 se bar qunaya - for 3 or 4 stages (qunay F*)
Am* 703 naqlake - once (upon a time) (naql F, -ale)
j 256# (a) In the Vocative nouns denoting animate beings 
may take the following endings, with a forward shift of 
stress where possible :
Sur,
Ac.
Sg# M» 
✓—  a e
Ail* — Zx#
QK.37 ff # , BX# 20
/—  o
0
1) 1)
PI#M & Fs 
? --Ina
E. M#_ S&
Sur# 510 baba
Ak# 545 maro
A:# 561, Bar# 730 babo
An* - kuro
Bar# 742 leaf iro
F# _Sg»
Sur# 510 zine 
Ac# - xus Ice
—  e
-™ e
- fellow I 
~ snake I
- father !
~ son I
- monster I
- woman J
- sister !
--Ina
/ A
- m o
(i)no
(but note, xubo - sister I sis I, perhaps with "honorific5’ 
M# ending, cf#$ 178#b, War* example)
647 dayke 
An. - ki be
Plural.
Ak# - qahbayna
Ai# -- kmfino, kibino
- mother ;
- ciaugnter
her playmates) 
ye whores i (a girl of 7 to
boys, girls 1
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++ Fn. The same endings form hypocoristics (cf.j 178.a*Fn.)
e.g. mi c o 1 Mu s t a f a ' , rarao 1 Rama z an? , simko ? I sma i 1'
cf# Nikitine’s text, BSOS. 3*85
vtato w tamo ** bona nik hayo - Tato and Tamo
went up to Hayo 
(h) Alternatively the uninflected noun may appear as a 
vocative, with a forward shift of stress where possible, e.g. 
Ac# 554 bira - brother I (bira)
691 da - mother i
A noun qualified by an adjective or another noun takes 
no vocative ending, e*g*
Ak# 545 haywane xude - God’s creature 1
(c) Preceded by a Vocative particle, such as ya *0?, a
singular noun is generally uninflected, e.g.
Ak# 573 ya xalifa - 0 caliph ,!
but contrast,
Gul.7Sl ya daye - 0 mother I
762 ya xalo - 0 uncle i
In Plural vocatives, following gall, a noun appears 
in the Oblique case, e.g.
- children I 
~ lads I
Ac. 
A  1#
gall bicuka 
gall kufa
Izaf e (v. j 179)
j 257# (a) The Izafe appears in a variety of forms according 
to its functions. 'These may be classed as Individual and
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Generic forms. In certain dialects the Individual forms 
may he sub-divided into Primary and Secondary forms*
All Izafe forms are realized enclitically and follow 
their antecedent in its uninflected form, even when it is 
grammati ca1ly Ob1ique (j 255* a )*
(b) The functions of the Individual Izafe are :
i) to connect a noun with a qualifying word which 
immediately follows it, be it an attributive adjective 
(j 260) , or a noun or pronoun in genitive relation
to it or in apposition,
ii) to introduce relative clauses (v* j 300#b).
(c) The Se co ndary fo rms app ear *
i) following a noun qualified by an indefinite suffix
-ak (QK, BX also ~(i)n, j 253#a>Fn*); in Sur* also
apparently following the suffix -aka and the adverbial 
suffix -Is (j 298.b) ,
ii) when a noun is qualified by two or more adjectives, 
joining the second and subsequent adjectives to the 
first (examples in Rwn* only, v* QK* 27, Cukerman, op# 
cito p# 135)# See also j 302*b*Fn*2#
Otherwise the Primary forms are used*
(d) The Generic Izafe serves to connect certain adjectives 
and nouns, particularly those forming part of a compound 
verb (j 292), with their complements* It occurs also in 
certain prepositional phrases (j 295). (in BX* 4 it occurs 
in the second function of the Secondary Izafe, c.ii# above*)
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j 258# The Izafe has the following forms
(a) Primary.
Sg. M. F.
Sur# -e -a
~ e -a
j 258
PI* M & F 
~e
All dialects 
Ak. - .x« (Alu
1)
-e(t) 
e*tJ, Am. dc. -e:t)
QK. 27 
BX* 1
a
a
e(d)
e(n)
2)
The M. Sg. and PI. Izafe forms -e, -et generally 
coalesce with preceding /a, e/, e.g.
Sur.511 kose dika 
Ak* 557 alblse xo 
545 je garme 
542 dara 3 et susmani 
C-ul.750 pe xwa, pe wl 
hut contrast,
Ak. 590 saye v/i 
Note, Am. 711A hire min
- the other swindler (kosa)
- his own clothes (alblsa)
- place of warmth (3©)
- the stairs of heaven (daraja)
- his foot (pe)
- his dog (sa)
- my brother (bira)
The F.Sg. Izafe -a coalesces with preceding /a, a/, e.g, 
Ak. - oda hane - yonder room (oda)
588 ca x6 ' - his own tea (ca)
Am.709A qahwa xo - his own coffee (qahwa)
Note, Ak* 555 xwa wi - his salt (xve)
++ Fn. 1. In literary texts from this area the PI# forms 
- e di, - e ti occur, i.e. with a separate "plural" 
particle ( cf. j 180* c), e.g.
2 0 1
+ +
(*)
i)
j 258
Ahmade Xani , ''Mlar11 (1094 A»H* - 1532 A„D,) 
line 5, ^ ^
Tko oona payrawe di wi - who "became his followers 
01. Huart, "Priere canonique musulrnaneu, J,A,1895,93 
ca, 1780 A, 0, , ramal-i maqsur “ v “ v - - - /
verse 3 >4 <_/i/ 1 <-*3 J
vgar vi 3111 de ini to farze ti xo - if thou wilt carry
out thy duties
6.^> \
—  V —
cfo verse 4 • • ^ ^
vda bibezim kina farzet wajiba - let me say which are
the obligatory duties 
In all dialects the form -e, with no trace of the 
particles may appear occasionally in the Plural,
Fn, 2, I/Ialae Jizri (ifDIwan:?, ed, Hartmann, Berlin, 
1904) has, beside V-Sn, the form v~en di, e.g*
p, 217, haza3~i axrab-i makfuf-i maqsur
—  _  V ^  V _  —  V ^  V —  —  V V _
3 ^  o
vcasmen di siyah fa dikirin fitna u xunan - black eyes
caused riot and bloodshed
vnadam bi samalen, bi sapalen di bihisti - I shall not 
give (up thy beauties me,) for the paradisian 
lights and. beauties,
Examples of the Primary Izafe with : 
a qualifying adjective,
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Sur,514 kare deza
514 liar du gae di
Ak, 533 birae maztire 
548 tae liane 
537 xanjara pisik-zer 
Am. 715 haywanet kivi
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- the g r e y  ass (kar M„)
- both the other oxen (ga M.)
- the eldest brother (bira M.)
- yonder bough (ta M,)
- gold-studded dagger (xanjar P.)
- wild animals (liaywan M,)
ii) a noun or pronoun in genitive relation.
Ak. 539 kure min 
£31 dayka xo 
537 xanjaret xo 
An, 703 kare wa
712A zina haronarasldl 
704 tijaret bayda 
Bar,727 kuret xwa 
736 kure kerna 
Zx, 779 jilket xo
(c) Secondary#
Sur,
Ak, , Ai ii,
Bar,
G-ul,
Zx,
QK.S7, BX, 20
i'Ju g o
Sur,525 mirowaki faqirim
Sg, M. 
-I 
-e 
-I 
-1
-I /-0 
- 1
my son (kuf M,)
his own mother (dayk P,)
your own daggers (xanjar P,)
their ass (kar I L )
Ha run al-RashidJs wife (zin P,)
the merchants of Baghdad
(fljar Mo)
his own sons
whose son am I ?
my own clothes (3ilk PI,)
P#
-a
PI, M & F<
-a (- Primaryj v, (a) above) 
-a
-a /-0
-I /-a /-0
-a -in)a
I am a poor man (mirow M,)
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Sur,512 siwaka xos
517 mirowakay xware 
519 tanaka-s-I dosaw§
Ak, 531 tayrake zer 
548 daraka mazin 
An, 722 * ardake hun 
718 qazaaka kavn 
Bar,728 eflmaki wan 
G-ul, - zaxo xwa§a
767 t kutilikaka mazindS 
Zx, - mirovakl mazin 
mezaka bicuk
774 3arak di 
781 3araki di 
773 ioiraki bilind
775 kicikakl dalal 
(d) Generic, (see also j 296) 
All dialects Sur, - Zx,5 QK,? E 
Ak, 558 de gazl ta kam
602 nezikl hakimi bo
603 tasllml ,, wazirl bika
Am, passim pistl hingi 
714 sibati gurg 
Following a noun &c. endin
e.g.
I 258
- a nice soup (siw P,)
- the lower man (-aka)
- (l)s)
- a tin of syrup also (tanaka M,
-• a gold bird (jbayr M,)
- a big tree (Gar F,)
- a cool place (*ard M.)
- an ancient district (qaza F,)
(eflm Mo)
-• an orphan from among them
(3ih M.)
- Zakho is a pleasant place
- in a big rissole (kufilik F,) 
a big man (mirpv .M,)
a small table (mez F,)
once againj another time
(nar P.)
do,
a high bridge (pir F.) 
a beautiful girl (kicik F.)
X, " 1 j e y g ,
I shall call thee (gaz kirin) 
was near the judge (nezlk)
- give it to the vizier 
(taslim kirin) 
after that, afterwards (pisf F,) 
such as wolves (sibaO 
g in /i/ no Izafe is realized9
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Ak* 558 de hema hari ta - I shall come to thy aid (hari)
567 tazi zer - full of gold (tazi)
kirin)
608 mevani min kirbo - had entertained me (mevani (F)
(e) A noun in partitive relation to another generally
appears without the Izafe, e,g,
Sur,514 hindak para - a little money
Ak. 544 hindak ax - a little soil
An, 709 hindak aw zibil - a little of that dung
Contrast the following forms with the (? Secondary) Izafe
1)
( cf, j 181, c) ,
Ak, 531 pisteke dara - a load of sticks (piSti M„)
(dasta M,)
533 dastake jilket zina - a suit of women’s clothes
+ + Pn. See now KurGoev, '1 Fu me r a t i v ny e si o v a , p, 34,
where a distinction is made between the numerative, 
i,e, partitive use of certain words, e,g, 
ravokak hasp - a (one) herd of horses
and the attributive use with the Izafe, e,g,
Pavoka haspa - a herd of horses
Demonstrative Izafe, 
j 259. (a) The Demonstrative Izafe has the following main 
functions. It appears ;
i) before a noun or pronoun giving it a possessive sense,
ii) before an adjective giving it a (somewhat indefinable) 
substantive sense,
iii) before certain verbal forms, materially altering the
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sense (v*jjjj 302, 305) *
It may5 moreover, alternate with the Individual Izafe 
(\ 257*1)) 3 particularly when a qualifying adjective, noun 
or phrase is separated from the qualified word hy any word 
other than a like qualifier*
(h) The Demonstrative Izafe has the following forms :
Sg* M* F* PI* M & F*
Sur* y/we y./wa y/we
All dialects y/we y/wa y/wet
Ale. - G-ulc
Zx* y/we y/wd, y/we y/wet
QK* 59 ye ya yed
BX* 4 ye ya yen
With the forms ye dc* the initial /y/ is frequently 
not realized, particularly when following a consonant, 
and the remaining vowel may then, according to the dialect, 
he formally identical with the Individual Izafe (j 258)* 
Either the form ye or the Plural Izafe particle t 
(vojj 258*a*Fn*l) may appear alone for the combined form 
yet*
The forms we &c* appear in all dialects with the 
demonstrative adjective hane &c. (j 2S4*b) and in Gul* ,
Zx* particularly with the verb habin (v*jj 285)*
(c) Examples,
i) with nouns dc*,
Ak* - av kiteba yet minin - these books are mine
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Ak* - ya hasimi maztira -- Hashimfs (daughter) is bigger
ii) with adjectives,
Sur* 517 raaz ye xware - in front of the lower one
530 gorla ye di - the other one’s turn
Ak* 534 ava yet xosin, yet naxos de 1 du hen - these are
the pleasant things, the unpleasant ones 
will come later 
552 ye dwe ** ye seye - the second ** third one
T-T"^  t m I "I j -fr M C T T \  - tow ■ manr 1 1 i 1 1 1 1
596 zinket wan t xirab bin - their wives are bad ones 
522 gota ye fala - said to the Christian fellow
Am* 722 haSika ye dia - as for the other one
705 misk t misa bon - mice were numerous
713 ya garm bo - it was (a) warm (one)
iii) qualifier separated from qualified*
Ak* - leva rnin ya xare - my lower lip
585 waklle xo ye *am - his own general agent
697 kure we awwil - her first son (vwe ye awwil)
Gul*751 biraet wi yet dika - his other brothers
752 mi kica xo ya dae, ya mazin - I have given him my
eldest daughter
contrast,
Zx* - min kica xo ya mazin y? dae - &o*
- biraak min ye masfir z vi - a brother of mine older
than this one
20'7 Jjj 260, 261
Adjectiveis,
j 230* (a) All adjectives, except when used substantively, 
are inflexible* Attributive adjectives normally follow 
the noun they qualify with the Izafe (j[ 257,b), An 
attributive adjective separated from the noun it qualifies 
is normally preceded by the Demonstrative Izafe (j 259*c*iii), 
(b) In An*, Zx* a noun qualifying another, be it in 
genitive relation or in apposition to the qualified noun, 
may appear in the form of a u transient{* attributive adjective 
with the ending -e* Reliable examples are, however, rare*
Am* - mesa hingvlne - honey-bee, contrast
Ak* - mesa hingvini - honey bee (hingvln M*)
Am* 719 dargahe zebare - the Zebar gate
Zx* 775 daraki banoke - a terebinth tree (banolc)
777 joa hazim bage - the Hazim Beg channel
contrast, joa bag! - the Beg’s channel (bag M*)
787 liwa silemanie - in Sulaimaniya province
j 251* (a) The morpheme Sur*, Ak. -tir, Am* &c, -fir (i*e* 
all dialects -t'if) added to the simple adjectival form 
yields the comparative adjective, This behaves exactly as 
a positive adjective*
The following irregular comparatives occur *
Ak* - maz/stir ’bigger* < mazin ?big!
Zx* &c* masfir do* < mazin
Ak* - cetir ’better’ : bas ’good’
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(b) The morpheme -e added to the comparative adjective 
forms a superlative adjective (v* also j 267,a). This 
also follows the qualified noun with the Izafe, like a 
positive adjective, e*g*
Ak* 533 birae maztire - the eldest brother
598 birae gickatire - the youngest brother (of two)
Note* In Rwn* har forms a superlative with a following 
adjective joined by the Secondary Izafe (cf*jj 185* c) , e*g* 
Rwn* - dawlata hara demokrati - the most democratic state 
zar * * e hari julat - the most daring child 
j 262* (a) Adjectives of the following categories 
immediately precede the noun they qualify ;
i) the demonstrative adjectives av, aw (\ 253),
ii) the interrogative and indefinite adjectives, 
c i, Sur * c i ? what, wha t e v e r ’
Al:* cu. Am# ci, ( 3K* fu, BX* 52 tu) 'any* 
band ’some, how much’ 
fi1an ;such-and~such’ 
galak ’many’
hamo, hami, Sur* hama, hamu ’all1 
(a v) h i nda 7 s o mu ch ’ 
har ’whatever’
AIi* kl, Am# dc* kl ’what, which’ (Obi, also ke, perhaps 
influenced by the equivalent pronoun, \ 271*a)
? kern ’few’
but not, di(ka) ’other’
209 j 262
nor Ak# wa(tuv), Zx* wasa 'such*
iii) cardinal numbers (j 236)*
(b) Examples# Interrogative and indefinite adjectives*
Sur*510 az hama Poze ## akirim 
512 ci siw le naya 
Ak# 542 bn danga naka
596 band daf'a zina min bo 
589 kure filan kasi
galak mirov hatin 
550 harao sale
597 1 hinda ganimay 
578 har kasake xain bit 
607 aw ki faqlra
593 1 ki mamlakati
596 t zamane ki ha ki mi da
582 1 zamane ke hakimi
583 1 ke mahale
Am# 719 bi minara * * ninin
710 bi tisf navda nabon 
711A band xalke bayda 
706A haml misk ravin
725 har kas # # nasetin
711 z ki dirke
but,
Ale# 532 eki dika
tistake watuv min dit -
• every day I buy
what supper has been cooked
make no noises
how many times did my wife go?
(person 
the son of such-and-such
many men came
every year
with so much wheat (v* j 252# c) 
whatever person be treacherous 
which poor man is that ? 
in what country 
in the time of 'what ruler 
do,
in which quarter ?
there are no minarets
there was nothing inside them
as many people of Baghdad ,#
all the mice fled
whatever person cannot
from what place
another one 
I saw such a thing
210 Jjj 252, 253
Zx# 781 rnirovaki wasa - such a man
j 253* (a) All dialects Ak* - Zx* have two inflecting 
demonstrative adjectives which precede the noun they qualify, 
viz# av 5 this*, aw ’that’* Sur* has the one form aw ’this, 
that’ (cf#jj 188# a)#
A noun qualified by Ak* Ac* av, but not aw, is normally 
followed by the defining suffix -a (j 252* c)}^ " In Sur# 
there is some evidence of the distinction between aw * * *-a 
’this’ and aw * # # 1 that’, e* g#
Sur* 506 aw ganim-In kesa -- we took that wheat (ganira)
526 aw fera - this trick (fer)
The occurrence of the suffix -a with nouns qualified by av
in the Oblique cases varies according to dialect* Thus 
the following combinations are attested ;
’this’ Sur* Ak* Am*_,_ Barn
Dir# Sg# & PI* aw ...-a av #**~a av ***~a
2)
Obi# Sg#M# aw #**-a(y) vl *#*-a(y) (a)vi ***(i)
Sg# P# awe ##*(e) (a)ve ,**(e) vS **#~a Ail#
#■ * * (e) Bar*
P1#M & P# va(n) * # * (a) va #**(a)
’that’ a^ ll
Dir* Sg# & PI# aw * * *
Obi* Sg*M# (a)wi ***(i)
Sg# P# we * * *(e)
PI#M & P# (a)wa(n) *#*(a)
where the final bracketed forms represent the appropriate 
nomina1 i nf1e c t i on#
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The fuller Obi, forms, awi &c4, appear mainly following 
a pause,,
+ + Fn* 1* A Direct PI, ending -ana in conjunction with
av was said to exist in Ah,, Ann , hut not generally 
heard, e,gn
At, - av kit eh ana - these hooks
An, - av tisrana - these things
Cf, Bar, 728 av halwayna - these Halwais (people of Halwa)
+ + Fn, 2. I,e, no M, Sg* Oblique form of the adjective
aw was attested in Sur, This may have heen fortuitous.
In the Gul, texts the Direct form is often used for 
the Oblique, e. g,
Gul,751 aw xazalB bikuzit - to kill that gazelle
750 bo mala aw kafiri - for the house of that monster
- in that shoulder of his
- this snake (mar M,)
(masi M,)
- what are these fishes doing ?
(siftI M.)
- other than this watermelon
(tayr M,)
- won11 you buy this bird ?
- in this room (oda F,)
- in this case (hal F,)
- what is present of these 
monies (para PI,)
- take these monies
- this ass (£ar M,)
but 750 1 wi mile wi 
(b) Examples, av &c#
Ak# 547 av mara
612 av masia ci tkan 
596 1 vi siftlay zyatir 
531 vi tayray nakirl 
1 ve ode 
573 ve hale 
622 mawjode va para
622 van para ,, bibava 
An, 703 av Far a
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An, 706
70S A 
717 
706 
Bar,730
726 
726 
Zx. 775 
aw
Sur,510
515
Ak, -
571
539
544
537
551
618
.Am. 705 
705 
706A
709
710
de vi haywSni firosi
z ve dirka 
ve jara
de va miska dar exim 
av bazera 
1 vi gundi
sare ve skaffe
av pira
&c„
aw kosay gote
I 363
- v/ilt thou sell this animal ?
( haywan M,)
- from this place (dirk F*)
- this time (jar F,)
(rnisk Mo)
- I shall drive out these mice
- this town (bazer M,)
- in this village (gund M.)
- above this cave (skafl F,)
- this bridge (pir F*)
(kosa M ,) 
that swindler said, to her
tab! aw karay law miroway har bistmi - thou must
ka aw kiteb 
aw sirike ma 
hakime wi jey 
awl mi r ovl c i ki r 
bo bo we mahale 
wan diza ma 4 yan kir
certainly take this ass from this man
(kiteb F,) 
where are those books ?
M/F)
- that partner of ours (sirik
ruler of that place (je M,)
M<
- what did that man do ? (mirov 
~ vent to that quarter (mahala F
- those thieves decided (diz M, 
1 va si hizar rupiet haram - than those thirty
thousand illegal rupees
- those men
- people of that village (gund
- in that place (dirk F,)
- those merchants saw (bijar M,
- to those men
aw mirov 
xalke vi gundi 
we dirke 
aw/a uijara dit 
a wa mi rova
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j 254„ (a) All dialects have a further, inflexible, 
demonstrative adjective, Sur* lie. Bar, liana, other dialects 
Ako - ZXo ha(ne), QKo han, BX<,45 ha !yonder, here' <, It 
either follows the noun or pronoun it qualifies with the 
Izafe, or may appear independently with the Demonstrative 
Izafe, e*go
Sur* - aw-e he cia - what is that (yonder) ?
Ale- - 1 oda hane - in that (yonder) room (oda P„)
543 a lali binadara hane - to that tree-trunk (binadar F* )
----- M „ )
5 7 2  qurbani faqire hane - sacrifice of that beggar (faqlr
549 ya hane celaka - yonder (thing) is a cow (cel P„)
_ — - 1)
551 ye9 hane riviaka - seeJ yonder is a fox (fivi M.)
It frequently appears in conjunction with either
inflecting demonstrative adjective ($ 233), e,g,
AlCo 548 av tae hane - this (here) bough (ta Mo)
- -  ~  ~  , * 0  
Bar, 726 sare we skafta hana. - above that cave yonder (skaft
Zx„ 773 av i5ira hane - this (here) bridge (pir P.)
++ Pn* yd* with "emphatic5* double lengthening of the
vowel and glottal stop*
(b) With this adjective the forms we, wa, wet of the *
Demonstrative Izafe ( j 2 5 9 o b )  commonly occur forming, in
effect, a demonstrative pronoun, e„gw
Ako, Amo we hane 61 - what is yonder thing ?
wet hand 5ina - what are those ?
A m  719 nivaka we hane jadana - in the middle of it (that
place) there are roads
314 jj} 234, 2S5
Gul. - wet ha yet minin - those are mine
Mineral_s*
5 265, Sur# Ale# Baip, Shn*
1 yek yak5(y) ek ek - -
2 du do da
3 se se - - —
4 6a r car - - -
5 pen j pen3 - -
6 sas sag -
7 haft haft haft haft haft (sic)
8 hast hast hast hast ha s t
9 no na(h) nah nah na
10 da da (h) da dah da
11 yazda yanzda yanzda yazda yanzda
12 dwazda dwanzda danzda dwazda dwanzda
13 sezda sezda - - -
14 car da car da - -
15 pazda panzda panzda pazda panzda
IS sazda sanzda sanzda sazda sanzda
17 havda havda havda
(sic)
havda havda (sic
18 hazda hazda “ —
19 nozda nozda nan z da nozda nozda
20 hist hist hist hist hist
30 si SI (h) sih sih si
40 cil 611
215 5Jj 2659
Sur. Ak* Aa*^ 3aip ZXjy 9 Gul * Shn*
50 pen 3 a pan 3 a
Bar*
pen3a pen3I 
p e n3 ah Gu1* pen3 ih
pen3i
50 sest sest Sest Sest sest
70 haft§ haf te haf te haf te haf ti
80 haste haSte haste haste hast!
90 not not - - not
100 sad sad - -
1 9000 hizar “ - hazar
1 m. malyon
+ + Pn* Sur* 9 Ak* 9 Shn. /pj 19 k/ always aspirated
Am* - Zx» /ps 19 k/ unaspirated* Sur* s Sim* /o9 V . /
= o i9 u :9 Ale* - Zx* / o 9 u/ ~ u : 9 y:*
Jj 2S3* (a) Cardinal numbers immediately precede the noun 
they qualify (v* Jj 252),
A cardinal used substantively or a noun qualified by 
a cardinal number takes the Plural Oblique ending -a(n)
(I 2 5 5 * b ) when appropriate ? e * g *
Direct*
Ak* 545 ava se car ros-a - this is (now) 3 or 4 days
598 se car dirham habin - if there be 5 or 4 dirhams
Am. 705 se mirov Pa wastyan - 3 men were standing
Oblique*
Sur* 510 as de dua dama tu - I shall give you two
Ak* 5S5 sea piStiet xo da girtin - three put down their loads
(v,J 289-t)
545 se 5ar qtinaYa - for 3 or 4 stages
215 0  255, 257
Aka 592 bar penj daf1 aka - for 4 or 5 times (v»l 253a c)
Arm 7 0 4  sas s indoc a ce ka - make six chests
(b) With certain numbers (generally :fround;l numbers - 
tens, hundreds dc0) the qualified noun may take the ending
i)
-i, giving the sense of ’ahout e * g a
Ak„ 583 amre wi gastia sad o cil sail - his age has reached
ah out 140 5/-ears 
++ Frio See Cuke man, op a cit. pa 114, with many Rwn.
examples»
j 2 5 7 a  (a) Ordinal numbers follow the noun they qualify
with the Izafe* They are formed from the cardinals hy 
the addition of the morpheme ~e (cf, Rdz* \ 191, also 
j 2 S 1 a h ) , e, ga
Ak# <5c. care - fourth, penje - fifth, note ~ ninetietha 
The final /a/ of the numbers 11 - 19 is absorbed 
by the ending ~e, thus *
sezde - thirteenth, hazde - eigliteentha
Note the following irregular forms :
Sur a Ak. Ania , Bara ZX# _,Cfu!a Shn»
1 S b 0 hawwi1 awwil(i) awwi 1 awwi11 * awi
2nd. dwe dwe doe doe due
3rd. seye seye see sie see
30tlla sie si he si he si he
5 Otll a penjahe pergahe penile 
G-ul* penjihe
7 0  th. hafteye haftie 
G-uT j haf te
haft’
217 H  237, 253
(1 ) With large minibers only the last member takes the 
ordinal ending,,
ZXo 787 sala hizar 6 nahsad o pen^i o doe - in 1952 (in
the 1950--and-second year)
Pronoun.s*
Personal.,
j 258* (a) All dialects present a system of six personal
pronounsj each with Direct and Oblique case forms* In all 
hut Sur*9 however9 the pronoun of the 3rd* person Sg„ and 
PI* is formally identical with the remote demonstrative 
pronoun and is described as such, j 270*
Suffix forms occur in Sur* only, They are :
Sgo 1* -im, 2* -it, 3* - 15
PI* 1* -in (sic) 9 2* -EL, 3* -yan (cf*jj 193* a),
The independent forms are :
Direct*
1) 2)
Sur* Ajo# Ail* n Bar* ZjX* 9 G-ul * Shn*
3) " 3 )
Sg* 1* az az az az az
2* atu (a) to
i ato i ^to til
3* aw
Pl.l.
w
ama am am am am
2* ango hi/ung hing hun hun
3. awfan)
21S 5 2SS
Oblique.
Sur* Ak* Am_, Baip bx. G-ul, Shn,
Sg, lo (a)min (a)min mi(n) mi(n) nin
2, (a) tu (a)ta ta ta ta
3a (a) wl
Pl.l, (a) ma (a) ma ma ma ma
2. (a)ngo (hi /u) ngo (hi) nga wa wa (sic
Bar. hawa
3, (a) wan
Notes*
1) See j 255. Fn. on realisation of /p, t, k; o,u/o
2) Cf. QK,54, BX,24, Dir, Sg, as, tu, PI, am, hun (.
Obi, min. ca, ma, wa.
3) In conjunction with the adverbial suffix Aka -Is, 
and An„ be* si (j 295,b) the 1st, Sg* Direct pronoun 
appears as Ak, ays, M ,  be* asi, e,g,
Ak* 542 ays de * a kam - I too shall do
531 ays dizira - I too am a thief
597 asl de hem - I too shall come (Am form)
A m  704 asi de *. hem - doa
G-ul * 755 a si com ~ I too went
ZXa 779 azl de xo a ve 2im - I too shall throw myself in
(h) The personal pronoun forms have the same functions 
as the corresponding nominal case forms (j 255, a) a
The fuller Ohla case forms, amin be,, appear principally 
as agent in the Passive construction (j 289) and generally 
after a pause. The shorter forms, min be,, appear in all
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functions of the oblique case#
(c) Examples.,
i) Direct#
Sur# 529 atu la bo atirsey
500
522
ama rusln
1)
ama-y k u s t m
518 ango nabInin
Ak# 534 az ahmade pirikema
539
545
a to ki
1)
min to # # inay
561 am dizin
559 hung bo nahen
550 hung kina
An# 703 am de bayn
707 hing zi harin
Bar# 736 az leafe kema
Zx# 731 aw hun ci tkin
ii) Suffix,
why art thou afraid ? 
we are naked 
he has killed us 
do you not see ?
(woman
I am Ahmed (son) of the old 
who art thou ?
I brought thee
we are thieves
why do you not come ?
who are you ?
we shall take
go ye also I
whose son am I ?
what is that you are doing ?
1)
Sur,, 506 hinard-im - I sent (him)
- -  _  1 )
529 ka’o-i le girt u le-y biri - he seized his nose
505 karinak-in ce kir
iii) Oblique#
Sur# 509 nerle tu 
516 bifrosa ma 
519 la bo ngo
1)
and cut it off 
we built a straw-store
thy goat
- sell it to us
- for you
220
Ak* 533 mala min
H  253 j 259
my house
547
1)
arnin * * hal girt - I picked (it) up
535 mala on — thy house
554 ~  .  3ata * * dir o kir thou liedst
532 nadaya ma - wilt thou not give it to us ?
555 de ma xot _ it will eat us
630
l)
ama sun cl . * xar - we swore an oath
534 birae hung6 your brother
546 bapire ngo - your ancestor
An* 710 clayne mi bidanava give me back my loan
710 muqawila min o hinga - the bond beiween me and you
703 ker ma nahet - is no good to us
704A ma nga sola is it any affair of yours ?
Bar* 735
1)
mi sad dinar * * da I gave IOC dinars
727
1)
min esarai da hawa I gave you the signal
G-ul* 758 nizda hat sar ma -
(us
a raiding party has come upon
749 vasia min 1 wa bit - let this be my testament to you
Zx. 781 sarma b5 wa - it is a shameful thing for you
+ + Pn* Agent oblique (Sur, suffix)9 v, passive construction
I 289*
$ 259* (a) The reflexive pronoun has one form., Direct and 
Obliques Sur* xo9 Ain 9 Ann, Zx* xo9 Bar, xo9 xwa? Gul* xwa, 
(QK* 58 9 BX*35 xwa)* It refers always to the subject of 
the verb or? in the Passive construction (\ 289)5 to the 
agen c 9 e* g°
(himself
Ac* 531 da batava bo xo - used to take it back for
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Ak. 537 hung xanjaret xo *. da nen - put down your daggers
540 xo hisand - (he) shook himself
An* 712 ju. hat a dayne xo - the Jew came for his debt
Bar*726 qasra xwa da na - he placed his mansion
748 xuska xwa bida min - give me your sister
Gul*750 dastniveza xwa susZ - he performed his ablutions
(b) The pronoun xo &c* appears in conjunction with the
1)
weakened preposition bo (written bu, cf * jj 1 1 4 )  with the 
intensive sense 'my-, him- &c, self, e,g*
(mountains
Ak* 531 bu xo da Sita £ya.y - would himself go to the 
Am* 724 haSika xalke wa gunda bu xoya - as for the people
of those villages themselves
(itself
Zx* 771 t nafse zaxo bu xoda - in (the actual town of) Zakho 
++ Pn* In some dialects evidently, with BX*32, bi xwa, 
e*g* from Nikitine's Shemdinani MSS, ^  vbi xo*
QK*58 ha s xwa-xwa *
Demons tr•ative *
j 270* (a) All dialects Ac* « Zx* have two demonstrative 
pronouns, proximate and remote, each having Dir* and Obi* 
case forms* Sur. has only one such pronoun, awa 'this, 
that1 *
The proximate pronoun, Ac* he* ava, combines in the 
Direct case the forms of the demonstrative adjective av 
(5 253) and the defining suffix -a (jj 252*c)* The remote 
pronoun aw is formally identical with the corresponding
2 2 2 j 270
adjective (j 263) and also serves as 3,Sg, & Pl« Personal 
pronoun (v. j 268„a)„
The forms attested are :
Direct* .Sur, jUCo_p:Co (OK.57) (3X* 45
Sg*
PI,
awa
9
)
( ava
av(&) ) 
(a)vana )
av
Oblique.
Sg* Mo way (a)vx (a) vi vi
F. ? ve (a) ve ve
PI, M & Fo va(na) (a)vana van
Direct*
Sg*
PI.
( aw 
)
aw(a) ) 
(
(a)wana )
aw
Oblique.
Sg O i'.'l o (a) wl (a) wi wi
Fo we (a) ve we
PI. M & Fo (a)v/5(n) 
2x * v /ana
(a)vana Vein
The fuller Oh1ique forms , avl &c* 9 appear pr:
as agent in the Passive construction (j 289) and j
after a pause*
(h) Examples.
i) Direct &
Sur*524 awa cia - what is that ?
Ako 591 ava ye x:iraha - this one is had
541 av; :kia - who is that ?
* 4-this'
ithat
1 )
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Ak* 591 aw birava
535 aw tahayir man 
Am* !710 ava ma Si kir 
703 aw ra bon 
710 aw nlna 
Bar* 725 aw zl 
ii) Oblique*
Sur* - xatae way bit 
Ak* 591 vi bibava
558 az * * vana naxom
"*” ” i \
555 awl Si kir '
534 biraet wi 
549 laII we
535 birae wa
536 gota wan i)
537 a wan gote^
537 awa Si kir^1)
j 270
that one was taken back
they were amazed
what is this we have done ?
they got up
is it not that ?
he too
it was this one1s fault 
take this one back 
I shall not eat those 
what did he do ? 
his brothers 
next to her 
their brother 
said to them 
they sail, to him 
what did they do ?
703 Inare wa 
706 awa gote"^
Bar*743 awl sirak girt1^
Am* 709 hlng d?5 *. awl danav min - you will give me that back
- their ass
- they said to him
- he seized a sword
- for them 
~ her brother came
- their father died
- this is their work
726 bo wan 
G-ul * 760 birae we ha i 
749 babe wan mir 
Zx* 772 sole vana avaya
++ Fn* Passive construction v* j 289*b
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Interrogativ e* 
j 271* (a) The following interrogative pronouns, and 
related adverbs, occur (cf* adjectives, j 262*a*ii) :
Si (Si only prevocalic, in pause, and in the fixed adverb 
bo Si !why ? ?)9 Oblique (rare) Se; Sur* c(i) ’what ? J 
Sand, Obi* Sur* candT, Ak* &c* Sande fhow much ? ?
Situv (Sur* ku, G-ul* ? leu, Am* he* Sawa) 5how ? ’ 
ki, Obi. ke (Am* he* lei, ice) ?who ? !
kangi ?when ? ?
An* Icislc (QK*52 klzan. 
Examples*
Sur* - c-u xward*^
520 ku bu 
Ak* 537 awa ci k i r ^
550 hung Si-na
551 ato Si tsanl 
567 bar Se
Ale* 531, An* 70S p Sande 
Ak* 595 Situv bo 
539 ato ki 
564 ki leu re ke~a 
546 lali ke
kangi de het 
An* 711 ma Si kir1^
705A Si-a 
kina
BX*51 klzik) :which ?
what did you eat ?
how was it ?
what did they do ?
what are you ?
v/hat dost thou know ?
for what (reason) ?
for how much ?
how was it ?
who art thou ?
who is son of whom ?
to whom ?
when will he come ? 
what have we done ? 
what is it ?
who are we / you / they ?
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Am# -■ ava ke da na' 1 - who put this down ?
712 Sawa ju * * bihat - how can the Jew take * * ?
Bar* 736 az kune ke-raa - whose son am I ?
G-ul* 756 ku le hatin - how have they fared ?
Zx* 774 ke kuzin - whom should we kill ?
+ + Fn# Jtxxxxxxxxxxxxy V. \ 289.M  Passive construction.
l)
(b) The form ka(ne), Am# &c# ka(nS) contains the sense
of a verb, ’where is, are *, ? ’, e#g*
Ak* 613 kane aw rnasi -- where are those fish ?
Bar* 747 kS qodik - where is the box ?
G-ul* 754 ka xale min - where is my uncle ?
The following forms may take a preposition and are 
f o rma 1 ly Oblique,
Ale* kere, ke(n)dare (< ke dare ’what place1, cf* j 85),
Am* klre (:ki dirke) ’where
Ale* keva, Zx* Icuva ’whither ? ’, e*g*
Ak* 545 de keva Si - whither art thou going ?
An.711A z klre - from where, whence ?
Zx* 771 zaxo tkavit-a Icuva - where does Zakho lie ?
++ Pn* The same form has another, untranslatable, use, 
e* g.
Ac* 539 ka bizanin ci hay a, Si nia - let us go and
see what there is and what there is not 
Am. 717 kane de to Si 1 ma kay am t hazirin - whatever
thou wilt do to us v/e are ready
225 jjjj 272, 273
Verbs*
j 272* The verh has two simple tenses, namely Present and 
Past, formed from the present and past stems ($ 27o) 
respectively*
The two simple tenses are modified hy various modal 
affixes and particles (j 274) to give a system in which 
distinctions of "both tense and mood are made.
The past stem and past participle (j 281) combine 
with tense forms of the substantive verh, the only auxiliary 
in this function, to form further, compound, tenses*
The full verbal system is summarized at j 285*
Stems*
j 273* 'The simple tenses are formed from the present and 
past stems of the verb*
Verbs are normally quoted in the form of the infinitive 
verbal noun, which invariably ends in /n/* Prom the 
infinitive the form of the past stem is regularly predictable,
viz* by the removal of the final /n/ and of the preceding
vowel if this be /i/, e,g.
Ale* Son ?go? : co­
ha tin ?come 2 : hat-
kirin ’do’ : kir-, dc*
The present stem is not generally predictable from 
the form of the past stem or infinitive, or vice-versa* 
Moreover, the differences between dialect forms do not
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permit the formation of rules with any wide validity 
beyond the following :
i) -hen the past stem ends in /i/ or /U, 0/ the form 
of the present stem is that of the past stem less this 
vowel, e.g*
Ak* biri- : bir- ’cut’
ziviPi- : ziviP- ’return'
So- 1 S- 1 go *
ii) When the past stem ends in /a/, the verb being 
intransitive, the last vowel of the present stem is 
usually /e/ ( of * j 315* a), e*g*
Ak* ga5?ya~ : gar (y) e- ’ wa lk *
Affixes^ and JParjt:icles* 
j 274* (a) Modal affixes*
Sur* a- (t- before vowels), Ak* (? Shn.) t- (i*e* t s-)
—  —  1)
Am* - Zx* t- (^K*79, 3X* 149 di-) prefixed to : 
the simple present give the Present Indicative, 
the simple past give the Past Imperfect tense*
b(i)~ in all dialects (but v* j 292) prefixed to the 
simple present gives the Present Subjunctive* b(i)~ may 
also be prefixed to the Imperative*
++ Fn* Traditionally the affix is written d(i)~ in
general, t~ only prevocalically* A solitary exception 
is the text of Huart, op* cit* (p* 201 above) where 
t(i)- occurs throughout, e*g* * ,v ‘ wJV
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vtiblni, tizani, tibezin &c* (cf*$ 294*a*Fn*3)* 
Concerning the realization of t~ see j j 148, 153*
With con ?go? particularly the affix is frequently 
inaudible*
(b) Modal particles*
i)
de in all dialects Sur* , Ah* - Zx*, Shn*, employed
with the simple present, forms the Future tense* (in
QK* 89 e (we), BX* 149 cle with the Present Subjunctive form
the Future)*
1)2)
da in all dialects, employed with the simple 
present, forms the Present Imperfect,
++ Fn* 1* In Gul*, Zx* de, da may be reduced to enclitic
e, a respectively after the personal pronouns l,Sg* 
az, 1oP_l* am, e* g*
Gul* 749 aze Sim - I shall go
759 anne * * kin - we shall make * *
ama vera gahin - we would have caught up with
him (cf*jjjj 304* c, 303)
Zx* 774 ame girln - we shall seize
779 aze xo havezim - I shall throw myself
++ Fn* 2* da is also a conjunction, employed regularly
with the Present Subjunctive, 'in order that, dc*!
(v* j 303*b) , and a preverb (j 293*a)*
(c) Negative affixes*
i)
na- in all dialects, prefixed to the simple present, 
forms the negative of the Present Indicative and Future
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tenses (i.e, the particle de, v* (t>) above, does not occur
2)
in the negative)*
na- in all dialects, prefixed to all the remaining 
2)
tense forms (replacing b(i)~ in the Present Subjunctive), 
gives the negative of these forms*
na~ prefixed to the Imperative (replacing b(i)- where 
present) negates it*
++ Fn* 1* The irregular form ni- is employed in this
function with the verb canin ’know’ (in Sur* also ? 
with twanin ’be able;) * The verbs nasin ’know, 
recognize’, Syan ’be able’, vyan ’be necessary’ and 
weran ’dare’ take the general negative affix na- in 
these tenses, not na--*
++ Fn* 2* There are no recorded examples of the negative
of the Present Imperfect tense*
Personal endings* 
j 275* Each tense distinguishes five persons by charac­
teristic endings* Those do not correspond entirely to the 
personal pronouns (j 268) in that,
i) the endings appropriate to the 2nd* and 3rd* persons 
plural (in QK, BX all three persons in the plural) are 
identical in form, and
ii) no distinction of gender is made in the endings of 
the 3rd* singular.
There is a characteristic Imperative ending of the 
2nd* "person singular.
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Present .teiises^
I 276, (a) The following tenses are forned from the 
present stem :
the Present Indicative and Subjunctive, with the 
modal affixes t- &c„ and b(i)- (\ 274., a), negative na- 
and na- ($ 274,c) respectively,
the Future and Present Imperfect, with the modal 
particles de and da respectively (J 274,h),
All these tenses have essentially the following
( QK^ BX)
- im 
-I 
-a
)
( - in
In conjunction with different stem finals these 
endings undergo regular modifications, given in detail 
below (b),
+ + Fcio 1, 1j 6* Ah, — i * e *, Am, , .onr, i > c #
++ Fn, 2, The form -it- occurs, in Ak, only, before
the vowel of an enclitic, When, however, the complete 
verb is monosyllabic the full ending -It is preserved, 
e, go Ale, 531 da Sit-a Syay - would go to the mountain 
but 615 Sit-a maktabe - goes to school
personal endings :
Sur, Ak, j»Am» tx,_^Shn, Gul,
Sg, 1, - im - im - im - im
V
2, -I -1 — i -e
3, -I(t) -It(in)^ - it(in) -it
-l(tin) -it- 2)
PI, 1. -In -In -In -In
2, 3, -in - in - in - in
1—1 
to  
W
l 276
(Id) Thus 9 when the present stem ends in :
i) a consonants e,*g* h- he' , 5- Jg o ?
Sur* Ak* _9 Ann Zx. _Shn* Gul* (QK, BX)
Sg* 1* ahim th im th im th im dihim
2* ahi thl thi the dihl
3* ahi(t) thit(in) 
ahi (tin)
Ak* tcit-
thit thit diha
PI* 1*
p ^op O #
ahln 
ah in
thin
thin
thin
thin
thin ) 
thin )
dihin
ii) /e/s 
Sg * 1 *
e*g* (h) e- 
anem/tem
- !comef 9 
tem1)8)
Sur* n§~ 1
tern
put' 
tern
2* aney tey tey te
3* ane(t) tet(in) tet GOG
pi n Jri* j •
2, 3*
aneyn
anc-n
teyn
ten-
teyn ) 
(
ten )
ten (sic) 
ten
iii) /a/, e*g* ka- :do ! (hut Zx* he* k- 9 as (i) ahove)
Sg, 1. akam tkarn tkirn he*
O# akay tkay
3* akat tkat(in)
Pl*l* akayn tkayn
2 j, 3* akan tkan
iv) / o 9 6? u/ ? e.g* XO- 9 xo-- 9 Xu- 1 eat
Sg. 1* axom txom txum txum
2. axoy txoy txwi txwe
3. axot txot txut txut
PI* 1* axoyn txoy n txv/in txwin
2 9 3* axon txon txun txun
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v) /!/, e.g. girl-- 'weep', PI- 'defecate'
Sur- Ak- jJkYi, _ _ Zx- ? Shn, Gail*
Sg-1. arim tgirim tgirim
2- ari tgirl tgirie
3- arl(t) tgirlt tgirlt
Plo1,2,3- arin tgirln tgirin
+ + Fn- 1. Note the reduction "before an enclitic in
Aho 533 da nim-a mal - I put down at home (nan, ne-)
"but S85 ru nem-a xare - I shall sit down (nigtin, ne-)
(cf - .Am- nan, n- ; nistin, n-)„
++ Fn- 2- In Am- an intrusive /h/, common in noun forms,
e- go Am- helm : Ak- "ben ’breath &c- * , may occur in 
verbal forms also, e-g-
Am- '706 behn-a darva - (they) should come out
(cf - Niki tine, BS03-3-89 vbihet~a era - he should come
hither) -
SubsJ;ankiyp_ verb- 
j 277- (a) Beside the normal tense forms (j 275-b-i) the 
substantive verb has an enclitic present tense,
Sur- Ak- c:c, Gul- Zx- (QK,r BX)
Sg-1- -im -im/-nia - -im/-tna - im/-ma
2- -I -I /-y -e -I / ? -I /~yi
-a, -t~ -a /~(y)a - -a /-ya,?-na -a /-ya
Pl-1- -In -In/-yna - -In/?r (y) na)
( -in/-na
2, 3- -in -in/-na - -in/-nin )
where the second forms in each case appear in postvocaiic
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position- The ~(y)- of the 3-Sg- forms is realised after 
/a, a, ? o/- Examples-
Ak- 589 az-im
586 as me vane ta-ma 
544 dinya hatav-a 
549 kayfa ta-ya
560 hung ki-na
561 am diz-In
- I am, it is I
- I am thy guest
(sunny
- the weather (lit- world) is
- it is thy pleasure
- who are you ?
- we are thieves
658 am se-yna 
An-705A t ra wastyay-na
- we are tnree
- they are standing
720 hacika xalke amedie-na hami kurd-in ~ as for the
people of Amadiya they are all Kurds
Bar-736 as kure ke-ma - whose son am I ?
Zx- - am se bar - - s kullla ma-na - we are 3 or 4 from
our college
771 zaxo - - sar musilda-na - Zakho is in Mosul (province)
783 sih ta ye teda-nin - there are 30 branches in it
(b) The negative of this form is independent, not enclitic-
Ail- p* Zx * , (uK) 
nlnim
Sur - j Ak-
Sg. 1,
2-
nima
m
3» m a
PI-1,2,3- nina
Examples- 
Ac- 535 dyar nla 
595 ma nina
m m
nina
nlnin
it is not visible 
we have none (v- j 286-a)
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Ac* 656 taqata rnada ni - thou art not within our power
An* 710 ma - - aw nina - is it not that ?
719 Si minara waki we ninin - there are no minarets like it
G-ul* 770 ta §ol * - nina - it is no affair of thine
Zx- 786 masala disia - - nina - there is no question of theft
Imperative*
j 278- (a) The Imperative is formed from the present stem 
by the addition, normally, of the prefix b(i)- (negative 
na-) and the following endings :
Sg. 2- -a, PI.2* -in, when the stem ends in a consonant,
- -n , :t 1 vowel-
Thus, for example, when the stem ends in ;
i) a consonant,
Ak* 531 bina - bring J (in-)
558 binin - bring ye I
An- ru na - sit down I (n-)
706 ru nin - sit ye down I
ii) /e/ 9
Ac- 558 ru ne - sit down 1 (ne-)
537 da nen - put ye do wn I (ne-)
1)
565 da nin-ava - put ye down again -
iii) /a/,
Ac. 532, An-711A "bika - ft make j (ka-)
Ac. 531 bida-va - give back I (da-)
iv) /o, o, u/,
Ac- - bixo - eat j (xo-)
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bixwa (but Zx- bixo) - eat j (xu-)
v) A/i
Ak* - nagirl - don’t cry j (girl-)
+ + Fn* From ne-, cf. j 27S-b.Fn.l-
(b) The following Imperative forms from irregular stems 
occur :
Sur - 505 Tiaru 
Ac* , An- liara, bar in 
(naca, nacin 
wara, warin 
(na.be, Zx- na-e
Gu 1 - na wa, na wi n
An. , Gul-752 hilo
- go J
- go I , go ye i
-- don’t go J (£••) are regular)
come J , come ye
- don’t come I ((h)e-) are
regular)
- don’t come I
- - set u"o J
Past tenses-
j 279- (a) Tbe Past tense is formed from the past stem
and tbe appropriate personal endings.
Sur. , Ak. i Zx- , Shn. Gul- 
-im - im
-i -e
-0
-In -In
-in -in
(b) Thus, when tbe past stem ends in
i) a consonant, e.g. hSt/fi- ’come’
Sg. 1- 
2.
3-
PI-1-
2, 3
These are essentially
UW, BX)
- im 
-I
)
( - in
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Sur* Ak*_ Zx* GUI*
Sg* 1* hatim ha t im
2a hat I ha t e
3a hat hat
Pl.l. ha tin na i i n
2 5 3* ha tin ha tin
i i) ,/u 5 o/p e*.g* Sur* bu- 5 Aka bo™ ?be 1p Zx* CO- ' go 1
3g« 3-a bum b om com com
2a buy boy V  Acoy V   ^—coe
3a bu i *00 V  /ACO CO
Plala buyn b oyn coyn coyn
2 5 3a bun bon V  /vcon V  Acon
iii) ./a/p e* ga ma- ? s tay1
Sg.l. mam mam
2. may raae
3a ma ma
PI. 1* mayn mayn
2 3<J J O man man
iv) /I./, e.g. girl- rweep : p Zx* p G-ul* bi~ ?be ?
Sg. 1. girim blm bim
2.
3.
5
(
girl
)
bi ( 
)
bie
bi
PI.1,8,3. girln bin bln
jj 280. (a) The Past Imperfect tense is formed from the
Past tense by the addition of the pre fix t- c:C. (J 274.a)
e a ga
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Ak. &c. Sg. tbom, tboy, tbo, PI, tboyn, tbon, &c#
Zx, Sg, 1. tblm, 2 ? 3, tbi? PI.1,2,3* tbin,
Ak, thatim dc. is frequently reduced to tatim &c.
(b) In no Bad, dialect is a Past Conditional tense 
attested ( cf, j 284, Fn),
In QK, BX such a tense is formed from the simple past 
tense hy the addition of the prefix b(i)- and the following 
combinations of the conditional:f infix -a- (sometimes 
repeated as a suffix) and the past personal endings :
Sg.l, "(a)rn(a)
2. -ayl
3. -a
PI,1 9 2 9 3, ~(a)n(a)
E. go QK.101
Sg.l. bibuma / hihHyama
2. bibuyayI
3. bibuya
PI,1,2,3, bibuna / bibuyana
This tense may further take the modal particles 
ok. e5 BX. de (v.jj 274.h),
+ + Pn. (Kamuran) BX. 142 other/ise,
j 281. (a) The Past Participle is formed from the past 
stem hy the addition of the morpheme -I, -y, thus °
Ak, dc. hati, coy, may, girl
Ak,9 Am, bon 'he1 has the irregular participle bi, 
cf. Zx. &c. bin ’h e ’9 participle regularly hi,
i)
Celadet _BX ( "Hawar", 2 5,15) 
bikatam
bikatayi
bikata
bikatan
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+ + PRo Cf * I 18a c„
(b) The Past Participle m y  function as an adjective, e*g* 
Ale* - te galiisti intelligent1 (te gahistin ’understand1) 
Z x 0 777 awa ce kiri ’the artificial one7 (£e kirin ’make7) 
See also the compound forms 5 311a a*
Compound Jtenses* 
ij 282, (a) The Perfect Indicative I is formed from the Past 
Participle and the enclitic (Present) forms of the
i)
substantive verb (j( 277* a) as auxiliary*
++ Pn. In Cfula the only Perfect I forms attested are
formed from the past stem and the auxiliary, vis*
Gul„ ~ min dinya nadifa - I have not seen the world 
753 ta bo ci ** kusta - why hast thou killed ** ? 
765 lease * * nagofa min - nobody has said to me
(Past or Perfect ?) 
Perfect II forms (v* (c) below) are, however, formed 
regularly in the Cul. texts*
(b) Thus, when the past stem ends in :
i) a consonant, e*g* hat/f~ ’come1
Sgo hatima, hati, hatia, (QK, BX* hatima, liatiyl, hatlya, 
PI* hatlna hatina)
ii) /u, 3/, e*g* cu~ , co~ ’go1
Sg* coyma, coy, coya,
PI* coyna
iii) /a/, e*g* ma- ’stay1
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Sg. mayma, may, may a ,
PI. mayna
iv) /i/, e.g. girl- ?weep?, Zx. bi~ ?be*
Sg. girima, girl, giria, bima, bi, bia,
PI. girina bina
(c) In certain contexts (v.$ 305) a Perfect Indicative II
form occurs9 in which the auxiliary verb loses the final
i)
vowel -a where it is present in Perfect I forms. Thus 
(cf. (h).i. above) : Ah. - Zx.
Sg.l. hatim
2. hati
3. hati Sur. hati
PI.1,2,3. hatin but hatina
++ Fn. The appearance of the l.Sg. and 1,2,3.PI, forms
with ;fpostconsonantalw forms of the enclitic verb
(| 277.3.) is deceptive. The loss of the vowel is
probably on the analogy of the 3.Sg. form with the
omission of the enclitic (cf.jj 302.c).
j 283. (a) The Perfect Subjunctive and Pluperfect tenses
are formed from the past stem and the Present Subjunctive
and Past tenses respectively of the auxiliary, Ak. bon,
!)
Zx. bin (55 276.b, 279.b)»
++ Fn. The verb bon he. Jb e : itself has the irregular
reduced stem bi- in these tenses; thus Ak. has 
Perfect Subjunctive bibim he., Pluperfect bib oni he.
(b) Thus, when the past stem ends in :
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i) a consonant, e,g„ hSt/t- 'corae'
Perfect Subjuncoive.
Sg. hatbim, hatbi, hatblts 
PI* hatbln? hatbin 
Pluperfect.
Ale. &c. hatbom, ~boy5 —Tdo &c. Zx, hatbim, hatbi, &c.
ii) a vowel, e.g. co- fgo?
Perfect Subjunctive.
Sg;. 5ob im, 5ob l, 5obit,
PI. cot)In9 cot)in
Pluperfect.
Ale. &c. 56bom, -boy, -bo &c, Zx. 58b Im, -bl, &c.
j 284. A Perfect Conditional tense is formed from the past
stem and a particular form of the auxiliary verb Ale, bon,
!) ‘
Zx. bln, with the ''conditional1' infix -a-, sometimes 
repeated, and past endings (5 279, a), In Zx. , Gul, the 
~ 1- of the 1.P1. , and occasionally of the 2,3g, , ending 
is lost. Thus °
Ale. _s _ An. Zx. Gul,
Stml. So- etc. -bama -bam -bama
2. -baya -ba(y) -bae
~ba -ba -bao
Plol. -bayna )
( -ban -ban(a)
2 5 3. -bana )
++ Fn. The substantive verb has the irregular stem bi­
in this tense (cf. j 263.a.Fn). The form may then
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be further reduced, thus Perfect Conditional 3*3 ;, 
biba > b a ? giving the appearance of a Past Conditional 
tense (formed without an auxiliary verb from the past 
stem) 9 hut see j 230*h*
Summary*
j 285* The tense and mood system may he summarized as follows 
Present Indicative (j[ 275) Present Subjunctive (5 276) 
t- kav- im h i- kav- im
Future (j[ 273) 
de kav-im 
Present Imperfect ($ 275) 
da kav- im
Imperative (j 278)
bi-xav-a
Past (I 279)
ka t~im 
Past Imperfect (\ 260*a) 
t-kat- im
(Past Conditional (I 280,h) ) 
hi-ka t- am(a)
Past Participle (j 281)
ka t- i
Perfect Indicative I (j 282)
kati-ma
Perfect Indicative II (I 282*c)
kati-m
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Pluperfect (j 283) 
kat-bom
U 285, 28o
Perfect Subjunctive (j 283) 
kat-bim 
Perfect Conditional (j 284) 
kat-bam(a)
Certaiip verbs*
j 286. (a) The morpheme ha- with the verb bon he* yields 
the defective verb habon he* * exist1. Commonly only 3rd. 
person forms are met (hK* ’71 has all persons , hama s hayl 5 
hay a , liana , but without examples). The negative is provided 
by the simple forms nia he, (j 277,b)*
In conjunction with the Oblique case of nouns and 
pronouns this verb gives the sense of possession* Thus : 
Present Indicative I* Ak. he * Sur,
haya haya
hana hayna
min haya? hana 
ma haya 9 hana he*
there is 
there are 
I have 
we have
Present Subjunctive*
if there be
Past.
there was, were 
Perfect I*
Perfect II*
Perfect Conditional*
habit, habin
habo, habon, Tx* habi, habin
hab I a , liab l na
habi, habin
haba ( cf * j 284* Pn)
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Examples.
Ale.,
544
582 
579 
519
An. 703 
Bar.727 
G-ul. 749 
(U) In 
appears
3. Sg. form then loses the final ~a and an analogical 3, PI. 
is formed (cf. Perfect Indicative II, J 282.c), thus : 
there is y/we he. hay, (Sur. hay
there are y/v/et hayn, ("but hayna
Examples.
Sur. - sun*-In wa hay - me have work (to do) (sur P.)
so kur*-im re hayna - I have three sons
Ak. 580 ami czyay m a 4 lum solaka hay - that serpent certainly
has some "business (sol F,)
583 mirovake hay - there is a man (mirov M.)
— —  (bira M.)
585 min birayake dlka ye hay - I have another brother
Am. 709 balili agire hay - Balil has a fire (agin M.)
718 yet le hayn so dargah - there are 3 gates in it
(gink P.)
Bar.740 zinkak wa hay - there is (such) a woman
ta qalam haya - hast thou a pen ?
min sol habo - I had work (to do)
mirovak haya - there is a man
hakimet habin - there have been rulers
har kasake maramak haba - v/hoever might have a wish 
ta sahid hana - hast thou witnesses ?
hakimaki se kur habon - a ruler had three sons 
haft kur wi habon - he had seven sons
(daught er
se kur habin gal kicak - (he) had 3 sons and a 
affirmative sentences only, the Demonstrative Izafe 
with the Present Indicative of this verb. The
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Zx. 771 filahet hayn o hi simian zi yet hayn - there are
Christians and Moslems also 
772 dihi 1 35x6 wet hayn - there are Dihis (Armenian
refugees from hihe) in Zakho 
The Demonstrative Izafe is omitted, the Present II 
appearing alone, in the following construction,
Ak. 538 cand .. zeret we hayn - as many gold ornaments as she 
573 cand nivlnket hungo hayn binin -- bring as many
bedclothes as you have 
j 287. The verb vyan ’be necessary?, Sur. wistin, is passive 
throughout. It normally appears with the Oblique case 
of the agential noun or pronoun, thus :
(ha s
2)
Sur. amin awe 
Ak. he. min tvet 
min navet 
min tvya 
Examples#
Ak. - min tvet az bicimava 
575 ta ci tvet 
595 birac min masraf tvet
533 ta az navem 
643 ama hasp navcn 
344 min to xos vyay 
Am. 712 awl tvya .. bibat 
711A mi z hinga tvetin
I want 
I want
I do not want 
I wanted
I want to go back 
what dost thou want ? 
my brother needs (money for) 
expenses 
thou dost not want me 
we do not want horses 
I took a liking to thee 
he wanted to take 
I want from you ..
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+ + Fn* la The forms, Aka navem " haz le nakam ’I do not
like it1, Zx. wan tven (: tvet) 'they want5, occur
under the influence of the normal active verbs*
+ + til* 2. Cf. 5 274. c. Fn.L
i)
j 288. (a) The forms tbit (formally 3„Gg* Present) and 
tvya (3.Sg. Past Imperfect of vyan, j 2o7) appear equally 
in the present with the meaning ’must, o u g h t I n  the
past tvya only occurs. E.g.
Aka - ci az beaim tvya to fast bikay - thou must do
whatever I say 
tvya noka bicim - I must go no':r
an tbit zu bicim an har nacim - either I should go
soon or not at all 
tvya duhu cobama - I should have gone yesterday
+ + Frio Sur. tab! „* bistin! - thou must take possibly
for abl under the influence of Ak. tbit.
(b) The particle bila has the sense of 'let e.g.
Ak. 552 bila - so be it I
557 bila hal girin - let them take it up
See also j 305.c.
Passive Construct 1011. 
j 289. (a) The past and compound tenses of Transitive
1)
verbs are constructed passively throughout, e,g,
Ak. 545 bapire ma * * 1 bahaste haveta dare - our ancestor
was thrown out of Paradise (havetin 'throw')
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Ak- 557 sindSqa skandi - the Treasury has keen
broken (into) (skandin ’break')
572 a7/ har se diz kirina lali -- all three of those
thieves were taken kefore him (kirin 'take') 
532 az d a m a n  kirim ~ I was treated with medicine
Alia 703 se paz kusfin - three sheep were killed
705 zad ilia - food was krought
Zx* 787 az fa*ln kirim - I was appointed
781 az 6 aw ast kirin - he and I were reconciled
Frequently the Agent, though not expressed, is okvious 
from the context, e*g»
Aka 531 rozake cGcjfay, tayrake zer girt - one day he went to 
the mountains (& ky him) a gold kird was caught
532 aw a a harsek biraet yek bon, gota xudane tayri -
they were all three brothers (& ky them) it 
was said to the owner of the bird
533 gasta birae maztire, mile xo 1 mile wi da - ushe:t
reached the eldest brother (& ky !,her;f) her 
shoulder was struck against his shoulder 
Am- 705 aw fa bo, kefikak ina darva - he got up (& ky him)
a cat 7/as brought out 
Zx# 774 aw hustae ko av pira hane ava kiri a a - the mason 
who (ky him) this bridge has been built 
+ + Fn# Only in ZXa are there occasional signs of the
assimilation to the active conjugation of Intransitive
verbs, e.g#
Zx. 775 kicilc girtin o kustin - they seized the girl
and killed her
(h) hen an Agent is expressed it normally appears in the 
Oh 1 iciue case, e„ g„
Sur rvci r a. Z“ 11 niWlSl
ango kayaz niw:
)
j - have you written the letter
509 zinake ga hird the woman took the ox
509 wakl gcI-y hird when she took the ox
Aim 533 5inake
 ^ 1)
g O G O the woman said to him
535 ahmadi zani Aimed knew
559 hakimi „ , goti'0/) the governor said.
53S min asyae hungo hir I have taken your things
539 rain to *afo kiri I have forgiven thee
548 ahmadi hdkiin t s indo a e na - Aimed, put the governor
into the chest
A t 705 hall11 Icetikak kir t ha plica xocia - Balil put a
cat into his Docket
709 awa goto,1) hi' they said to him i?so he it,
The Ohlicrae case endings may? however, he omitted
( 5 255.a)* e.g.
Sur. 508 mirowaka gota zinake - the man said to the woman
Ak. 534 kahra das haveta zinake - the fellow reached, for
the woman
535 kas 3 ah a c/a 11a eta - nohody answered them
537 ahmacl gote^ - Ahmed said to him
An. 707 halil se tanurvan girtin - Balil took three hakers
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+ -f Fn. 1. ~ o 5 v. j 296.h.
++ Fn„ 2. See j 305.h. Fa.
Pas s ive Periphrasis.
1)
j 290. (a) There is no secondary passive conjugation.
The past tenses of all Transitive verbs have passive 
meaning (j 289).
(Id ) To express a passive without reference to an agent 
recourse :ay he had to a periphrasis with the verh hatin 
7 come7 and the preposition -a (j 294. c) governing the 
infinitive of the Transitive verh? e.g.
Ac. - vatuv de heta kustin - that way he will he killed 
sevet xirab tena isti'mal kirin ho ‘alaf e haywana - 
the had apples are used for fodder 
569 cand dizie .. hatlna kirin - as many thefts as have
h e en cornni 11 e d 
569 sindoq .. ya hatia skanclin - the Treasury has hec-n
broken (into) (cf. j 289. a) 
Zx. 773 we hati ava kirin - has been huilt (? for hatia) 
+ + Fru The solitary -re- passive (cf. j 225) kire-
7he done7 appears in Ac., e.g.
(also
Ac. - Y/atuvis talafuz tkiret - it is pronounced thus 
na cu pe nakiret - nothing can he done hy us
Causative_ Conj_gndicn.
j 291. The Causative an intransitive verh is expressed 
hy a secondary conjugation. The Causative verh is conjugated
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regularly as a transitive verb.
The addition of the morpheme -in- to the present 
stem of the Intransitive verb yields the present stem of 
the Causative verb. If the present stem of the Intransitive 
verb ends in -- (y) e~ (v. j 315. a) this is displaced by the 
causative morpheme.
The causative past stem is formed by the substitution 
of the morpheme -and- for the -in- of the present stem, 
thus :
Ac. kalln/kalyan, kal- ?boil7 
dihyan, dihye- :tear7 
girIn, girl- ;weep1
> ka1In-o ka1and- boil
\ diTIn-j, dirand- 'tear1
J
y girln-9 giryand- :make weep7
++ Fn# Cf#\ 18#c. girl- + -In-.
Commounpl v e r b s. 
j 292. A simple verb may combine with either a preverb 
(j[ 293) or a nominal form yielding a compound verb. These 
do not differ in form from simple verbs beyond the fact 
that the modal affix b(i)- ($ 274#a) does not normally
app ear w i t h t h em, e.g.
Ac. 584 sya .. le war girit
584 ru ne 
An. 704 sas sindoqa ce ka 
but, with b(i)~,
Grul. 758 xttdan b ik e
- he could take .. from
him (war girtin)
- sit down I (ru nistin)
- make sir. chests J (ce kirin)
- that thou mayest nourish 
him ((p) xudan kirin)
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Pajrti^cles.
Preypjfbs.
j 293. There are two types of preverb.
(a) The adverbs da, dar, had (Sur. har, Zx. , Gul. hil),
ra, ru, va (Sur. wa), war, and the suffix -(a)va (Sur.
™(a)wa, Zx., Gul. -va). These modify the meaning of the
simple verb, general?^ in an unpredictable way,
One function of the preverb va, alternating with -ava,
is to give the sense of repetition, 5 re-5.
The suffix -(a)va Ac. may appear alone, e,g.
-— --- (himself
Ak. 5 3 1  da batava bo xo - used to take it back for
531 bidava - give it back !
533 hata zivihinava sail thane - by the time they
returned they saw (that ,.,)
581 ye vek hatiava - it has come together again
An. 703 lea re xo d’ltava 1 bin q§li5lcak - they saw their ass
again under a nut-shell 
Gul.759, Zx. 775 sivifinva - they returned
Zx. 786 de binitinva - he will see it again
or, in Ac., in conjunction with the preverb va, e.g.
Ac. 533 va gafyava - he returned
534 darik bo va kirava - opened the door for him
552 de va binava - (doors) •ill open
.—  (called
505 vaxte .. va xundava gas kir - when he read it he
In Ac. , A.:., “/hen a verb with the suffix immediately
precedes a complementary adverb or an indirect object the
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s"affix appears as ~(a)v (cf, j 139,a), e,g,
Ak* 581 h£tav xare - he came down again
531 ezya £6v Son ~ the serpent went back inside
582 ava mar£ danav min - the snake gave me these
355 hatinav mazalka kurakayda - they came back into the
boy1s room
555 conav bar dikan - they went back to the shop
An. 708 da behnav bayda - in order to return to Baghdad
709 de awl danav min - you ./ill give that back to me
710 cov mala xo - went back to his house
(b) The ^absolute:f forms of the simple prepositions, pe Ac., 
and their derivatives, peva, p§k Ac. (j 295.c).
Prnppsi tgon_s.
j 294. (a) ’The simple prepositions immediately precede the 
nominal form they qualify, which is normally in the Oblique
case. The following are attested :
1) , . 2)
1 (Sur. la (cf. j 250), 5K, BX. li) ‘at, from1
o)
(Sur. pa, QK, BX. b i )  7 to7 
t (Sur. ta, 5K, BX. d i )  1 at7
v 1 to 7
z Ai. - Zx. only (QK, BX. si) 1 from7
a 7 to 7
bo (Sur. la bo, QK, BX. bona) ?for7 (v. also j j 114, 239)
ha t a (An. Ac. hat a) 7 till7
be ^without*
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gal, tgal, lgal (Sur. tagar, 33X. digal) 'with' 
wako<j hako (An. & c. walcl) 'like1
++ Fn. 1. Concerning the realisation of these minimal
forms see j ][ 148, 153.
+ + Fn. 2. English translations of prepositions are only
intended as approximate labels.
++ Fn. 3„ Ak. p S  t *, Am. he. p, t. The traditional
spelling is hi, di, with QK, BX. Huart's text (op. cit.
on p. 201 above), however, agrees with these our
dialects? having < » vp(i), t(i) throughout
* ^ ^  m r, , ^
( cf.jj 274. a. 3?n).
(o) Alone or in conjunction with the simple prepositions 
the following enclitic postpositions occur :
-da (3X. da)5 -Fa (BX. ra), -va (Sur. -awa, OK. -va, BX. va), 
Zx. - wa ra.
Thus s in combination :
p ...-va 'with1j t ...-da ? in1, t ...-Fa :into?,
Zx. a . ..-v/ara 'since7, he.
Note Ak. 1 bar-va-Fa 'from in front7, with two postpositions.
(c) a only occurs following a verb and is realised as an 
enclitic, e.g.
Ak. 544 hat-a garmiane - came to the low country
549 con-a lall cFlc - they went up to the c o t /
Am. 715 coyn-a Syay - we went to the mountain(s)
Following a verbal form ending in /a, a, o/ the 
preposition a is not realized, e.g.
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Ak. 54-5 co baraka kabray - went in front of the fellow
cf. 547 siviri-a baraka min - went back in front of me
581 56 zor o hat-a dare - went inside and came out
Am. 704 56 nik na^ari - went to a carpenter
cf. 709 aw 56n-a nik - they went to (him)
(d) As Oblique nominal form, ungoverned by a preposition, 
may nevertheless have dative, ablative, locative he. sense, 
e.g.
Ak. 540 har biskake zangilak peva kir - attached a bell
to each curl
550 az golik bom mala xudane x6 - I was a calf in
my ma stem’s hous e 
555 hindak dave x6 na - he put some into his mouth
Am. 705 da na ‘ardaki - they camped at a place
718 amet .. taxivin amedle *•* we are talking in Anadiya 
Zx. 784 56bin makahe - they had been to Mecca
j 295. (a) Corresponding to the simple prepositions 
1, -p, t, v, z ; a there are the following "absolute”
----------   i)
forms, le, pe, te, ve, se ; e.
The correspondence is not always regular, e.g.
An. , Zx. -* da p mira gahi - thou mouldst have met me
da vera gahln - we would have met him
bo and tgal etc. are also employed absolutely.
++ Fn. Although z hardly occurs in Ak. se appears as
a preverb, e.g. se kirin ’pluck (fruit) h
(b) The absolute forms of the prepositions, with the
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exception of e, stand independently, They do not govern 
another form, hut give the sense of a 3rd, person pronoun 
governed hy the preposition, e.g.
Ak. 541 gardana xo pe asa kam - so that I may take leave
of them (free my neck from them)
558 se mirovet le - there are three men in it
584 kabra tgal cc - the fellow went with__him
An. 703 gost se Fa ho - the meat rose out of it
714 am „. se tirsyayn - we were afraid of (from)_ than
e, like a (j 294. c) , is al ways enclitic following 
a verh, e.g.
Ac. 536 sail tkat-e - he looks at them
547 hindak ax min ho kir-e - I put some earth into_ it
fopjiim
A i. 712 dayne wi yl da-e - gave the Jew's loan hack
to__him
(c) With the postpositions -da, -Fa, -va the absolute 
forms peda, peva, teda, tera dc, are formed.
The absolute forms lek, pek, tek, vek, ? sek appear 
with the meaning of ’... one another’ and the appropriate 
preposition (cf. j 231. c), e.g.
Ak. 553 lek fa nabirin - they do not pass by one another
559 am ♦. pek hatin - we have come together
549 vekra - with one another, together
(d) The absolute forms of the simple prepositions, pe dc., 
and their derivatives, peva, pek dc., may function as
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preverbs (v. j 293.b),
The simple prepositions are generally ’separable”
(v. j 231. d) , e. g.
Ak. 584 1 dargay da - he knocked at the door
(l/le da 'knock (at)’)
The derivatives are generally "inseparable”, e.g.
Ak. 540 har biskake zangilak peva kir - attached a bell
to each curl (peva kirin ’attach')
In Gul., Zx, certain inseparable preverbs and adverbs 
have joined with the verbal stem and are preceded by the 
modal prefixes be., e.g.
Gul. - as sive nalenim - I shall not cook supper
bilena - cook it I (lenan : Ak. le nan)
Gul. ? Zx. - daynan -- to put down ( : Ak, da nan)
Zx. 774 nacebit hosa - it will not get built thus
(cebin : Ac, Se bon) 
j 296. The simple prepositions form prepositional phrases 
with nouns, adjectives and certain adverbs. The preposition 
may be omitted and the noun he, appear alone with pre­
positional force. The noun he, nay be followed by the 
Generic I safe (j 2 5 7. d). hxamp les,
Noun.
Sur. 505 haru mas mar -- go to the sheep
517 la bo mas ye xware cd - he went in front of the
lower one
Ak. - 1 bin sivanday - under the eaves
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Ac. 548 de hot-a bin see era min - will come under my shade
570 de .. nik ta Fa birim - I shall pass hy near thee
571 harsek lnan-a bar salbe ~ all three were brought
to the gallows
572 sar taxte xo ru nist - sat on his throne
525 pes darwesi leaft - he went ahead of the dervish
590 havet-a pist xo - put her behind himself
Noun + Isafe.
Ac. passim pasi hingi - after that, afterwards
Am, passim pistI hingi - do,
Ac. 588 birin-a bar! babe xo - he took them before his father 
Adjective.
Ac. 547 nezlki dah panzda roza - for approximately (near to)
ten or fifteen days 
A;i. 714 sibati gurg - like, such as wolves
Zx. 735 hata nezik Faza - till near the gardens
Adverb.
Ac, - darva-y mal - outside the house
Zx. 775 z darvay saxo - outside zakho
j 297, Various pre~ and postpositions appear with formally 
plural nouns with the connotation 'manner7, e,g,
Ac. - nir tirset xoda - he died of fright (in his
own fears) (t i rs) 
rair tirsada - do,
Gul, - dile min tesit £ birsa - my stomach aches with
hunger (birs)
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Zx. - dave min hisk bi z tehna - my mouth is dry from
thi rs t (t elm (l) )
784 z tehna kathin haml - they had all collapsed
from thirst
Adver_hs.
I 298. (a) A nominal form, Sg, or PI. , formally Oblique 
may have adverbial sense (cf.) 294,d), e,g,
Ak. 551 hamo rose 
553 hinda roza 
545 se car qunaya hat 
548 ha vine, waxte g a m e  
575 ve hale
551 c or. la b i 1 a da mi 5 ami 1 e
Am. 705 naqlake
705 qonayake con 
Gul.749 nacin necire
- every day, daily
- for some days
- he came for 5 or 4 stages
- in summer, in the time of heat
- at this time, then
- I went to (many) countries
trading
- once (upon a time)
- they went for one stage
- do not go hunting
(b) The suffix ~ (l)s/s 'also' occurs in Ac, and Sur, only 
e, g.
Sur.506 si.unisin girt 
Ac. 555 ta davis le dirubo
551 awls diza 
559 wani's gote
- I took a shepherd also
- hadst thou sewn t ie mouth
of it too ?
- he too is a thief
- they too said to him
The form -s/s appears following a vowel, e.g.
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Sur. 506 hingi-s-In liar awdt - then too we winnowed it
514 hindak paray ma-s~awa - he had a little money left too 
Ak. 545 ava~s ' - this a.lso
550 noka-s - now also
357 we roze-S - that day also
Ak. 700 mala-ys Tthe mullah too’, is exceptional,
In other dialects the independent forms Am. zl,
Gul., Zx, 5l/i5 occur with the same meaning, e.g.
An. 703A hakimi si itarak habo - the governor had an ass too 
Gul.752 aw zi kir t xaniva - put him in the house too 
Zx. 782 gundi zi de Sin - the villagers also will go
790 mi zi zahmati ., dlt - I had trouble too 
hith the 1st. person pronoun az the following 
contractions occur, Ac. ays, Am., Zx, asl (cf.jj 258.a.3),
Preceding zi the adjective di :other' appears as di, e.g. 
Am.705A galaket di zl - many others also
719 dargahe di zl - the other gate too
Zx. 785 hinda trumpelet di hi - some ..ore cars also 
Contrast di used substantively in
Bar. 732 sad di si - a hundred others also
(c) The suffix -ani with nouns has the sense 'in the 
manner of ... ', e.g,
Sur,529 xosxosani coe - he went to it gently
Ac, - 4arabkani swar bo - he rode Arab-fashion
543 sani raw! - he barked like a dog (sa)
543 karani sir! - he brayed like an ass
259 j 299
SYNTAX,
Concord#
j 299. (a) Since nouns in the Direct case are formally 
identical in the Sg. and PI, (j j 252, 254,b) only the 
verbal personal ending indicates the number, thus »
Ac. - mirov co / con - the man / men went
611 aw bicuk Son - those children went
An. 70S misk dar leaf tin - the mice came out
The concord between personal pronoun and verb is 
straightforward, The following are obvious anacolutha :
Ac. 560 hung .. bibeza (for vbibezin) - say (ye) J
532 az de sen xo le xilas kayn - VI can free us from it
(b) A noun marked by a plural Izafe form (j 2 56, a) normally 
takes a plural verb, e.g.
Ac, 535 sea pistiet xo da girtin -- three put doc/n their loads
535 harseka pistiet xo xali kirinava - all three
emptied their loads again 
but, 556 ma pistiet xo yet dirust kiri - we have made up
our loads
(c) Two or more nouns joined by the conjunction o, w 'and' 
or the preposition tgal Ac, ’with’ constitute a plural 
subject and take a plural verb, e,g,
Ak. 543 cu heva w hova nina - there is no shilly-shallying
555 rlviak tgal qurbasayaki bona sirik - a fox and a
badger became companions
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Am. 709 baak o bar an ha tin - a wind and rain cane
Gul. 751 Sir o matalet xwa gire dan - be girt on his sword
and shield
Zx. 781 az 6 aw ast kirin - he and I were reconciled
ITelatIve.Ada-. 2ub_or;qim..ke. clajasem, 
j 300. (a) In all dialects Ac, - Zx, the inflexible particle 
ko serves to introduce subordinate clauses, e.g.
Ac. 538 sah tkane ko tiste wan yg biri - they see that
their things have been taken 
548 de ra bit ko de cit - he will get up to go
587 dit ko sa'ide Til nistia - he saw that Said was sitting
A.io 708A ra bon ko baret xo bar kirin - they got up (so
that) they loaded up their loads 
Zx. 787 mi natzani ,. ko ta dr l sat ,, p leurdia - I did not
know that the teaching was in Kurdish
(b) A relative clause is normally joined to its antecedent 
by the appropriate form of the Izafe (j 257), e,g.
Ac. 578 bar kasake xain bit - whatever person be treacherous
i)
579 har kasake maramak haba - whatever person might
have a desire ,.
606 aw paret ,. ta dana min - these monies which thou
gavest me
An. 710 tiste min dayav hinga - the thing which I gave you
Zx. 774 aw. ltase a;/will bet - that person who comes first
With the omission of the enclitic substantive verb
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form described j 302. c the distinction between a relative 
clause and an adjectival phrase is formally removed, e.g.
Ac. 543 aw halcime t sindoqeda sani rav/i - that governor
(who is) in the chest barked like a dog
An. 707A aw tiSfet bine bahreda - those things (which are)
at the bottom of the sea 
When the relative' clause is separated from its ante­
cedent it is introduced by the appropriate form of the
Demonstrative Izafe (j 259, a), e.g.
2)
Ak, 575 aze hatima we dasroka zera, ya subay zu filan kas!
Indiy - I have come for that kerchief(ful) of gold 
which so-and-so brought early this morning 
Gul.757 aw azim ye birae ta az kustim - I am he whom thy
brother has killed
+ + Fn. 1. See j 285.a,
++ Fn. 2. See j 306.
(c) Alternatively a relative clause may be introduced bya
the particle ko, with or without the Izafe, e.g.
Ac. - sar ava ko tSTt 1 drezaia gall - over the river
which goes along the valley (av F.)
535 kayazak dit ko ya nivisl - (they) saw a letter (in)
which was written ,, (kayaz F.) 
_ _ 2)
593 aw masala ko az bo hatim - that question about
which I have come (masala F.)
Zx. 774 aw husfaeS ko av pira liane ava kiri - the mason who
built this (here) bridge (liusta M .)
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ko may even intrude in the normal 
257*Id) 9 e* g*
- hej the owner of the money
Use_ ojf J^nses•
Indicative has aorist sense9 e*g*
- what dost thou know ? 
te tgahini aw ci tbezit - 
I understand what it says 
ahe zebare - they call one gate
the Zehar Gate 
of a state or action in 
construction described in detail
252
+ + Fn. 1. The particle
Izafe construction (J 
Ak* 522 awe ko xudane para
+ + Fn, 2* Gee j 305,
5 301* (a) The Present 
Ak* 5S1 at6 Si tzani
552 (akar sa birawit) az 
(if a dog harks)
An* 719 tbena dargahaki darg
The sense of continuity, 
progress? is given hy a 
at $ 302*
(h) Future time is expressed hy 
and the modal particle de (( 274 
normally comes at the beginning 
either preceding or following a 
Ak* 539 az de kica xo dame
541 de ta kama sindoceda
545 de to p min va day 
Am* 704 azi de gal hinga hem - 
705 to de vl haywan1 firosi 
717 cle to ci 1 ma kav
Gul*755 am de mala xwa bin
the simple present tense 
,b)* The particle de 
of the sentence or clause9 
sub j e c t exp re s s ed, e * g*
I shall give him my daughter
I shall put thee into the chest
wilt thou strike me ?
I too shall come with you
“ wilt thou sell this animal ?
whatever thou wilt do to us 
we shall take our home
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5 302, (a) The Demonstrative Izafe (frequently reduced to
an enclitic vov/el indistinguishable from the Individual
1)
Izafe, v, j 259*13) appears with the Present Indicative 
tense (\ 275) giving the sense of a state or action in 
progress, i*e* of a Present Continuous tense, e.g,
Sum - az we te gam - I understand
xawln wa te - we are sleepy (our sleep
is coming (xaw F,), v* $ 27S*b*ii)
Ak. - maryama txot, aze naxom - Miriam is eating, I am not
daste mine tesit - my hand is aching (dast ih)
xawa inina tet - I  am sleepy
559 hakime musile ye kayaza tnivisit - the governor of
Mosul is (constantly) writing letters (hakim M*) 
557 ame SeSiket xo nanaslnava - (now) we do not
recognize our own cuhs 
533 aza tbinim - I (female) can see
Aim 707 Sand roza aze nani dama hinga - ho*: many days is
it that I am giving you bread ?
718 amet * * taxivln - we are talking
Gulo - aze nanl txum - I am eating
Zx* - xawa mine tet - I am sleepy
777 sole xo ye tkin - they are doing their work
777 ame tbinin - we can see
781 ava ** we p mill nani tin - he is laughing at me
Shm - xawa mi w£ tet - I am sleepy
++ Fn* In the following example the Demonstrative Izafe
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appears to be replaced "by the Secondary Izafe,
Bar*'742 ava Itafiraki tetin -- there is a ions ter coming
( cf * (c)*Pn* below)*
(h) The same construction occurs with the enclitic present
tense form of the Substantive verb (J 277*a) when the
l) 2)predicate is a simple nominal form, 'e*g*
Ah* 533 aze misafir-im - I am (temporarily) a traveller
Contrasts
Ak* 551 ays diz-ini - I too am a thief
619 az bisilman- im -- I am a Moslem
With adjectives the same temporal sense may be given,
e * g a
Ale* 548 mar ye haq-a - the snake is in the right
558 band malyon t ken- in - how many millions are short ?
515 dikan ya qapa t~ki r1-a 3;~ the shop is shut
A m  717 am t hazir-in - we are ready
The Demonstrative Izafe may, however, only give the 
adjective 'substantive:f force (cf, j 259*a*ii), e*g*
Ale* - hako marl ye war--a - he is as crooked as a snake
548 av tae liane ye bas-a bo hinjar - this (here) branch
is a-good-one for a plough-arm 
539 kidlna wi ya ras~a - his beard is a-b lack-one
—————— r^\
An* 718 amedie ** ya hisar-kiri-a - Anadiya is walled round 
++ Pa * 1* The following examples have unexplained forms, 
possibly Secondary Izafe out of normal context ^
Sur*50G ana fds-in u a birsi-na - we are naked and hungry
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Sur*520 hata azi sax-im - as long as I am well (alive) 
azi majb Ur*-im - I am obliged (to go now)
Sim* - awl nivistl-a - lie is asleep
but - aw ya nivistl-a - she is asleep, regular*
++ Fa* 2* Cukerman, op* oil, p, 139, using texts of
varying provenance, describes a similar construction 
with the Secondary Izafe in place of the Demonstrative*
He does not, however, differentiate between the temporal 
construction, the simple "substantivized" adjective and 
the "phrase introduced by a preposition" (v* (c) below), 
though all three types appear in his examples, e*g* 
Temporal* azi xarib-im - I am a stranger
sosika uastyly-a - (the mare) Sosik is tired 
Sub s t antivized#
i
wardaka zafa 5q.il bU - War dak was very clever 
qasra badaw bu -- the palace was beautiful 
P r ep o s i t i o na 1 *
miri na 1 mal - the Mir is not at home
++ Fa * 3* 'Then the adjective is a past participle (j 231*b)
this construction may contrast with a verbal construction 
in which no substantive verb is expressed (v.$ 305), e*g* 
Ak* 587 dit ko sa4 ide ru-nistl-a 1 sar taxtl - he saw
that Said was seated on a chair
Contrast,
Ak. 543 dit hakime akre ye fu nisti 1 sar taxte xo -
he saw the governor of Akra was
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sitting on his throne 
Zx. 777 36 * =, ye ** saq kiri - the canal has been
split off (from the river)
(c) When the predicate of an affirmative sentence or clause
is a phrase introduced by a preposition, or is simply an
absolute preposition ($ 295), it is joined to its subject
by the Demonstrative Izafe,whether the sense is aoristic
or continuous,, The enclitic present form of the Substantive
verb is then omitted, generally in the 3rd* person 3g* and
PI* and optionally in the other persons, e,g*
Ak* - mine gu le - I hear (my ear is to it)
(street
533 mala mina 1 filan 3&de - my house is in such-and-such 
538 kayazaka 1 we dare - there is a letter there 
544 rnarak ye t nav bafreda - there is a snake in the snow 
568 se mirovet le - there are three men in it
572 awet we axiftineda - they are engaged in this talk
615 3&ntak ya 1 bare dikanake - there is a bag (lying)
in front of a shop
An* 718 galalc binSyatet kavnet le - there are many old
buildings in it
716 amedle ya 1 sare giraki •- Amadiya is on a hill
7ida - there is a rissole
in his tray
Zx aze 1 ve Sde(-ma) I am in this room
amB(t) 1 ve ode(-yna) -- we are in this room
777 filahet le-na there are Christians in it
25’7 jjj[ 302, 303
When the sentence contains a main verb the Izafe in 
this construction may also be considered as joining a 
relative clause (without a verb) to its antecedent 
( cf* I j 300*b, 306*b), e*g*
Ak* 543 aw ha lei me t sindoqeda sani Pawl - that governor 
(who is) in the chest barked like a dog 
The construction is not affected when the relative 
clause has a different subject to that of the main sentence, 
e* g*
Zx* - bazere kiSi&a mina le galak dira - the town, in
which my daughter is, is very far away 
In a phrase introduced by waxte dc, Jwhen? the 
Demonstrative Izafe is omitted (cf,$ 305,b), e*g*
All* 616 waxte Iraq t daste anglezida - when Iraq was in
the possession of the British 
++ Fn* In the following example the Demonstrative Izafe 
appears to be replaced by the Secondary Izafe,
Bar*734 ava sIraki daste dalalaklda - there is a
sword in the hands of a broker 
(cf* (a)* Fn* above)*
{ 303* The Present Subjunctive is employed :
(a) in subordinate clauses, whether introduced by a 
conjunction or not, e*g*
Ak* 556 hilayake bika da * * xilas bibIn - make some ruse
that we may be saved 
557 de sari kayn hata gurg bibezita ma - we shall fight
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so that the wolf says to us 
Ale* 551 mill nakana sirlke xo, gal hungo hem - won?t you
make me your companion, that I may come with you ? 
An*'703A ra bon da 6ina a§! - they got up to go to the mill
708 lea re xo kir da behnav bayda - they made their
arrangements in order to return to Baghdad
(b) with the conjunction da, with jussive force, e* g*
Ak* - da bizanit namaya -- he should Imow that there
is none left
533 da biSim, jar ike xo da ninfla mal - let me go and
put my water-pot down at home
544 da namiritin sarmada - it ought not to (he left
to) die of cold 
62S d5 bi&Ina mal - let us go home
(c) following tvya 3c, ‘must, ought1 and bila Jlet * *’
(v* j 288, with examples),
(d) following certain verbs, e* g*
Ac* 684 az nasem bem - I cannot come (syan)
574 min tvet * * payda bitava - I want it to be found (vyan) 
500 az- haz kam bizanim - I would like to know (has kirin)
584 mala nawera dar kavitin - the mullah durst not go
out (weran)
j 304* (a) The Present and Past Imperfect tenses (jj )j 275* a,
280*a) are practically coextensive, the Present being the
more common, in giving the sense of a repeated or habitual
action or state in the past, e#g*
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Ac* 543 liako mandi tbo da gurel kat - whenever he became
tired he would roll it
550 hamo sale da sir! 1 min non - every year they would
drink milk from me
395 Tina wl har jivin tdane, ahmad har da girit - his wife
kept abusing him (and) Ahmed wept all the time
Arm 707A haro speda ya zu da Pa bit - he would get up every
day at early dawn
(children
Bar* 730 aw da biculcet xalki kuzitin - he used to beat neoule; s
Zx* 774 hindi ** ava tkir ** da i5ir jarak di Icavitin -
however much he used to build it up the
bridge would a 1'ways fall down again
(b) The Present Imperfect also gives the sense of an
action he* about to take place, e*g*
(di e
Ac* 545 naxo da miri - otherwise thoo wast about to
547 av mara t nav bafreda bo, da mirit 1 sarma - this
snake 'was in the snow, dying of cold
652 da ra bitin, * * sola xirab * * bikatin ~ he was going
to get up and do something evil * *
Zx* 730 asa qutim * * aw zl da mi gutit - I was about to hit
him, he too was going to hit me
(c) The Present Imperfect appears in the apodosis of 
certain Conditions (j 30^) and in suppositions, even when 
the condition is not expressed, e*gw
Ak* - xosi min ditba, da tola xo le va kam - I wish I could
see him, (.ere I to do so) I would take my revenge
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j 305, (a) The Past tense is the normal narrative tense, 
describing a state or action in the past, e*g*
Ak* 547 amin ** hal girt, da na jandikedS ** dave j audit: e
min diru 6 jandik min haveta pista xo - I picked it 
up, put it in the bag, sewed the mouth of 
the bag and put it over my shoulder 
As* 704 ball! co, Icetik girt in, kirin t sindoqada - Balil went,
caught some cats and put them into the chests 
(b) The Past tense is also employed for recently perfected 
actions, e*g*
Ac* 535 la#bet xo min hamo bir kirinava - I have (just)
forgotten all my tricks again 
559 am * * pek hatin - we have come together
A long completed action he, is expressed by the Perfect 
or Pluperfect tense, e*g*
(happened ?
Ac* 567 ta zania Si qawmla - hast thou learnt what has
582 wa dyara aw 1 min *adalattir bla - evidently he was
more just than I
595 a to bla mevane ahrnadi - wast thou Aimed1 s guest ?
579 awi ci kirbo, ** aw! zangilak ** dirist kirbo,
zinjlrak ve existbo - what did he do (had lie done) ? 
he (had) made a bell and fixed a chain to it 
5 306* (a) The Perfect Indicative I (\ 282*a) is employed 
only in the negative and interrogative and in some subor­
dinate clauses* In affirmative statements (including 
relative clauses) the Demonstrative Izafe, or a reduced
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form of it (v« j 259*b), generally appears with the 
Perfect II form (j 262*c), e*g*
Sur*512 hindak nan u kasbim e *> hinay - I have brought
some bread and comestibles 
512 -in: gost ** we hi nay -- I have brought meat
520 hind zerl we rltlna - it has defecated so much gold
Ac* - av meza ke ce kirla ? min Se nakirla, nayarl 
ya ce kirl - who has made this table ? not I,
the carpenter has made it (mez F*)
535 kayazak dlt ko ya nivlsi * * - they sav a letter
(in) which was written * * (kayaz Ft)
543 dlt hakime akre ye 3?u nisti 1 sar taxte xo - he
saw the governor of A m  a was sitting on 
his throne (hakim M*)
550 aza p!r blm - I (a cow) have grown old
550 galak cel 6 ga ye 1 min zeda bln - many cows and
oxen have sprung from me
550 min galak xer ya 1 ve cele dill - I have seen much
good from this cow (xer F*) 
553 min to ye 1 pista xo kirl - I have put thee (a snake)
on my back
557 raa ceSik vekra yet kirin -- we have whelped together 
An*710A mine daynav hinga totik - I have given you dung
fuel-cakes
717 wapib ma ya hal kirl, bale haml ma na hal kirla -
we have done (solved) our homework, but
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not all of it (v/Sjib F*)
Bar.732 aze dayndar bim - I have become indebted
Cul* - min slva lenay - I have cooked supper (slv F*)
Zx* 773 piraka ** we hat I ava kirin - * * is a bridge
(. rai ch) has been bui 11 
775 aw dara ban 6 £<5 , „ we may - that terebinth tree
still remains (has remained)
(b) The Demonstrative Izafe is omitted from this con­
struction in a relative clause introduced by an Individual 
or Demonstrative Izafe (cf.jjjj 300*b, 302*c), e*g*
Alio 575 . * dasrok * * ya filan kasi inay - the kerchief
vhich so-and-so brought 
593 aw masala ko az bo hatim - that question about
which I have come
(contrast,
586 aze hatlm bo masalak - I have come about a question) 
An* 710 tiste min dayav hinga * * bidanav min -* give me back
the thing which I have given you 
Zx* 774 aw hustae ko av pira hane ava kirl - the mason
who has built this (here) bridge 
Likewise, in clauses introduced by v/axA'e he* ‘when5 
and similar temporal adverbs the Perfect II appears without 
the Demonstrative Izafe (cf*jj 302* c) , e*g*
Am* 705A waxte boyn-a asi - when they went to the mill
Bar*731 waxte se carak kustl - when he had beaten 3 or 4
Gul* - wraxte az coym suite - when I went to the market
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ZXo 77S pis tl ko pir ava kirl - after tlie bridge was built
Occasionally the Demonstrative Izafe is omitted in
i)
other contexts, e*g*
Ak* 580 sare xo havetl / ye haveti-a kalaba zinjlre - has
put its head, in the hook of the chain 
56-3 *anre v/i gasti-a 140 sail - his age has reached
some 140 years
+ + Fn* The A:* form gotl !he said5, in contrast to got-e
5he said to him5 , might be explained as such a Perfect
II without the Demonstrative I cafe from got-* The 
Past Imperfect in Ak* 309 min tgoti 51 used to say1, 
however, suggests a secondary past stem vgotI-*
The same example (Ac* 313 min gotl, also), having a 
I,Sg* agent, ru1es out any immediate connection with 
the Sor* construction got-I !he said5 (cf*j 319)*
Go net it ioius *
I 507* Present and future, possible conditions*
(a) In the protasis the Present Subjunctive, or where 
appropriate the Picture tense, appears, e>g,
Subjunctive*
Ac. - agar crude nadat, nadat - if God does not give (a
thing) He does not (and there is an end) 
545 duzmin bigata duznini - if one enemy meet the other 
552 akar sa bilrawit - if a d.og should bark
552 akar na bigirin - if they should catch us
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An* 712 az bisilnan bim - if I am a Moslem
Gulo - halcar xalil bet - if Khalil should come
Zx* - halcar min i5ara habin -- if I were to have monies
Future*
Ac* 559 akar de ma salbis kay - even if thou wilt hang us
573 de toba lean - if you will repent
(b) If the action of the apodosis must, of necessity, 
follow that of the protasis in time then the Past tense 
may appear in the protasis, e*g*
Ac* - agar jilket ba§ min dltin de bo ta kirin - if I see
any good clothes I shall buy them for thee
553 akar duznin gasta duzminl lek ra nabirin - if one
  (by
enemy meet the other they do not pass one another
Gul« - halcar xalil hat beza wi - if Khalil comes tell him
j 308* Past, impossible conditions*
The Perfect Conditional tense is used in the protasis
and the Present or Past Imperfect in the apodosis, e*g*
Ac* - agar az zutir cobama da binim - if I had gone earlier
I would have seen (him)
hakar min tiving ve ba^';da kuzim - if I had had a
gun with me I would have killed it
hakar ta nakustba ta filar natkir - hadst thou not
killed him thou wouldst not have fled
An* - haFa to dirangtir hatbaya da p mira gahi - if thou
hadst come later thou wouldst have met me
Zx* - halcar am nahatban awl am natditin - if we had not
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come lie would not have seen us 
++ Prio See { 284, ?n,
j 509. The particle Ale. 5 Am, xozl, Gul, xwazl, Zx, xuzi 
’would that •, 7 is always followed by the Perfect Conditional 
tense9 regardless of the possibility or otherwise of the 
realization of the wish, e,g,
xozl aw subay hatha - would he were coming to-morrow 
xozl noha hatha - would that he would come now
xozl min to dltbayava - would that I could see thee
A  *1Ak
G ul..
xozl min to dithaya 
xozl am liatbayna 
xwazl to Soba'e 
xuzi hun coban
again
- would that I had seen thee
- would that we had come
- would that thou wouldst go
- would that you had gone
+ +
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WORD FORMATION,
(All references, unless otherwise stated, to Ac, only) 
Compounds*
I 310. Two types of Copulative compound occur.
(a) Compounds of two nouns or adjectives joined by the 
conjunction o he, ’and’ are not common, but do occur, e.g.
har~6“bar ’affai r s ’ (work & ? load)
sar-o-Sav ’face’ (head H eyes)
tayr-o-tawal ’birds’ (bird & ? )
ek-u~do * one another’ (one & two)
(b) Morphemes indicating the making of some noise occur 
reduplicated with the compound vowel -a- (cf.jj 243, c) , e.g.
bilq-a-bilq ’bubbling’
hus-a-hus 1rust1ing’
kus- a- ku s * whi sp o r i ng ’
xif-a-xif ’snoring’
Nouns or morphemes occur reduplicated and with the 
’’diminutive” suffix -ok (j 313), e.g.
vihvifok ’whirligig’ (vif- ’whirr’)
xalxalok ’lady-bird’ (xMl ’spot’)
xazxazok ’mumper, cadger’ (xaz- ’b eg’)
5 311. Determinative compounds may be dependent or 
descriptive. However formed such compounds frequently take 
a ”diminutive-' suffix -ik, -ok dc. (j 313),
(a) Dependent compounds are of two types :
i) A noun qualified by another noun in some case relation
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to it, generally genitive. Such compounds may appear with 
the qualifier preceding the qualified, hut more commonly 
are inverted, and with the compound vowel -a-, e.g. 
gi1-kan :clay-pit1
’ghost* (us - better, cf, Up. (j yV- 
* sun-set* (ava bon ’set*)
ma-Setir 
roz-ava 
Inverted,
bira-zava 
gul-buhar 
kur-xal 
kura-ge & 
jin-bab
’best man* (brother of bridegroom) 
’marigold* (flower of Spring) 
’cousin* (son of maternal uncle)
* 1ime-burning-pit* (pit for 1ime)
’step~mother: (wife of father)
and, with compound vowel,
av-a-mast 
bar-a-as 
falk-a-punk 
zan-a-sar
’curds & water mixed* (water of curds) 
’millstone* (stone of mill)
’mint sweet* (lump of mint)
'headache* (ache of head)
ii) A verbal stem, or past participle, restricted by a 
preceding object, e.g.
Stem.
* dentist’ (tooth-puller)
’fiance(e)’ (hand-ho1der)
’murderer * (man-killer)
'kingfisher * (fish-catcher)
’b a th-a 11 endant’ (head-wa she r) 
'bath-house *)
didan-kes 
daz-gir 
mer-kuz 
niasi-gir (ik) 
sar-so 
(cf. sar-so-k
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Participle.
kar-kirl T adorned1 (adornment-made)
til-day 1bulging' (bulge-given)
xun-girti 'bloody' (blood-covered)
daz-barday 'spendthrift1 (hand-opened)
(b) Descriptive compounds consist chiefly of a noun 
qualified by an adjective or, rarely, a noun in apposition.
The latter follows the noun qualified in, 
ba-kuruva 'sleet' (wind- snow)
A qualifying adjective may precede the noun it qualifies, e.g. 
du-dav-ok 1p ickaxe * (two-mouth)
me-kaw 7 she-partridge'
fas-mal 'black tent*
zir-bab 'step-father* (barren-father)
or follow it, e.g.
dahla-Pas-ik 'blackberry bush' (thorn - black)
kunameru-sllar 'large, long-legged ant* (ant - mounted) 
masi-xir-ik 'tadpole' (fish - spherical)
paz-kuvi 'moufflon' (sheep - mountain, wild)
tu-miri 'inedible mulberry* (mulberry - dead)
and, with compound vowel,
Am, kirm-a-sor-ik 'caterpillar* (worm - red)
kez-a-ras 'cockchafer' (beetle - black)
A small group of descriptive compounds is formed with 
the negative prefix na-, e»g,
na-xo s 'un-we11 !, na-his 'un-conscious'
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j 312. Secondary Adjectival compounds nay be possessive 
or prepositional.
(a) The Possessive compounds are generally descriptive 
compounds with possessive meaning, e.g.
du- f u 
gran-ba 
zila-cun-k
and, inverted, 
b en-tang
1 two- faced:
*(one) who sells dearly* 
*dra gonfly1 (s t raw-tail)
'impatient, depressed* (breath - tight) 
’boring, garrulous* (story - long)
? earwig, swallow5 (tail - scissors)
’handsone * (bone - 1i ght)
5 handsome * (blood - sweet)
* glum5 (forehead - blue)
*bald* (heal - bare)
’dragonfly’ (head - spindle)
’blond* (hair - yellow)
The preposition p forms an infinite number of 
adjectival compounds, e.g.
p-cak * armed *, p-laz
p-hlvl 5hopeful *, p-Syari
cirik-drez
du-maqas-ik 
hastl-sivik 
x an* • s i r l n 
navSav-Sin 
sar-rut 
sar-tasi 
wire- zar
0>)
’in a hurry’
p-sanal ’easy’, >-tist
* attentive(ly)* 
7pregnant *
* faithful *p- ha wa s ‘ happ y ' , p- xab a r
Other examples of prepositional compounds are ’ 
be-xwe ’tasteless’ ('without salt)
An. t- xaw * a s 1 e ep ’ (in s 1 e ep)
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peg-6av 1 famous5 (before eyes)
ba r- da s t : ava i lab I e 1 (before hand)
bar-pirs 'responsible' (before question)
Suffixes.,
j 31 So fie following suffixes form nouns *
-I, forms abstract nouns from adjectives, e,g.
‘egi^I 'anger1, grani :famine', korai 'blindness', 
layiqi 'suitability', sari 'coldness', siviki 'ease 
syarI 'attention', tural 'pe evi siness', xundarI 'fe 
--5I, -atl, -yatl, ditto, e,g,
drezai 'lenvth'c nanal0 oanati 'breadth'
duzminatl ‘enmity*, kicikati ‘smallness *, kavnatl *ag 
mazinati 'bigness', Bar, mazingti 'rulership', 
soryati 'redness', sivikyatl 'flippancy'
-Ini, -5nl, ditto, e.g,
do s tlnl, d3 s tanl 'fri endship', havallnl 'comrade ship' 
lavani 'youth(fulness)'
-(i)k, Ann Sc, generally - (i) In, forms derived nouns of 
various meanings, some of which may be classed as 
"diminutive", Often the meaning of the simplex is 
completely unaltered and the suffix optional, E.g. 
An* axurik 'sandfly', ball file (— ilr) 'pillow', 
barik (-ik) 'rug', barik 'pebble, fruit stone', 
berik 'shovel'. An, barxik 'lambkin', 
dorik (~ik) 'round loaf', guharik (~ik) 'earring'.
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hi rmi, An, - k 'pear', 3 o 1 an, Atl, - k 1 liafnmo ckJ , 
lihefik (-ik) 'quilt'
-ok, Anu he, -ok, ditto, e,g,
binafsok 'violet1, Am, banok 'terebinth tree'.
banlstok 'chewing pram'9 bazinok 'armlet'
9
bizmarok 'corn, callus', dudavok 'pickaxe1, 
qalaflok 'nose-stud' (qalafil 'clove'), 
kangir(ok) 'edible thistle', x>c, liyavok 'bridle' 
tayrok 'butterfly', zinanok 'uvula'
-1ik, - lka, rare, form diminutives, e, g,
pesulka 'mosquito', *fpisilka 'rkitten' (in 
pisilka mira 'thistledown'), spilik 'egg- hite'
- os ik, rare, for: as diminutives, e, g,
baqnardsik 'type of lizard', daplrosik 'spider' 
-an, -ana, -ane, form the names of games, e,g, 
holan 'polo', camkana 'hockey', 
damans 'draughts', golane 'football', 
katikane ' five-stones ' , no-lek-danane ' wrestling' , 
lukmane 'boxing', muhr-o--xatane 'heads or tails', 
matane 'marbles', sartirin3an(e) 'chess'
-van, -avan, -51, form nouns of trades or skills, e,g, 
neblrvan 'huntsman', An, tanurvan 'baker',
- *asavan 'miller*, barxavan lambherc 9
karavan 'kid-herd', bazavan 'gardener', 
laymacl 'sapper' (Tic, lagimci) 
kar, -kar, form nouns and adjectives meaning 'doer of
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e„g. §arkar ’aggressive, figVfcer ’, 
harikar 'helper, assistant: 
j 314, The following suffixes form adjectives :
-I, forms adjectives from nouns, e,g*
bin! 'underneath', gundl 'village, rural', 
plvazl 'pink, onion-coloured: , qah./ai (Shn, qahway) 
'brown, coffee-coloured' , ciresi ' d i r t y '
- ok, Zx, -Os rare, forms adjectives of quality from nouns, 
e.g. tirsok ' cowardly: ,
Zx. gilizo ’dribbling, slobbery’, kilmiso ’snotty'
-dar, forms adjectives meaning 'possessed of , e.g. 
birlndar 'wounded', dayndar 'in debt', 
kovandar 'injured', xundar ’at feud' 
j 315. (a) The "regular" Intransitive verb is characterized 
by the past stem Ale, Ac. -ya-, Cful, , m r  -ha-, infinitive 
-yan, -ban, present stem -(y)e-, -he- respectively, e.g.
Ak. biryan, birye-, Zx, birlian, b i r he- 'cease'
Ak, garyan, gar(y)e-, Gful. gafhan, gaFhS- ’wander’
Ak. rizyan, fizye-, Zx, rizhan, firhe- ’pour, flow’
The corresponding Transitive verb is a Causative 
construction from the same stem (v,I 291),
(b) The same morphemes, Intransitive -ya-, -ye- (-ha-, 
-he-), Transitive -and-, -In-, also form denominative 
verbs, particularly from loanwords of Arabic origin, e.g.
Ak. *alimandin, 1alimin- ’teach’, 
habandiiin habin- 'love',
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Ak. qatyan, Gful. qafhan ’finish, come to an end’,
qatandin ’finish, bring to an end1
Ale. halyan, Zx. halhan ’melt’,
ha1andin ’melt’
(c) In Zx, the morpheme - and in may also form infinitive
verbal nouns from Transitive present stems although the 
past stem is not in -and-, e.g,
: nivisandin F, ’writing ,
dayna-, dayn- ’put down’ : daynandin ‘putting down’
+
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PART IV - DIALECT GROUPING.
j 316* Of the historical sound-changes which distinguish 
dialects within the Kurdish family two may he considered 
of major significance. As will he seen, hoth are reflected 
in the morphology of the dialects*
(a) 0*Ir* inter- and postvocalic /m, p/ yield /v/ in all
the dialects described in Part III except Sur* (viz* Ak*,
, Bar* , Gul# , Zx* , Sim* , AK* , 3X*) , /w/ in all the
dialects of’ Part II and Sur* (viz* Sul*, War*, Bin*, Piss.
Muk*, Arb*, Rdz* , Xos*, Sur*), e* g 
Ak* dc* Sul# £zc>
Av* naman- \/ nav * nav/ T name5
hamina- s/ havln * ha win :summer1
gaman- > gav 2 han] gaw *pace1
Av. ap- V. av : aw 1water?
xsap- > sav : saw 1 night:
r f su* pana- > si van s'dn :shepherd
This development of /m/ affects the proxi mate demons-
trative adjective In Ak* Ac* the form av dc* (I 270)
< 0*Ir# ima- is distinct from the remo te demonstrative
aw < 0*Ir# awa-# In Sur*, Muk* and the Sor* dialects
the two demons t ra tives fall regularly together in the
form aw &c. Only in Sul, & War* is the /m/ irregularly 
preserved, and with it the distinction between proximate 
and remote demonstratives am : aw (jj 18o) (cf* Barr, op* cit# 
o 10 3 , An:a. ) *
235 jjjj sis 9 3 1 7
The development of /p/ is reflected in the common 
preverh Ak. &c, va (-(a)va) (j 293*a), Sul. he. -awa 
(I 229)s cf, N.Pers, baz, va (Mann, Muk* $ 59) vapaca 
or vapak- respectively (Henning, 211,9,231),
(h) The regular outcome of 0,Ir, suffix -aka in Kd,, 
reflected even in loanwords, appears tc he War* - ig 
(Sinna &c. -ig), Sul*, Bin*, Piz,, Muk, ~u, Arh*, Rdz,,
Xos* , Sur, , Ak* dc* — 1 , e * 5,0
War. j&c. Sul. he. Arb, ? Ak* _ jcc,
Sinna dazig : dazu : dazl 1 thread'
liarig : - : ha PI ' mud5
mazig rnazU ’ mazi 'gall-apple'
Pozig : f (5 zu : rozi fasting'
War* xanig : xanu » -A-dll-L 7house *
zinig : zindu : zindl 1 alive7
This development is most regularly seen, however, 
in the past participle of all verbs (({ 207, 281)
< 0* Ir* ta- ka~, e* g* War, hatig : Sul, hath : Arh*,
Ak* hatl 1 having come'*
I 317* Other sound-changes are best epitomized by a 
comparison of the phonetic systems of the various dialects. 
Of those studied :
i) War* is alone in possessing the phoneme /§/, i*e* 
continuant realization of /g/ (jj 57 ff *), Its phoneme 
/d/ occurs as an allophone of ,/d/ in Sul, only ($ 32),
War* is also the only dialect to show the regular reduction
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of /st/ to /s/ ( j  72*1) •
ii) War* & Sul* are marked off from all other dialects 
hy the phoneme /g/ (j 28), the diphthongs of classes (c) 
and (d) (j 13 ff *), and the reduction of /nd/ to /n, 13/
(jjjj 57, 72) (with its bearing on the causative conjugation, 
/-andin > - an in/, j 227)*
iii) War*, Sul*, Bin*, Piz*, ? Muk* alone have /o/ (jjjj 5, 77) 
and / V  (jj 39)*
iv) Arb* , Rdz*, Xos* , Sur* regularly replace /l/ by /r/
(j 96)* Other dialects have /l/ for Sul* &c* /l and l/*
The same dialects, Arb* Ac*, regularly have /c, 3/ for 
common /c, 3/ (jj 97)*
v) Sur. , although it has the same phonemic system as Arb. , 
is marked by a number of phonetic divergences (j 100 ff *) *
vi) The dialects of Ale. , Am* , Bar* , Sul* , Zx. &c. are 
differentiated from those of Sul* he* by the '‘'emphatic5* 
phonemes /t, s, z/*
vii) The dialects of An* , Bar* , Gail. , Zx* , present 
two groups of consonant phonemes, aspirate and unaspirate 
/£, t 9 p : k, t, p/ (j 132), in opposition to Sul. - Ak.
(and, possibly, Shn., BX* &c.), which have only one, 
aspirate, series /k, t, p/*
viii) Ak. , Am*, Bar* , G-ul* , Zx. with Hak. & Bot* form a 
unique group with the modified realization of /o, u/ as 
u:, y* (jjjj 115, 155.a).
A further, but less definite, distinguishing feature
between certain dialects, here represented by Sul. & Ak* 
respectively, is the incidence of consonant groups. 'The 
difference between Sul., with 75 possible initial groups, 
and Ak. , with 12, is most striking. On the other hand 
the :talgebraic!f realization of secondary consonant groups 
in .Ak* , Am. &c. (jjjj 148, 153) is not found in Sul* &c. * 
j 318* 'The main line of distinction between what may 
conveniently be called N(orthern) and C(entral) dialects 
of Kd. can be seen to run between the dialects of A:*, Shn* 
&c. on the one hand and Arb., Rdz., Muk. &c. on the other, 
with Sur. necessarily taking an intermediate position.
On either side of this line there appear, apart from the 
phonetic items mentioned above (jjjj 316. a, 317* vi), a number 
of contrasting morphological features.
i) A major distinction lies in the system of personal 
pronouns - with suffix forms in the case of the C. dialects, 
including Sur*, (j 192J* without suffix forms in the
N* dialects (j 268)*
ii) The suffix pronouns have a variety of functions
(j 193.b) of which the most characteristic is that of 
Agent in the Agential- construction of the same C* dialects 
(j 217). This construction, with its obligatory Agent, 
contrasts with the simpler Passive construction of the 
N* dialects (j 289). The contrast is heightened by the 
faculty of the C* dialect verb for taking two verbal 
endings (j 224). In Bin., Piz* alone of the C* dialects
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is there any reflection of the N, construction (j 219 Note).
iii) Apart from the Passive construction of the past tenses 
of all transitive verbs the N. dialects have no Passive 
conjugation. A present Passive can only he expressed by
a periphrasis (j 290), In contrast all the C, dialects 
have a fully-developed secondary Passive conjugation ({ 225).
iv) While an indefinite nominal suffix appears in all 
Kd, dialects in the form ~ek or -ak (j j 173, 253) a 
corresponding definite suffix -aka is found only in the 
C. dialects, including Sur, , and to a lesser extent in 
Ak. (j ij 171 s 252.b). Cognate with this there appears a 
general demonstrative suffix -a in all C. dialects (j 172) 
which is restricted to proximate demonstrative use in the 
N. dialects Sur. 9 Ak. - Zx. (j 2 5 2 ,c). The most important 
use of this suffix is in the open compound construction
(j 132) ? which is not found in the N» dialects, 
j 319, In the main the systems of nominal inflection for 
number, gender and case, and including the Izafe, are 
contrasted on either side of the same line. A number of 
Northern features do, however, appear in modified form 
below the line. Thus :
i) All N. dialects have a distinction of grammatical 
gender in the Singular, manifest in the case endings (j 255) 
and the Izafe (j 258). This distinction is preserved in 
the C. dialects of Muk., Arb., Rdz,, Xos,, but only in the 
case endings (j 177). With the gender distinction preserved
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in the Bin., Pig, , (Muk.) Izafe (j 180) and. 3rd. singular 
personal pronoun oblique (jj 192), as well as in the nominal 
case endings, these dialects go together with the Northern 
dialects,
ii) Corresponding to the Singular Oblique case endings 
the N. dialects have an exclusively Oblique Plural ending 
-a(n) (jj 255. a). This same ending forms a general plural 
in all C. dialects (j 174), 'whether the dialect has a case 
system or not.
iii) The specifically Plural Izafe forms ~et &c, of the 
N, dialects (j 258) are found also in Bin., Pig., Muk. as 
-I da (j 180. c),
j 320, 'The verbal systems of the various dialects offer the 
following contrasts :
i) While all dialects from Bin., Pis. northwards have
a modal prefix da- (5 200,a), or t- < di- (jj 274.a), Sul. 
and War. have a-. This must be taken as a separate entity 
(with Barr, op. cit. p. 221, Anm.), and not as a form of 
da-, since (a) initial /d/ is not lost completely in any 
dialect (cf. j 32), and (b) the two prefixes appear together 
in Rdz., Sur. where /d/ is quite stable.
ii) The formation of a Future tense with an independent 
modal particle de &c. is restricted to the IT, dialects, 
including Sur. & BX. (j 274.b), The temporal and other 
use of various forms of Izafe with the verb (jjjj 302, 303) 
is likewise a feature of the N» dialects from Sur. to QK.,
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•with no equivalent in the C, dialects.
j 321. From the following diagram it will he seen that 
there are two major lines of division "between the dialects 
treated here :
(a) that between Arb. (Sur.) and Ak. , dividing Centre 
from North9 and
(b) that between Sul, and Bin. he,? dividing the more 
archaic Central dialects (Sor, & Muk.) from those of 
Sul. and War. , with their leaning towards the Southern 
group.
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It has been confirmed that the continuant realizations of 
the Sul*, War. phonemes /t, d/ in certain contexts (v*H 
31, 32), represented here as respectively, are in fact
identical and hoth to he represented as ©. This necessitates 
the following corrigenda.
j 12. Read: ,?© is invariably a half-close, central vowel,
accompanied by a raising of the tip of the tongue towards
the position of realization of a dental* stop. Phonemically
it is, in fact, a realization of / t / o r  /d/ (q.v.jjjj 31, 32).
j 13. (c) Read: _,fa half-close* central vowel © ; i:e, to, £:©,
a©, a:©, oj©, and uje.tr Delete (d) entirely and (last line) 
ai.
} 16. Delete entirely.
j 17. Read: lfThe vowel © is a realization of the phonemes /t, d/
jjjj 32). The diphthongs of class (c) therefore 
represent /*!$, it, ^t, at or ad, 5‘t or 5d, 3t, and at/.11 
j| 18. (a) 1. 5. Delete: "even b£ik*am".
1. 9. Read: "n£:£i:nq© ... /vn5rXnat .../"
j 31. Read: "The /t/ of the pronominal suffix /- (i) t/ (v. j 193. a)
alone is generally realized as a vowel © (J 12), forming 
diphthongs of the class (c) 13).. This alternates, however,
with the consonantal realization and it is therefore necessary 
to mark the variant realization © as /$/. Following /i/ in
final position this /t/ is frequently not realized. E.g.
•tji:t ^  •tjij© k*£fdu:a /Sit ^  £1$ kirdtLa/
'"blst(gc£m fb|© jglim /bitgirira ~  bijgirira/
jS£:w£:k#i a'eamt: /s3wSki(t) adamB/ 
j 59. Delete: . with two additions (cf.$ 70)."
{ 61# Read: "/i/. Before /a, g/ (v. { 70 below) and /t/ (I 31),
/i/ is more close than otherwise, i.e. it is a close, 
front-central vowel i , e.g.
ha:1t'igira /hdtigim/, 'bieka: /VitkS/ "
l *70. 5 from end, read: "necessary to mark the variant
realizations a, ^ as / d / a n d  g as /g/, e.g. ...11 
{71. (a) 1. 3f read: "realized as a, forming the diphthongs 
ae, are, e.g. haje /*h£t/, karaj^ /*ka*at/ Ar. karra* 11 
{ 71. (c) 1. 3, read: "realizations ha:a, k^au&c."
1* 6, read: "by writing /hSt, kaw(t)/  &c* "
$ 74. Delete entirely.
j[ 78. (a) Read: "The diphthongs of class (c), ending in a, do
not occur (v. ${ 17* 81, 83)."
{ 8 1 ,  end. Read: "nor has it the allophone a."
{ 167. Delete: /d/, /g/, & read references with /d/, /g/.
Delete: Summary, under War., ref. 74.
{ 193. (a) Note 2. Read: "See { 30. In Sul,, War. the 2.Sg.
form frequently appears as -t in postvocalic, and -i in
post-consonantal position (v.{ 31). .."
{ 317. (i) Read: ".. the allophone /g/ .... It shares the
allophones /d, t / w i t h  Sul. only (J J 31, 32). . . "
(ii) Read: diphthongs of class (c) (J 13 ff.), .."
